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Wavelength tunable devices are required in many fields like spectroscopy of
gases, biomedical absorption experiments, wavelength division multiplexing
in optical data networks, among others. Usually the devices are limited by the
technology implemented to change the transmitted frequencies and are specific
to their usage scenario. Thus extending the regime in which a single device
can function, will reduce the need for many different devices with a narrow
application window. For example, having a tunable laser for telecommunication
networks around 1550 nm, that can support both L- and C-bands (1530 nm
to 1625 nm). It opens much more flexibility, either by applying new coding
mechanisms that require wavelength switching. Or simply by reducing storage
requirements, because only one type of device serves as hot-backup for all
channels.
Investigation on tunable lasers on the basis of a VCSEL (vertical cavity surface
emitting laser) in combination with a SiOx-SiNy MEMS-DBR, which offer up
to 107 nm of tuning around 1550 nm, went on for more than two decades. It is
time to overcome the material-specific limitation of those DBR materials. With
a refractive index difference of 0.45 only 120 nm of high reflectivity around
1550 nm are supported by SiNy and SiOx.
In this work, silicon carbide (SiCz) is introduced as a replacement for SiNy to
grow DBR stacks with a refractive index contrast of 1, when paired with SiOx.
This increases the reflectivity stopband by more than a factor of 2, while the
number of layer pairs is reduced for similar maximum reflectivities. So, in the
end, wider tuning and smaller devices are feasible.
The first step towards a MEMS-DBR tunable Fabry-Pérot VCSEL is investigating
the behavior of the new material by processing passive filters based on the
same principle. MEMS stands for micro-electro-mechanical system. Here a
Farby-Pérot resonator consisting of two DBRs - one fixed, one movable - and
an adjustable air-gap in between, enables continuous shifting of the resonant
wavelength through displacement of the MEMS-DBR. After investigations on
single layers deposited by low-temperature PECVD to enable compatibility
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with the active substrates, layer stacks are grown and structured into MEMS-
DBRs. They can be actuated electro-thermally and electro-statically to tune the
resonator cavity length and ultimately the transmission wavelength. First tests
provided proof that the idea is working, but the tuning range was limited by
the large cavity length.
To increase the free spectral range, the cavity length had to be reduced. By
creating a Comsol Multiphysics model for SiOx-SiCz MEMS-DBR, harnessing
packages for structural mechanics and electro-thermal physics, the number
of experimental testing could be lowered. Changing several variables led to
the need of reducing the lateral MEMS-size by at least a factor of 2. After a
redesign of the photolithography masks, new small-sized MEMS were processed
successfully, reducing the air-gap to the desired lengths of 1 µm to 4 µm.
Those new devices could be tuned over 250 nm, limited only by the measure-
ment equipment. Moreover, increasing the number of layer pairs of the DBR
decreased transmission linewidth below 30 pm (or 4 GHz) over a tuning range
beyond 250 nm around 1550 nm.
MEMS-DBR surface-micro-machining technology was furthermore transferred
to both photodiode and half-VCSEL substrates successfully. Both SiOx-SiNy and
SiOx-SiCz MEMS-DBR tunable photodiodes were able to detect and separate
two neighboring lasers in a dense wavelength division multiplexing grid with
100 GHz (or 0.8 nm) spacing.
SiOx-SiCz MEMS-DBR VCSELs showed a tuning range of only 57 nm around
1530 nm due to processing related issues. A much higher potential for wider
tuning is available, but could not be achieved within the time frame of this work.
Nevertheless, SiOx-SiCz MEMS-DBR VCSEL were found to be much less prone
to temperature changes, considering emission wavelength shift, than SiOx-SiNy
MEMS-DBR VCSEL published previously. This decreases environmentally
induced temperature-dependent wavelength changes immensely.
Kurzfassung
Wellenlängenabstimmbare Bauteile werden in vielen Bereichen benötigt, für
Spektroskopie von Gasen, bei biomedizinischen Absorptionsexperimenten, in
wellenlängenmultiplex Netzwerken zur optischer Datenübertragung und vielen
weiteren. Üblicherweise sind die Abstimmbereiche der Bauteile durch die einge-
setzte Technologie begrenzt, sodass sie sehr spezifisch für ihren Einsatzbereich
konstruiert werden müssen. Wenn der Bereich nun erweitert wird, kann ein ein-
ziges Bauteil für mehrere Einsatzzwecke benutzt werden, wodurch die Menge
an benötigten unterschiedlichen Geräten verringert werden kann. Zum Beispiel
kann ein wellenlängenabstimmbarer Laser für ein optisches Datennetzwerk
um 1550 nm verwendet werden, welcher sowohl das L- als auch das C-Band
bedienen kann (1530 nm bis 1625 nm). Dies erlaubt eine erhöhte Flexibilität, sei
es durch das Ermöglichen von Modulationsverfahren, welche eine Änderung
der Wellenlänge fordern. Oder es verringert den benötigten Lagerbedarf, da nur
noch eine Sorte an Ersatzlasern für alle Kanäle bereitgehalten werden muss.
In den vergangenen zwei Jahrzehnten wurden wellenlängenabstimmbare Laser
vorgestellt, einer Kombination aus VCSEL (oberflächenemittierende Halblei-
terlaser) und SiOx-SiNy MEMS-DBR, welche bis zu 107 nm Abstimmung um
1550 nm erlauben. Nun ist es an der Zeit die materialspezifischen Beschrän-
kungen dieser Braggspiegel (DBR) zu überwinden. Der Einsatz von SiNy und
SiOx erlaubt nur einen Brechungsindexunterschied von 0,45 und damit nur eine
Stopbandbreite hoher Reflektivität um 1550 nm von 120 nm.
In dieser Arbeit wird Siliziumcarbid (SiCz) als Ersatz für SiNy vorgestellt. Ge-
paart mit SiOx sind dadurch Braggspiegel mit einem Brechungsindexunter-
schied von 1 möglich. Dies verdoppelt die Stoppbandbreite und reduziert
gleichzeitig die benötigte Anzahl an Schichtpaaren, um dieselbe Reflektivität
zu erlangen. Letztendlich wird dadurch der Abstimmbereich erweitert und die
Möglichkeit zur Verringerung der Bauteile erschaffen.
Der erste Schritt zu einem MEMS-DBR abstimmbaren Fabry-Pérot VCSEL ist die
Untersuchung des neuen Materials in Form von passiver Filter, agierend nach
demselben Prinzip. MEMS steht dabei für mikroelektromechanisches System.
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Ein Fabry-Pérot Resonator besteht hierbei aus zwei Braggspiegeln - einem festen
und einem beweglichen - welche durch einen veränderbaren Luftspalt vonein-
ander getrennt sind. Durch eine Verschiebung des beweglichen MEMS-DBR
kann die resonante Wellenlänge kontinuierlich verändert werden. Zunächst
wurden einzelne Schichten untersucht, gewachsen durch eine plasmaunter-
stützte Gasphasenabscheidung (PECVD) bei niedrigen Temperaturen, um die
Prozessverträglichkeit mit den VCSEL Substraten zu gewährleisten. Danach
wurden Schichtstapel abgeschieden und in der MEMS Form strukturiert, welche
schließlich sowohl elektrothermisch, als auch elektrostatisch ausgelenkt werden
konnten, um die Resonatorlänge und schließlich die Transmissionswellenlänge
zu verändern. Erste Test zeugten von Erfolg, jedoch war der Abstimmbereich
durch die große Resonatorlänge begrenzt.
Um den freien Spektralbereich zu vergrößern musste die Kavität verkleinert
werden. Durch das Erstellen eines Comsol Multiphysics Modells für SiOx-SiCz
MEMS-DBR, welches Pakete für strukturmechanische und elektrothermische
Begebenheiten verwendet, konnte die Anzahl an experimentellen Versuchen
verringert werden. Veränderungen von verschiedenen Parametern ergab, dass
die laterale Größe der MEMS mindestens um den Faktor 2 verkleinert wer-
den muss. Der Luftspalt konnte durch eine entsprechende Umgestaltung der
Photolithographiemasken auf 1 µm to 4 µm erfolgreich reduziert werden.
Diese Filter konnten um mehr als 250 nm um 1550 nm abgestimmt werden.
Begrenzt war dies lediglich durch die Messgeräte. Darüber hinaus hat die
Erhöhung der DBR Schichtpaare eine schmale Transmissionsbandbreite unter
30 pm (oder 4 GHz) über einen Abstimmbereich von über 250 nm um 1550 nm
zur Folge.
Die MEMS-DBR Oberflächenmikrostrukturierungstechnologie wurde nach er-
folgreichen Tests mit Filtern auf Photodioden- und VCSEL-Substrate übertragen.
Sowohl SiOx-SiNy, als auch SiOx-SiCz MEMS-DBR abstimmbare Photodioden
konnten benachbarte Laser eines DWDM Rasters von 100 GHz oder 0,8 nm
detektieren und unterscheiden.
SiOx-SiCz MEMS-DBR VCSEL zeigten lediglich einen Abstimmbereich von
57 nm um 1530 nm aufgrund von prozessbedingter Aspekte. Das große Potenti-
al für einen viel größeren Abstimmbereich konnte innerhalb des Zeitfensters
dieser Arbeit nicht mehr ausgeschöpft werden. SiOx-SiCz MEMS-DBR abstimm-
bare VCSEL zeigen aber bereits jetzt eine viel kleinere Empfindlichkeit auf
Temperaturschwankungen im Vergleich zu bisher veröffentlichten SiOx-SiNy
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1 Introduction
We live in a world which more and more relies on decentralized data-storage
and processing. All files need to be accessed remotely, stored in clouds, backed-
up automatically. We grow more and more dependent on online services feeding
us with information, entertainment or knowledge. In the past newspapers were,
for example, the most recent collection of news, now the time between an event
and the report or live footage on it, races towards zero. We need to know
everything immediately. In the opposite direction, people feel the need to share
every aspect of their life through networking services. So not only direction
from a data center, where the information is stored, but also the upload from
millions of users towards the data center will grow in its demand.
Further examples which need large up- and download speeds, are growing
distrust in large companies which offer paid or free services for data-storage,
causing individuals to move to self-hosted servers in private households. Decen-
tralized video games are currently arising, although not yet showing the same
experience as local machines, due to response time between the user input and
the software’s reaction. However, in general, the idea is good if implemented
with user-friendly contracts in mind. Thus, demand only arises while people
are awake, reducing the requirement for powerful local hardware and sharing
decentralized processors.
In industrial areas currently, companies are globally connected. The entire
knowledge is not located at the headquarter, but spread over numerous lo-
cations, subcontractors or partners, specialized in their topics. To manage to
work together, they need to be connected via networks. For example, while
today, many operations are handled in person by employees travelling to each
site discussing and taking decisions. In the future, this might reduce because
people might, at some point, change their view towards the environment. Many
demonstrations in recent years raise awareness of climate change and personal
influences. This change will probably come faster than expected supported by
current pandemic spreading of a viral disease, which does stop people from
travelling quite effectively. Suddenly discussions and decisions can be handled
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via the internet. In the future companies might increase the demand for live
video transmission. When paying customers depend on such a technology,
it has to be stable, reliable and mostly it has to be fast to ensure high quality.
Among other applications, here response time is essential. Time difference
between input on one end and output on the other end needs to be minimal to
be able to have real-life-like discussions.
High-speed modulated lasers send data pulses through glass fibers, enabling
data transmission. Equally fast responding detectors receive the signal on the
other end. Using light to transfer information holds many advantages. It is fast,
is not influenced by the environment; it works with a low power budget and
is relatively secure towards manipulations from outside. The first possibility
to transmit digital data is to turn it on and off to generate two states, 1 and
0. The second step is to do this very fast, reaching several tens of GHz. Here
lies the limit for one laser emitting at one wavelength located at a minimum
loss of the transmitting medium (around 1550 nm for a glass fiber). Higher-
order modulation schemes increase the transmission capacity of a laser, by
using more than two states or utilizing orthogonal polarization of light. This
increases capacity by a factor of 4 or 8. Ultimately more than one wavelength
is required. Although losses are at a minimum at 1550 nm, the region around
it does also experience low losses. Now several wavelengths can travel in one
fiber simultaneously carrying independent data streams. Such a battery of
lasers spaced by 100 GHz or approximately 0.8 nm allow 40 channels in the
C-band (1530 nm to 1565 nm). Additional channels can be found in the L-band
(1565 nm to 1620 nm). Reducing the spacing to 50 GHz or 25 GHz increases
capacity accordingly.
For each channel in a wavelength-multiplexing network, separate semiconduc-
tor lasers handle one specific channel each. For each laser, several backup units
need to be kept in storage all over the world, which is expensive and requires
managing of resources. The solution is a wavelength-tunable laser, which can
be set to the required channel while in use. Now a hot-backup is in storage
which can replace every single channel. This flexibility could even support
the redesign of a system on the fly if for example a smaller spacing should be
used at one point. A tunable laser selects the required wavelength itself. Such
high-speed vertical-cavity surface-emitting lasers (VCSEL) were published for
10 Gbps and a tuning range of 85 nm for telecom wavelengths and a continuous
wavelength tuning range of 107 nm [57, 60]. A VCSEL is especially interesting
for fiber-based communication due to the possibility to create a circular output
beam, which has an excellent coupling efficiency. The tuning mechanism for







Figure 1.1: Cross-section of a MEMS-DBR VCSEL with a tunable air-gap Lair.
in fig. 1.1. MEMS stands for a micro-electro-mechanical system (MEMS), an
integrated system on a micrometer scale, combining electrical and moving
mechanical components, connected by thermal or electrostatic phenomena. A
DBR is a distributed Bragg reflector consisting of alternating layer pairs with
high and low refractive index, creating a highly reflective mirror with a wide
stopband.
Determined by the cavity length, the resonant wavelength emerges from the
output aperture. Two factors are essential for wide tunability. The first is
the active medium itself. It needs a wide gain so that stimulated emission
can occur. Strained quantum wells buried in the semiconductor enable such
an active region. The second factor is mirrors with high reflectivities for an
equal or broader wavelength range. Because VCSELs are grown epitaxially,
the active region only offers a thickness in the sub-micrometer range. Mirrors
with reflectivities beyond 99.5 % overcome the threshold gain because the light
crosses the active region multiple times. A DBR fulfils such requirements. In
the case of previously mentioned< publications, these materials are dielectrics
SiOx and SiNy. The defining parameter is the refractive index difference of 0.45,
which creates a high-reflectivity stopband of 120 nm.
Halbritter presents tunable pin-photodiodes based on SiOx-SiNy MEMS-DBR
fabricated with bulk-micromachining [27]. The free spectral range limits the
tuning range to 44 nm. Surface-micromachining, used in this work, opens the
possibility for fabricating numerous devices on one chip.
To improve the tuning range of previous devices based on SiOx-SiNy MEMS-
DBR, now silicon carbide (SiCz) is being introduced. SiCz is well established
technologically and can be deposited with a low-temperature PECVD creating
amorphous layers. Moreover, due to the presence of H atoms in the reaction
chamber removed from SiH4 during plasma deposition, they are incorporated
as well. The resulting layer composition might look like the presentation in






Figure 1.2: Proposed structure of an amorphous SiCz layer deposited with
SiH4 and CH4 precursor gases, according to [1].
cantilevers with electro-thermal actuation or high-temperature applications [19,
36].
The main advantage of a plasma deposited SiCz layer is its high refractive index
around 1550 nm of 2.56 [72, 76] for hexagonal crystal 6H-SiCz polytype. Assisted
ion-beam deposition resulted in a refractive index of 2.6 [14]. Even a value 3.18
for thin-films was claimed by [40, 41], although their main focus was on extreme
UV characterization. The layers deposited in this work - with low-temperature
PECVD - show a refractive index of approximately 2.45. The high refractive
index is important for DBR, creating a wider reflectivity stopband, required
for widely tunable resonators. In combination with SiOx, a refractive index
difference of 1 can be achieved. Higher index contrast also reduces the number
of layer pairs required for high reflectivity. Presented in [22], calculations for
much wider tunability based on SiOx-SiCz MEMS-DBR approach in comparison
to well-investigated SiOx-SiNy MEMS-DBR, are presented. Here especially
refractive index difference supports the suitability for this task.
SiCz is widely used in extreme environments as a base material for high fre-
quencies, high power, high voltages and high temperatures [33, 45]. Another
application that overlaps with the goal of this work is MEMS or NEMS, because
of its easy integrability with Si-based micro-fabrication technology [35, 36]. Low
temperature processing below 400 ◦C and even as low as 80 ◦C used in this
work, does offer suitability for IC compatible MEMS processing [35, 69].
Looking at the absorption in the near-infrared region around 1550 nm does
show measurable values above zero [23, 40] of approximately k = 0.03. Thus,
discussing the SiOx-SiCz MEMS-DBR transmission requires the consideration
of absorption. Nevertheless, wide reflectivity stopband should outweigh the
disadvantages.
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Another candidate is titanium dioxide (TiO2) which can be deposited with low-
temperature PECVD as well. Precursor titanium tetra-isopropoxide Ti(OC3H7)4
in liquid form is used, which was not available for the PECVD reactor at our
institute. Moreover, no absorption is present in NIR. While an older publication
reports a similar refractive index of 2.45 [17] more recent studies only show a
value of 2.28 for an atomic layer deposition [71] and 2.06 by e-beam evaporation
[68]. Furthermore amorphous silicon (a-Si) offers a very high refractive index
of na-Si = 3.38 with zero absorption [64]. Deposition at low temperatures is
possible, but in order to reduce layer stress to values needed in this work, still,
a deposition temperature of 200 ◦C is required which is too high to work with
half-VCSEL samples [32].
In conclusion, albeit having some absorption in the NIR, SiCz offers the best
combination of deposition possibilities and layer properties. After the successful
development of the SiOx-SiCz MEMS-DBR technology, it is applied to photodi-
ode and VCSEL substrates. For both previous publications for MEMS-tunable
devices exist, but limited in their tuning ranges.
Thesis Overview
This thesis is divided into six chapters. The introduction gives a motivation for
investigating SiOx-SiCz MEMS-DBR and tunable devices in general.
Chapter 2 sheds light on the physics of a MEMS-DBR approach to tunable
devices. First, propagation of light in vacuum and media is described to under-
stand, what happens at interfaces between two different materials. Next, the
effects of transmission, reflection and resulting interferences of many waves
are used to understand a Fabry-Pérot resonator and which conditions have to
be met to create a stable cavity. Next, the influence of optical thin-films on the
reflectivity of substrates is investigated to create both anti-reflective coatings
(ARC) and distributed Bragg reflectors (DBR) with very high reflectivities within
a broad stopband. Combining a Fabry-Pérot principle with MEMS-DBR mirrors
eventually opens the possibility to create stable tunable filters. Moreover, pro-
cessing basics like deposition and structuring of dielectrics are presented along
with optical and structural characterizations. Here, especially ellipsometry
to determine optical constants and measurements of layer stress are essential.
Furthermore, photolithography to structure each layer and depositions of metal
layers are presented. At the end of chapter 2, the basics of photodiodes and
VCSELs are presented to understand their fundamentals.
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In chapter 3, step by step designing of a SiOx-SiCz MEMS-DBR is performed.
First, single layer deposition parameters of plasma-enhanced chemical vapor
deposition (PECVD) are examined to create a layer with suitable layer stress.
Next, the requirements for a DBR are presented. Stability of depositions is
essential because a DBR deposition can take several hours, and reproducibility
of the desired layer is crucial. After growing a DBR, it needs to be structured by
dry-etching in a fluoride-containing plasma. Finally, the connection between the
displacement of the MEMS-DBR and resulting wavelength-shift is investigated
by simulating corresponding layer stacks and solving it by transfer matrix
method.
In chapter 4, experimental results of fabricated and characterized passive SiOx-
SiCz MEMS-DBR filters are summarized. First, standard-sized photolithography
masks from previous works are used. Processing is shown in a step-by-step
procedure. Next, the behavior of tuning by electro-thermal MEMS current and
the change of substrate temperature are presented. Moreover, transmission
linewidth is shown for both SiOx-SiNy and SiOx-SiCz MEMS-DBR filters. Since
this MEMS size does not result in an extensive tuning range, a Comsol model
for SiOx-SiCz MEMS-DBR is developed to minimize experimental testing by
predicting the air-gap. This resulted in the reduction of MEMS-arm sizes by at
least a factor of 2. Subsequently, such photolithography masks are designed,
and new small-sized SiOx-SiCz MEMS-DBR filters are produced. Those devices
enable much broader tuning ranges. Furthermore, an increase of DBR layer
pairs shows a remarkable reduction in the transmission linewidth. Lastly, SiOx-
SiCz MEMS-DBR filters are fabricated with an additional electrode to enable
electro-static actuation.
Finally, in chapter 5, MEMS-DBR technology is transferred to both photodiode
and half-VCSEL substrates to create tunable receivers and sources, respectively.
Both SiOx-SiNy and SiOx-SiCz MEMS-DBR photodiodes can be tuned electro-
thermally. SiOx-SiCz MEMS-DBR VCSELS are tunable across a limited tuning
range and mark the first step towards much wider tuning ranges and higher
temperature stability than previously published with SiOx-SiNy MEMS-DBR
VCSEL.
The work concludes with a summary and an outlook in chapter 6.
Appendices A to C give more details on chemical reactions, present additional
graphs on DBR reflectivity and show the newly designed small-sized pho-
tolithography masks, respectively.
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Tunable Devices
A Fabry-Pérot resonator consists of two highly reflective broadband mirrors
(DBRs) at a specific distance, determining the cavity length and the resonant
wavelengths. Tunable devices presented in this work, are based on adjustable
cavity lengths realized by a movable mirror. One surface is flat, while the other
is a concavely bent, displaceable MEMS-DBR. Thus, a change in cavity length
induces a shift in the resonant wavelength, which defines a tunable device.
The first section presents light propagation through matter, including reflection
and transmission at interfaces to understand how light travels through dielec-
tric layers. A Fabry-Pérot resonator relies on the interference of many waves.
Similarly, a multilayered DBR uses interference to create highly reflective broad-
band mirrors, required for narrow filtering and broad wavelength tuning. Two
different tuning mechanisms to adjust cavity length follow, either by thermal
heating induced through a heating current or an electrostatic force exerted by
two electrodes. Certain technologies are required to build a MEMS-DBR (dis-
tributed feedback reflector), which are presented in detail. Finally two modules
- detector and laser source - are shown in the last two sections of this chapter,
because the ultimate goal is to create not only passive tunable filters but also
active tunable detectors and laser sources.
2.1 Theory of Light Propagation
Property of Light
Light as a wave has two main properties. The first property is the wavelength λ,
which describes the distance between two points with the same phase. In this
work the infrared region is investigated, where λ ≈ 1550 nm, corresponding
to a frequency of 193.4 THz. The second property is the speed of light c0 ≈
3 · 108 m/s in vacuum (absence of molecules and atoms). The wave property of
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light enables superposition by adding up all amplitudes of the electrical fields
of all waves at a distinct point to receive their resulting sum. When two waves
with the same wavelength are in phase, constructive interference is the result.
If they are out of phase 180° (the distance between both maxima is λ/2) they
interfere destructively, cancelling out each other entirely at each point in space,
given they have the same amplitude and wavelength.
The direction of propagation in a homogeneous medium is always forward,
described by the Huygens-Fresnel principle. It assumes each point of the wave-
front is the source for a new spherical wave. These secondary waves interfere
with each other, resulting in a plane wavefront travelling in a straight line. In
case of low-density environments like gases, where the mean distance between
molecules is larger than the wavelength λ and the distance between any two
molecules is not constant over time, scattering of light creates random phases
in lateral and backward directions. In case of an optically dense material like
solids or liquids (within a cube with side length λ many molecules are present)
there is always deconstructive interference of emitted waves in both lateral and
backward direction. Due to the small and constant mean distances between
molecules, the condition of λ/2 is always met for two emitted waves. There are
always pairs of oscillators that cancel out each other in lateral and backward
direction [29, 15]. The forward direction is independent of molecule distribution,
creating a plane wavefront. Interferences create a redistribution of energy due
to energy conservation. There is extinction in certain regions (lateral direction)
and enhancement in other directions (forward direction), the only possibility for
the propagation of light is forward. While light is travelling forwards through
a medium, as mentioned before, there are primary and secondary waves. The
primary wave excites an electron of a molecule, which itself emits a secondary
wave if the photon energy is too low for absorption. The secondary wave shows
a phase shift of approximately 90° towards the primary wave. Both waves
travel at the speed of light in the space between the molecules. In most cases
(frequency ω < ω0, where ω0 is the material-dependent resonance frequency),
the combination of both waves lags behind the primary wave with a phase shift
of 90°-180°. In other words, the propagation speed c within a medium is less
than the travelling speed of photons (speed of light c0). The refractive index n
defines the proportionality, where
c = c0/n. (2.1)
The refractive index abstractly describes the damping of the oscillator - the
molecule. Intensity is unaffected when the absorption of the molecule is zero.
If the damping is high, more time is required for the oscillator to remit the
8
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secondary wave, thus delaying the combined wave by a greater extent. Propa-
gation is slower in a high refractive index material.
Next, a light beam is considered traveling through air (nair = 1) incident per-
pendicularly on a glass surface (nglass = 1.4). A sudden refractive index change
∆n occurs (change of refractive index within a distance of less than λ/4). Here
propagation direction is not limited to forward any more. Close to the surface
of a medium, there is an asymmetric distribution of oscillators. Within a dis-
tance of λ/2 no pairs of oscillators to cancel out each other exist anymore, as
nair ̸= nglass. This creates reflection and transmission simultaneously. Light
propagates both in backward and forward directions from the air-glass interface.
Reflection and transmission intensity is defined by the ratio of refractive indices
according to eqs. (2.9) and (2.10).
Light Propagation in Dielectrics
A dielectric material is electrically neutral and does not conduct electric current.
(More details on the differences between dielectrics, semiconductors and metals
is presented in section 2.6.) Within a dielectric media, the propagation velocity




εR is the dielectric constant (relative permittivity) of the medium
ε0 is the electric permittivity of free space
µR is the relative permeability of the medium and
µ0 is the magnetic permeability of free space.









which results in equation 2.1. In a dielectric medium in general µR ≈ 1 and




All media investigated within this work (such as silicon (Si), silicon oxide (SiOx),
silicon nitride (SiNy), silicon carbide (SiCz) and air) are dielectrics.
9
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Reflection and Transmission
As mentioned before, at the occurrence of a rapid refractive index change, light
is split into reflection and transmission. When light incides at an angle Θi,
reflection angle Θr and transmission angle Θt can be described with the law of
reflection




· sin Θi, (2.6)
where ni is the refractive index of the incidence medium and nt is the refractive
index of the transmission medium. With these equations, which base on the
assumption of boundary conditions for a continuous component of the electric
field E⃗ tangential to the interface is equal in both media, it is possible to derive
the Fresnel equations. They describe both amplitude reflection and amplitude
transmission coefficients r and t, respectively in perpendicular and parallel








ni cos Θi − nt cos Θt








nt cos Θi − ni cos Θt




















ni cos Θt + nt cos Θi
.
(2.8)
A distinction between an electric field perpendicular E⊥ (s-polarized) and par-
allel E∥ (p-polarized) to the plane of incidence needs to be taken into account,
which is why there are in total four Fresnel equations. In the particular case
















With these equations it is immediately visible, that reflection amplitude is large
with a larger refractive index difference ∆n = |n1 − n2| between medium 1 (n1)
and medium 2 (n2). Also it can be seen, that r⊥ is negative for nt > ni. A change
of sign for the electric field Et means a phase shift of π. Finally, the reflectivity
10
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R can be defined as the ratio of incident power (IiA cos Θi) and reflected power
(IrA cos Θi), where Ii and Ir are the flux densities for incidence and reflected
wave and A is the area of the beam. Since both incident and reflected waves are





















A Fabry-Pérot resonator (FPR) comprises two plane-parallel mirrors, facing each
other with reflectivities of R1 and R2. The optical distance L = nL0 between
these mirrors defines the wavelengths, which are capable of creating a steady-
state within the resonator, called modes. Now n is the refractive index and L0
is the geometric distance between the mirrors. The standing wave is projected
on itself after one round trip, reproducing phase, and amplitude. Only if L is
an integer multiple of half the wavelength, such a condition is fulfilled. (In this
assumption both mirrors are made out of metal, so standing wave nodes occur
at the metal interface.)




where m is an integer, called the axial (or longitudinal) mode order, represent-
ing the number of intensity maxima within the resonator. When light with
wavelength λ enters an FPR with R1,R2 < 1, a portion of the intensity reflects
at the first mirror. The transmitted light is reflected back and forth within the
resonator. At each round trip, a part of the intensity is transmitted through both
mirrors and leaves the resonator. The total reflectivity R and transmittance T
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where V is the loss factor per transit [30]. The cavity length has to fulfil the
resonance condition L = λ/2 to get rid of the periodic part in the denominator to
maximize T. For an ideal resonator without losses (V = 1) one obtains Tmax = 1
for R1 = R2. When λ fulfils the condition for a steady-state within a loss-free
resonator (eq. (2.13)), the entire light travels through the resonator. This even
holds for high reflectivities above 99.5 %. Since the condition in eq. (2.13) can
be fulfilled simultaneously by several axial modes (wavelengths with different
number of intensity maxima within the resonator), the distance between these








In this work the wavelength definition will be used, describing the free spectral
range (FSR).





Equation (2.17) is still dependent on m, as the cavity length shifts for each
contained half-wavelength. This linear behavior is valid with the assumption
that a node of the contained electric field is at the mirror surface, for example,
when using metal mirrors. In the case of broadband dielectric DBR (this work),
an adjustment needs to be considered, described in section 3.4.









Equation 2.18 shows that the bandwidth is narrow for high reflectivities (Ri → 1)
and low losses (V → 1). In figure 2.1, visualizations of equation 2.15 are shown.
In the left graph, a distance L = 5 µm without cavity losses and mirrors with
reflectivities R1 = R2 = R is assumed, while the incident wavelength is varied.
At certain wavelengths, which fulfill condition 2.13, T reaches a value of 1. At
these wavelengths this resonator is transparent. The reflectivities (0.1, 0.5 and
0.9) do not have an influence on maximum transmittance but the linewidth
of the transmission peak. Higher reflectivities create narrower transmission
peaks. In the right graph, the incident wavelength (λ = 1550 nm) is fixed
while the mirror distance L is varied. Here a similar behavior can be observed.
Transmittance is maximum when a steady-state condition is met. Note that
12
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 R = 0.1
 R = 0.5
 R = 0.9



















Optical Cavity Length L (µm)
 = 1550 nm
Figure 2.1: Fabry-Pérot resonator with two mirrors of identical reflectivities
R1 = R2 = R. The results are presented for three different R. Left: Transmit-
tance T for a fixed loss-less resonator cavity length of L = 5 µm for variable
incident wavelength λ. Right: Transmittance T for a loss-less resonator for a
fixed incident wavelength of λ = 1550 nm depending on variable optical cavity
length L.
while the peaks are equidistant when L is varied, they are not for different λ at a
fixed L. In fig. 2.2, a loss dependent maximum transmittance is plotted. Higher
losses (lower V) within the cavity reduce maximum transmittance, while R
defines how fast T drops.
The effect of T → 1 can be explained by constructive interference within the
cavity when they are mλ/2 apart. This results in the intensity leaving the
resonator at mirror 2 equals the intensity entering mirror 1. Within the resonator,
the intensity is much higher than the incident intensity due to multiple internal
reflections. For R = 0.995 for example the intra-cavity intensity is 200 times
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 R = 0.1
 R = 0.5
 R = 0.9
Figure 2.2: A Fabry-Pérot resonator consists of two mirrors of identical reflec-
tivities R1 = R2 = R. The results are presented for three different R. Maximum
transmittance Tmax of a Fabry-Pérot resonator depending on cavity losses V.
Conditions for a Stable Resonator and its Modes
A resonator is stable when an introduced light beam parallel to the resonator
axis stays within the resonator after an infinity number of reflections, assuming
reflectivities of 1 for both mirrors. A g-factor defines the stability mathematically




where L is the optical resonator length and ρi is the radius of curvature for
mirror 1 and 2, respectively. Note that a concave mirror has a positive ρ, while a
convex mirror has a negative ρ. The condition for a stable resonator is
0 < g1g2 < 1. (2.22)
Having considered a Fabry-Pérot resonator, made from two plane-parallel
mirrors in the previous section, now stability issues arising from that setup
are investigated. A plane mirror has a ρplane of infinity, so gplane = 1 and
the condition in eq. (2.22) is not met, because gplanegplane = 1. Conclusively
when trying to build a stable Fabry-Pérot filter, at least one mirror needs to be
bent concavely to fulfil the upper condition of eq. (2.22). Assuming a plane
concave resonator (one mirror is plane and the other is concavely bent), the
lower condition can be fulfilled by
L
ρ




r<0 r ∞ r>0
r ∞ r ∞ r ∞
Figure 2.3: Angled reflection in three resonators, a) unstable because g1g2 < 0,
b) unstable because g1g2 = 1 and c) stable because 0 < g1g2 < 1.
To visualize why only a concave resonator can be stable, fig. 2.3 presents three
resonators. In each, an angled reflection results in a lateral displacement. All
bottom mirrors are plane, giving g1 = 1. In a) the top mirror is convex; the
reflected beam quickly leaves the resonator and energy is lost. In b) both
mirrors are flat; the beam also leaves the resonator after enough reflections,
especially if the mirrors are not perfectly parallel. In c) a concave top mirror
creates a stable resonator. Hereafter a certain number of reflections, the reflected
beam reproduces its previous path, never leaving the resonator. The resonators
investigated in this work are all stable, because of case c) with L << ρ for the
concave mirror.
As mentioned earlier, the electric field distribution E1 on one mirror needs to
reproduce itself after one round trip. The following condition in polar coordina-
tion system must be fulfilled:
E1(r,Φ) = γE2(r,Φ), (2.24)
where γ is the complex eigenvalue, describing the losses after one round trip.
Within the resonator, there is an unlimited number of eigensolutions - eigen-
modes - for a steady-state electric field E. In the case of circular symmetry, these






























where p and l are indices which represent the number of radial and azimuthal
nodes, respectively. These transversal modes are called transversal electrical
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modes (TEMpl). The beam radius wi determines the lateral size of the funda-








where i,j = 1,2 and i ̸= j [30]. Higher order modes have a radius wi,pl of
wi,pl = wi
√︁
2p + l + 1. (2.28)
Because the radii of high order transversal modes are different, so is the dis-








When inserting values for TEM00 (p = l = 0), eq. (2.13) for steady-state con-
dition is obtained. Note that higher-order transversal modes always have a
shorter wavelength than the fundamental mode.
2.3 Optical Thin-Films
In the last section, it was shown that high reflectivity mirrors are desirable
for a narrow optical filter (eq. (2.18)). Furthermore, the distance between two
mirrors of an FPR has to fulfil L = mλ/2 for highest transmission (compare
with eq. (2.13)).
This section explains the behavior of optical thin-films when illuminated with
a single wavelength. A thin-film is a layer with a thickness in the range of the
wavelength under investigation. In the present case, optical thin-films are of
interest and have a thickness from several nm to few micrometers. Applying a
thin-film on a substrate changes its reflectivity depending on refractive indices
of substrate n3, of incidence medium n1, and of thin-film itself n2. Furthermore
the thin-film has an optical thickness of d2 = n2 · dtf, while dtf being the physical
thickness. In fig. 2.4 reflectivity of such a layer stack is presented depending on
the optical thickness of the thin-film.
At an optical thickness of zero, no thin-film is present. This position represents
the reflectivity of the substrate itself. From this value, it is possible to increase
16
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Figure 2.4: Reflectivity of a thin-film with refractive index n2 between air
(n1 = 1) and InP (n3 = 3.17) depending on its optical thickness d2. Thin layer
materials are Ge (n2 = 4.2), Si (n2 = 3.4), SiCz (n2 = 2.5), SiNy (n2 = 1.8) and
SiOx (n2 = 1.45).
or decrease the reflectivity by applying a thin-film on the substrate surface. In
orange and black, cases for n2 > n1,n3 are presented. Refractive index is higher
than either medium, and the reflectivity rises till a maximum at λ/4. It returns
to the original value for λ/2. The behavior reappears for 3λ/4 and λ. In red,
blue and olive, cases for n1 < n2 < n3 are presented. Reflectivity drops by
applying a thin-film with a refractive index between the values of the other two
media. At a certain ratio (olive, eq. (2.36)), the reflectivity can even reach zero at
λ/4 and 3λ/4 optical thickness. In the following section, the case for λ/4 will
be investigated in more detail, either reducing or increasing reflectivity.
Anti-Reflective Coating
An anti-reflective coating (ARC) with refractive index nARC and thickness
λ0/4nARC is a quarter-wave plate on a substrate to reduce reflectivity for wave-
length λ0 of an air-substrate interface, see fig. 2.4. It is essential to respect
n1 < nARC < n3, where n1 is the refractive index of the surrounding medium
17
































Figure 2.5: Schematic principle with interfaces I and II of an ARC with thick-
ness λ0/4n2 to reduce reflection at an air-silicon interface for wavelength λ0.
Phase shift of +π for reflections because nt > ni marked red and additional
phase shifts of +π/2 marked green for traveling through ARC layer with λ/4
thickness. The two reflected beams r12 and t12r23t21 have a total phase difference
of π, thus interfering destructively.
and n3 describes the substrate. It is a resonator with mirror reflectivities well be-
low 1, defined by air-ARC and ARC-substrate interfaces, which are depending
on their refractive index differences (compare with eq. (2.9)). When looking at
the propagation of light through an ARC, it is important to consider whether
a phase shift is occurring at each interface. Remembering eq. (2.9), the reflec-
tion coefficient changes its sign for nt > ni at perpendicular incidence. A sign
change is equivalent to a phase shift of π. In fig. 2.5, interfaces of air-ARC and
ARC-substrate are shown. An incident light beam (i) with wavelength λ0 hits
interface 1-2 (I) perpendicularly. The reflected light r12 has a phase shift of +π
due to nair < nARC. The transmitted light t12 is travelling through the ARC,
creating a phase shift of +π/2 because of the ARC thickness being λ0/4nARC.
Reflection at the second interface 2-3 (II) creates another phase shift of +π for
t12r23 as nARC < ns. Travelling through the ARC a second time, now in the
opposite direction, adds a final phase shift of +π/2. In total, there are two
beams at interface 1-2 (I) travelling left, where r12 shows a phase shift of +π and
t12r23t21 shows +2π, which reduces reflection at wavelength λ0 by destructive
interference. Mostly it is not cancelled out entirely, as the reflection amplitudes
depend on the interface reflectivities. Only for condition in eq. (2.36), ampli-
tudes match and reflectivity goes to zero (olive case in fig. 2.4). An example for
18
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 SiNx ARC on InP















Figure 2.6: Reflectivity reduction of InP by applying SiNy ARC (nSiNy = 1.85)
for λ0 = 1550 nm. The inset shows that the reflectivity does not reach zero but
is below 1 % for a range of 300 nm.
a SiNy ARC on indium phosphide (InP) is shown in fig. 2.6. Lowest reflection
occurs at λ0 = 1550 nm (inset shows an enlarged view around the minimum). It
does not reach zero, because nSiNy does not match perfectly. Anyway, reflectivity
is below 1 % for a range of 300 nm around λ0. At λ0/4 = 775 nm, InP reflectivity
in air can be seen (≈ 27 %).
When looking at the electric fields EI and EII at the interfaces I and II, respec-
tively, it is clear that
EI = Ei12 + Er12 = Et12 + Et12r23t21 and (2.30)
EII = Ei23 + Et12r23 = Et12t23. (2.31)



















When including all refractive indices and phase shifts due to travelling through
the layers, it is possible to define a characteristic matrix MI, which connects the
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Solving eq. (2.34), it is possible to calculate reflectivity RARC of an ARC at
its designed wavelength with refractive index nARC on top of a substrate (ns)






When the refractive index is matched to surrounding medium and substrate, it





To create a high reflectivity for light with wavelength λ0, the phase shift at
interface II (fig. 2.5) has to vanish. Then both reflected waves r12 and t12r23t21
are in phase, and the reflectivity for λ0 maximizes. This can be achieved by
fulfilling n2 < n1,n0. The same stands for n2 > n1,n0. To harvest both cases
simultaneously, a layer stack of λ0/4 thin-films with alternating high nH and
low refractive index nL can be built, called a distributed feedback reflector (DBR).
Figure 2.7 visualizes this case, looking at the phase at interface I for the different
paths. The first is the reflection at interface I, which creates a phase shift of π.
The second path is transmission at interface I, and reflection at interface II. Here
a shift of π occurs due to traversing layer 1 twice and no shift because nL < nH.
The third path describes light transmitting at interface I and II and reflecting
at interface III. Here travelling through layer 1 and 2 twice creates a shift of
2π, which is irrelevant due to periodicity. The reflection at interface III adds a
phase shift of π. Thus interface III behaves the same way as interface I, and so
on. Conclusively, all paths show a phase shift of π travelling left at interface
I. An increasing number of layer pairs (HL) is, in conclusion, enhancing the
reflectivity of a DBR stack because more waves interfere constructively.
A layer stack of two layers on a substrate with the high refractive index material
facing ambient air is termed gHLa, meaning glass-high refractive index-low
























Figure 2.7: Schematic principle of a DBR - an alternating layer stack of high
(nH) and low (nL) refractive index material with thicknesses λ0/4ni.
where M describes the number of layer pairs. The transfer matrix theory de-
scribes each interface with a 2x2 matrix T, containing r and t and phase change
due to propagation. A layer stack can then be described by multiplying all inter-
faces, and a matrix M can be calculated, connecting incident and transmitted
electric fields
Et = MEi. (2.38)















where M gives the number of layer pairs in the DBR. The reflectivity is increased
with higher numbers of M because there are more internal reflections. More
waves can interfere with each other. The second important influence in eq. (2.39)
are refractive indices of DBR layers, nH and nL. Especially difference ∆n be-
tween high and low refractive index is important. For large values, eq. (2.39)
approaches 1 asymptotically. This can be explained with the reflection at a single
interface. A higher refractive index step increases reflection amplitude. Thus
having a DBR with large ∆n, fewer layer pairs M are required to reach high
interference amplitude in reflection. Moreover, a large ∆n increases DBR stop-
band, meaning reflectivity is not only high at the designed center wavelength
λc but also within a certain range around it. Consequently, DBR stopband ∆λc
is larger for larger ∆n according to eq. (2.40), describing the width at which
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Figure 2.8: Linear (green) and log scale (purple) DBR reflectivity with 6 layer
pairs and ∆n = 1 for a center wavelength λc = 1550 nm.
In fig. 2.8, the reflectivity stopband of a DBR with M = 6 and ∆n = 1 between
air and Si is shown. In green, a wide reflectivity plateau is visible. Choos-
ing a logarithmic scale, it can be seen that reflectivity for the designed center
wavelength λc = 1550 nm is highest. According to eq. (2.40), ∆λc517 nm.
2.4 Tunable Optical Filter
Combining two ingredients introduced in sections 2.2 and 2.3 creates an optical
FPR with highly reflective mirrors. Two DBRs (with Rmax beyond 99.5 %) at a
distance Lair, create an air-filled cavity (air-gap). Changing the optical length
L = nairLair of the cavity results in a tuning of the transmission wavelength. So,
either the refractive index or the geometrical length Lair have to be adjustable.
Changing the refractive index through an electro-optic effect (Kerr or Pockels)
is possible but limited to a small range [73]. Thus the distance between both
mirrors needs to be changed. One of these mirrors needs to be fixed on a sub-
strate and the other needs to be movable, to adjust Lair, which then shifts the
steady-state condition according to eq. (2.13). At these wavelength regions,
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the resonator is transparent, creating a small band-pass filter as all other wave-
lengths have near-zero T (compare fig. 2.1 left for high R). The top mirror can be
actuated in two ways - electro-thermally and electro-statically. Both methods are
presented here. Although the effect is the same - displacement of the top mirror
- the methods are entirely different. With an appropriate design of electrodes, it
is even possible to combine both methods in one device.
Electro-Thermal Displacement
Joule heating of the top mirror results in an electro-thermal displacement ∆Let.
Two electric connections are present on opposing sides of the MEMS. When a
current IMEMS flows through the electrode, the ohmic resistance generates heat.
It is then transferred to the MEMS itself, causing it to expand. Due to initial
stress within the layers which already bent the MEMS, the only direction is
upwards, away from the bottom mirror. Ultimately the air-gap between the
two mirrors extends, moving the resonant wavelength towards larger values
- a red-shift occurs. This process is continuous. As heating power Pheat is
proportional to I2MEMS and to ∆Let, a proportionality between displacement and
heating current can be formulated.
∆Let ∝ Pheat = I2MEMS · RMEMS, (2.41)
where RMEMS is the resistance of the top electrode. When increasing IMEMS
further, at some point the next longitudinal mode enters the DBR stopband and
appears at lower wavelengths. The distance between both modes is the FSR
which describes the ultimate tuning limit determined by the resonator length.
With increasing air-gap, FSR narrows consequently. Each higher mode has a
lower FSR in the wavelength regime and thus a lower tuning range. The initial
position of the MEMS depends on processing, especially on the initial air-gap.
Because tuning with IMEMS is only possible one way, the initial cavity length is
adjusted by substrate temperature TS. Lower TS contracts the MEMS-DBR more
than the substrate, effectively reducing the air-gap. Now it is possible to fine-
tune the initial position of the MEMS-DBR and move the resonant wavelength
towards the lower edge of the DBR stopband. Due to the volume differences
between substrate and MEMS-DBR, it is obvious that heating of the substrate
is much slower, so it is used as an offset, whereas IMEMS tunes to the desired
wavelength or can be even modulated with higher frequencies.
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Electro-Static Displacement
The second method is an electro-static displacement. Here, a second electrode is
necessary, which is electrically isolated from the first on top of the MEMS-DBR.
It lies below the movable mirror on top of the fixed bottom mirror. A voltage
UMEMS between both electrodes causes an attracting force Fes, opposing the
mechanical restoring force Fmec of the MEMS.







− km∆Les = 0 (2.43)
where ε0 is the vacuum permittivity, AMEMS is the MEMS electrode area, L0,es =
Lair + dDBR is the distance between both electrodes composed of air-gap and
DBR thickness, ∆Les is the displacement from relaxed initial bending, and km
is the MEMS spring constant. The DBR thickness itself needs to consider both
thickness and permittivity of each layer. Rearranging eq. (2.43) for small dis-
placements ∆Les << L0,es, thus L20,es∆Les + 2L0,es∆L
2
es + ∆L3 ≈ L20,es∆Les gives











It is independent which electrode is charged with or stripped from electrons.
Both ways create an attracting force. Thus proportionality for electro-static
actuation is
∆Les ∝ −U2MEMS. (2.45)
With both methods, thermal stabilization is necessary as environmental tempera-
ture changes can massively change the MEMS-DBR position [57]. In comparison
to electro-thermal tuning, electro-static tuning can be used for much larger mod-
ulation frequencies as no thermal effects are necessary to change the MEMS-DBR
position. The limiting factor for electro-static actuation is the eigenfrequency
of the MEMS mirror itself. It can be 3 orders of magnitude above maximum
modulation frequency achievable with electro-thermal tuning.
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2.5 Technology for MEMS-DBR Processing
This section outlines the essential surface-micro-machining processing steps to
build a SiOx-SiCz MEMS-DBR. These include the deposition, structuring, and
characterization of dielectric and metal layers.
Deposition of Dielectrics
Dielectrics deposited for this work, are silicon oxide (SiOx), silicon nitride (SiNy)
and silicon carbide (SiCz). All of them are grown with an inductively-coupled
plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition (ICP-PECVD) at low temperatures
of 80 ◦C. It is necessary for process compatibility reasons with the half-VCSEL
substrates, which cannot sustain temperatures above 150 ◦C. In a PECVD,
gaseous precursors containing the required elements blend inside a vacuum
chamber where an electric field excites them. The PECVD reactor used here
contains two separate RF generators both operating at 13.56 MHz. The first
creates an RF-field between two electrodes located below and above the sample.
Since the frequency is high, only lightweight electrons can follow the field. Ions
are too heavy and are not excited. Electrons acquire energy from the electric
field and collide with gas molecules, causing excitation and ionization [38].
Thus, stripping electrons from the molecules generates radicals. Higher RF-
powers (PRF) increase the plasma energy, eventually affecting the deposition
rate. The second field (ICP) is introduced into the chamber through a coil above
the sample. It has a focusing effect on the plasma, affecting its density. Since
the frequency is in the MHz range as well, again only the electrons are affected.
The resulting layer is growing on all surfaces in touch with the plasma. This is
particularly relevant as it is not a directed deposition, and thus the step coverage
is very good [3]. Step coverage is essential in this work because dielectric layers
are grown on structured samples containing steps from previous processing.
Table 2.1 lists the precursor gases needed for the three dielectrics. Further
information on the chemical reactions can be found in appendix A.
The resulting layers show an amorphous structure, mainly due to the low de-
position temperature. In contrast to more crystalline layers, formed in PECVD
chambers heated above 400 ◦C, here a rather porous material is grown. It causes
stacking faults, pinholes or interstitial atoms, which result in layers under stress.
For SiNy, both compressive and tensile values are possible within a specific
range while SiOx and SiCz only grow with compressive layer stress. These
25
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Table 2.1: Gases necessary (x) for growth of dielectrics in a low-temperature
PECVD chamber.
layer Ar CH4 He SiH4 N2 N2O
SiOx x x x
SiNy x x x
SiCz x x x x
stresses vary to a small degree through adjustment of the processing parame-
ters like gas flow ratios, plasma power, and chamber pressure. Particularly by
changing the precursor gas ratio, a shift in Si percentage can be observed by a
shift in the refractive index - more Si increases the refractive index. As a result
of growing amorphous non-crystalline layers, there cannot be a specific stoi-
chiometric description of the material. Hence, variables x, y and z accompany
the names (SiOx, SiNy and SiCz). Moreover, each layer additionally contains
hydrogen atoms trapped in bulk. Further investigations on layer compositions
are not performed in this work.
Structuring Dielectrics
Silicon-based dielectrics can be dry-etched in a reactive ion etching (RIE) cham-
ber with radicals containing fluoride. The following gases are available: sulfur
hexafluoride (SF6), tetrafluoromethane (CF4) and fluoroform (CHF3). Moreover,
oxygen (O2) and argon (Ar) assist in the removal of created waste products.
The processing chamber is built similarly to a PECVD reactor with a 13.56 MHz
RF signal between two electrodes. At a pressure around 100 mTorr1 (0.13 mbar)
radicals within the plasma drift towards the sample surface due to a DC bias. At
the surface, the radicals react with the dielectrics, effectively removing material
isotropically. As there is no reaction at a metal surface, either a Cr or Ni etch
mask can be used for structuring. The reactions are summarized in appendix A.
The etching speed and selectivity are influenced by processing parameters such
as plasma power and ratios of gas mixtures.
1PECVD manufacturer Oxford employs pressure unit 1 mTorr = 1.3 · 10−3 mbar, which is
used accordingly throughout this thesis to represent the recipes.
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Optical Characterizations of Thin-Film Dielectric Layers
Ellipsometry is a tool used to characterize thin-films optically, here dielectrics.
An ellipsometry measurement characterizes a single layer deposited on a silicon
substrate. Hereby, a defined linear polarization (45° towards the incident plane,
thus 50 % TE and 50 % TM) hits the sample surface at a certain angle (70°).
With an analyzer, compensator, and detector, the reflected polarization state is
characterized. This way, the polarization state of the reflected light translates to
an intensity signal which can be detected. Since DBRs for a wavelength range
around 1550 nm are deposited, measurement range covers the near-infrared
region (NIR, 800 nm to 1700 nm). Depending on the layer thickness and optical
properties, the reflected light differs from the incident light. The resulting
values ∆ and Ψ describe the phase change and ratio of amplitudes, respectively.
Together they describe the shape of the reflected light with elliptic polarization.
Next, a model describes the layer stack (here, a silicon substrate, a dielectric
thin-film and ambient air) with appropriate starting values for expected layer
thickness ddielectric and refractive index n0. The properties for the substrate were
either measured before the deposition or taken from a database.
The Cauchy model summarizes the resulting wavelength-dependent optical
properties (refractive index n and extinction coefficient k) of the dielectric layer.
It works for transparent materials such as SiOx or SiNy.














Absorbing materials or regions of a material need a different approach. The
Tauc-Lorentz oscillator theory portrays a complex dispersion with dielectric
functions ε1 and ε2.
ε2(E) =
A(E − Eg)2












E′2 − E2 dE
′, (2.49)
where Eg is the optical bandgap, A the oscillator strength, C the damping, E0
the electrical bandgap and normally ε1(∞) = 1. P is the Cauchy principal value
for the layer, because of a singularity at E0 [34]. An amorphous material can
thus be treated like a crystalline bulk material having unlimited repetitions of a
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unit cell, combined with a disturbance [31]. As an example, fig. 3.1 shows n and
k traces of a 210 nm SiCz layer.
Determining Layer Stress of an Optical Thin-Film
A load applied on a solid object with a length l, generates an axial strain.
Consequently, it contracts by δl. Additionally, a deformation in the lateral





Poisson’s ratio µ describes the ratio between lateral εl and axial strain εa.
µ = − εt
εl
(2.51)
Internal forces in a layer may appear due to influences of neighboring particles
on each other, which is described by layer stress σ. It links to the strain via the
Young’s Modulus Elayer
σ = Elayerεt. (2.52)
The layer stress is vital for creating a MEMS-bending and is investigated here
for each deposited layer. To determine a thin-film layer stress σtf, the radius
of curvature of a 2-inch Si-substrate before ρpre and after a deposition ρpost is
measured. Due to layer stress in the deposited dielectric layers, the Si-wafer












where ESi = 180.5 GPa is the Young’s Modulus and νPR = 0.28 is Poisson’s ratio
for a crystalline silicon wafer in (100) orientation. ds and dtf are substrate and
thin-film thicknesses, respectively.
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Photolithography
A key technique for creating a MEMS-structure is photolithography. It is re-
quired to shape each material. For a free-standing MEMS structure, an under-
etching of the MEMS-DBR is inevitable. Removing specific areas of the DBR
exposes the underlying sacrificial layer. It then can be wet chemically attacked
and removed. Furthermore, it is essential to create an aperture in the metal
electrodes for light to be able to enter and exit the tunable resonator.
In photolithography, a UV sensitive liquid photoresist (PR) is spin-coated ho-
mogeneously on the sample surface. After a pre-bake step at around 100 ◦C to
evaporate the solvent, a semitransparent metal mask is aligned to the sample.
UV light exposes sample structures below transparent mask areas. During this
time, the photoresist solubility either increases (positive PR, +PR) or diminishes
(negative PR, -PR). Areas covered by the metal mask remain unaffected. Lastly,
a liquid PR-specific developer removes either exposed (+PR) or unexposed areas
(-PR). The developed +PR shows narrowing of the remaining structure towards
the PR surface, while developed -PR shows an under-etched shape (narrowing
towards the subjacent layer). A third kind, combining properties of +PR and
-PR is the image-reversal photoresist (irPR). UV-exposed areas remain in the end
(like -PR), but the shape of the photoresist matches a +PR. During processing,
an irPR is post-baked after the masked UV exposure and then flood-exposed
before development.
For all photoresists, the result is a polymer mask on the sample surface function-
ing in two ways, etching of subjacent layers or lift-off of subsequent depositions.
In the first case, there are areas protected by the developed PR and exposed
areas. As an example, a nickel layer below PR is presented. The exposed Ni can
be wet-etched (see appendix A) while the protected Ni remains. Finally, acetone
and an O2 plasma remove the PR mask. A structured metal layer remains. For a
lift-off process, the desired material is deposited after photolithography. Now a
MEMS-electrode composed of a titanium-gold (Ti-Au) layer stack is presented.
Evaporated Ti and Au coat surfaces facing the source. Ideally, there is no or
insignificant deposition on the PR side walls (fencing). Afterwards, the PR is
removed with acetone as well. With the PR, the undesired Ti-Au areas dislodge
from the sample surface as well, leaving a structured Ti-Au layer. During the
processing of certain material combinations, there are times when either only
one case or both can be applied.
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Deposition of Metal Layers
Metals are either required as etch masks during dry etching, as they are unaf-
fected, as functional layers such as electrically conductive electrodes, or as a
sacrificial layer to release a MEMS-DBR.
Nickel
There are two methods to deposit Ni on a sample, evaporation and sputtering,
realized at low pressures around 5 · 10−7 mbar. An electron beam heats the Ni
target during evaporation, causing Ni atoms to leave the target and deposit
on the sample surface. Depending on the current, a deposition rate fluctuates
around 8 nm/min to 9 nm/min. Deposition via sputtering is done with Ar ions
accelerated and focused on a Ni target. This physical bombardment releases
Ni atoms from the surface, coating the samples at a rate of 30 nm/min to
40 nm/min. Removing Ni can be done by HNO3, see appendix A.
Chrome-Gold
MEMS electrodes are made from gold (Au) because it is easy to etch wet-
chemically, and it opens the possibility for bonding to larger contact pads.
Because of the low adhesion of Au on dielectric layers (MEMS-DBR), a thin
chrome-layer (Cr) connects the two. Both are evaporated by heating a boat filled
with either Cr or Au. The deposition rates are 2.4 nm/min and 4.2 nm/min,
respectively. Structuring is possible via lift-off or wet-chemical etching (seeap-
pendix A).
Titanium-Gold
As an alternative to Cr-Au layer when adhesion is a problem or Cr undesired,
Cr can be replaced by Ti. Ti cannot be etched wet-chemically without harming
underlying layer. Thus, lift-off is the only option here. Evaporation of Ti is
performed with an e-beam heating a Ti target. The evaporated atoms deposit
on the sample surface at a rate of 18 nm/min. Subsequently, Au deposits by
heating a boat loaded with Au in the same way as for Cr-Au layers.
2.6 Semiconductor Photodetector
Each atom consists of a nucleus and electrons surrounding it. The electrons
occupy discrete energy levels. When many atoms create a bulk material, these























Figure 2.9: Left: Separate band diagrams for p-type and n-type semiconductors
with valence-band edge energies Ev,p and Ev,n, conduction-band edge energies
Ec,p and Ec,n, Fermi energies EF,p and EF,p and acceptor and donor defect en-
ergies Ea and Ed, respectively. Right: p- and n-type semiconductor in contact
with balanced band diagram. Fermi energy level EF is now the same in both
materials. Equilibrium resulted in free electrons in n-type and free holes in
p-type.
crystal, ranges of energy states exist which can be occupied by electrons. These
ranges are separated by gaps - the ranges where no electronic states exist. The
energetically highest fully occupied band is called the valence band, and the
next band at higher energies is called the conduction band, separated by the
band-gap. The Fermi energy EF determines the maximum occupied energy of
states at 0 K if they exist. EF can be in or above a characteristic band-gap when
investigating electric conductivity of bulk material. At temperatures above 0 K,
some electrons occupy states above EF while some states below are vacated.
The size of the band-gap determines the material-category. For dielectrics, the
band-gap is roughly in the range of 5 eV to 10 eV. For semiconductors it is about
0 eV to 5 eV and for metals it is 0 eV. For dielectrics and semiconductors, EF
is inside the band-gap, while for metals it is located in the conduction band.
A direct result of this property is a good conductivity for metals even at low
temperatures because electrons can move freely inside the conduction band -
hence its name. For a semiconductor, an electron first has to be excited above the
band-gap to reach the conduction band where it can move to another location.
A semiconductor can be doped with certain other materials which create ad-
ditional states within the band-gap. Typically, they are either located close to
the upper valence-band edge Ev (donor defects, p-type) or close to the lower
conduction-band edge Ec (acceptor defects, n-type). It is doping that moves EF
closer to the newly created states. Electrons can be excited across the band-gap
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 Tyndall pin photodiode
Figure 2.10: Left: Cross-section of a pin-PD with InP p- and n-type layers
sandwiching an intrinsic absorption layer InGaAs. On front and back, there
are Au contacts. The front shows an SiNy ARC coating. Right: Absorption of a
Tyndall pin-PD.
by photon absorption if the photon energy is larger than the band-gap. After a
specific relaxation time, the electron will recombine with a hole in the valence
band, re-emitting a photon. To utilize the excited electron energy, it has to
relocate from the semiconductor into an external circuit. It can be achieved by
creating a pn-junction where a p-type and n-type semiconductor meet. Herby
EF will adjust to being on the same level in both materials. It ends in a bending
of the band-edges according to fig. 2.9. If an electron is excited within the bend-
ing, it separates in space from the hole. The hole moves left in the valence-band
while the electron moves right, to reach a lower energy state. A photocurrent Iph
arises. Because the thickness of the pn-junction is tiny (in nm range) an intrinsic
un-doped layer can be grown between the doped layers (pin-PD). Its Fermi
energy is between Fermi energies of separated p- and n-type semiconductors.
This leads to a smaller slope of band-gap bending but offers a much thicker layer
increasing the absorption probability of an incoming photon. In a photodiode









where R is the responsivity connecting input optical power Pop and generated
photocurrent. Moreover η = Nel/Nph is the quantum efficiency, a ratio between
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the number of electrons Nel and photons Nph, q is the electron charge and ω the
photon frequency.
In this work, the pin-PD was produced at Tyndall2. The layer stack can be seen
in fig. 2.10 left, where the defining layer is a 2 µm InGaAs intrinsic absorber
layer sandwiched between n- and p-type InP layers, respectively. Showing
an absorption of more than 50 % for wavelengths below 1690 nm, the PD is
perfectly suitable for a widely tunable optical filter to be grown on. The substrate
received, already contains a SiNy ARC (nARC,PD = 1.8) on the surface. In
fig. 2.10 right, the absorption spectrum of a pin-PD is presented. The band-gap
is located around 1690 nm or 0.73 eV. For higher energies (smaller wavelengths),
absorption is increased.
2.7 VCSEL
A vertical-cavity surface-emitting laser (VCSEL) is a semiconductor laser consist-
ing of an FPR with an active region in the cavity. A cross-section of a MEMS-DBR
VCSEL is shown in fig. 1.1. Both current flow and photon emission are parallel.
With photolithography steps it is possible to manufacture a laterally symmetric
cavity, creating a circular beam shape beneficial for coupling into a fiber. In
contrast, edge-emitting lasers are always confined to a rectangular aperture and
elliptic output beam. Moreover, since current can be confined laterally very
well by introducing an aperture through a buried tunnel junction (BTJ), a single-
mode operation is possible. VCSELs are epitaxially grown in the direction of
the resonator axis and thus have a very thin active region. Consequently, the
gain is meagre in a single round trip. These properties raise the need for high
reflectivity mirrors - DBR - to overcome the threshold gain gth described by




where α is the cavity loss, L is the optical cavity length and R1, R2 are mirror
reflectivities. A short cavity length creates a large FSR which is beneficial for
wavelength tuning of the device. Being a VCSEL, it is geometrically possibly
to replace the top mirror with an actuated MEMS-DBR to create a tunable
cavity. Two equations for carrier density Ne and photon density Np describe the
2Tyndall National Institute, Lee Maltings, Dyke Parade, Cork, Ireland, www.tyndall.ie
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Carrier density N consists of electron injection through current I with an internal
efficiency ηi. q is the elemental charge of an electron and Var is the active region
volume. Losses like carrier leakage, spontaneous emission and non-radiative
recombinations are included in decay constant τ. Additionally stimulated
emission rate Rst needs to be considered in the presence of photons. The
temporal change of photon density Np is described through stimulated Rst and
spontaneous emission rates Rsp as well as decay with constant τp. Γ = Var/Vp
is called confinement factor describing the spatial overlap of volume Var of the
active region occupied by electrons and cavity volume Vp occupied by photons.
vg is the group velocity, g is the gain per unit length and βsp is the spontaneous
emission factor.
A laser has two regions in a power P versus current I graph, which are connected
by the threshold. Below the threshold, a laser behaves like a light-emitting diode
(LED), electrical current is transformed into photons by spontaneous emission
in all directions. There is no resonator designed specifically to enable multiple
round trips, and no stimulated emission is occurring. The output power below








where ηc, ηi, ηr and ηex are net collection, internal, radiative and external efficien-
cies, respectively. They describe the efficiency of collecting emitted photons with
an aperture (ηc), of carriers created by current I (ηi) and of creating spontaneous
emission, respectively. ηex combines all previous efficiencies. The threshold
is given by a steady-state condition where eq. (2.57) equals to zero. Hereby,
the losses are balanced by carrier generation while no stimulated emission is
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Figure 2.11: Cross-section of a high-speed half-VCSEL.
where Ith is called threshold current and Nth is threshold carrier density. In-








where gth is the gain at the threshold. Generally, gain depends on N. At the
threshold condition, all carriers Nth are lost either by nonradiative recombi-
nation, spontaneous emission or carrier leakage. All additional carriers are
transformed into photons by stimulated emission. This means that above
threshold carrier density Nabove = Nth is constant which results in a constant





Transforming eq. (2.62) into an output power [12] and including internal and




(IL − Ith), (2.63)
where ηd is the differential quantum efficiency describing the number of pho-
tons emitted from the laser per electron. Looking at the shape of a IL − P graph,
there are two linear regions with different slopes meeting at Ith. Above the
threshold, Rsp is constant and creates a noise floor below the stimulated emis-
sion, which results in a reduction of output linewidth of the output wavelength
with increased driving current. At some point, there is a thermal rollover when
increasing IL which is caused by additional carrier losses in the semiconductor
due to heating, limiting the laser output power.
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Figure 2.11 presents the cross-section of a half-VCSEL as the samples were
received from Vertilas GmbH3 and presented in [57] for example. The target
of the design is a broad active region gain around 1550 nm center wavelength
and fast direct modulation possibility for data communication purposes. A
wide gain is achieved by introducing stress in the active region quantum wells.
Minimizing the active mesa area by replacing most of the semiconductor mate-
rial with insulating high dielectric constant material BCB (Benzocyclobutene)
allows fast modulation. In the end, the mesa diameter is only 50 µm. A BTJ
within InP p++-layer both favors TEM00 mode within the cavity and acts as
current confinement for higher efficiency. Within the Au heat sink, a DBR based
on CaF2/ZnS can be seen which in combination with Au has a broad reflectivity
stopband above 300 nm. For easier contacting, the backside contact is brought
to the front as well. Note that the n-contact leads to the center mesa, while
p-contact leads to the backside.
3Vertilas GmbH, Daimlerstr. 11d, 85748 Garching, Germany, www.vertilas.com
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MEMS-DBR
Here, the designing process is explained step by step, beginning with a single-
layer thin-film deposition. After several depositions, the available parameter
region is outlined, which then is a basis for deciding upon recipes to create
a layer stack - the DBR. When released, the DBR bends upwards creating an
air-gap depending on the single-layer stresses. In the end, an evaluation of
SiOx-SiCz MEMS-DBR filter tuning efficiency is performed.
3.1 Single Dielectric Layers
Single-layer depositions are performed and investigated to find a suitable di-
electric layer for a MEMS-DBR. The main characteristics of a dielectric layer
here, are the layer stress σ and the refractive index n1550nm at 1550 nm. Mainly,
σ will later define the initial air-gap after the release of a MEMS, and as a result,
determine FSR and tuning bandwidth. The sacrificial layer is much thinner
and has only a limited influence on the air-gap. Larger compressive stress
(negative value) increases the air-gap. SiOx always shows compressive stress of
σSiOx ≈ −120 MPa. So for σSiCz , a value as close to zero as possible is desirable
here to create a small enough air-gap for a SiOx-SiCz-MEMS-DBR filter. n1550nm
for SiCz defines the maximum reflectivity Rmax (eq. (2.39)) of a DBR through the
refractive index difference ∆n = nhigh − nlow, where nhigh = nSiCz is the higher
refractive index and nlow = nSiOx is the lower refractive index.
In the following sections, first single-layer deposition parameters are investi-
gated to find suitable characteristics for SiCz. As a second step, these single
layers are stacked to create a DBR. Subsequently, the reflectivity over wave-
length is measured to find the position of the reflectivity stopband.
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Figure 3.1: Three models used for fitting of Ellipsometry reflection measure-
ments on a SiCz layer. Two Tauc-Lorentz models with 1 (TL 1) and 2 (TL 2)
oscillators, respectively and a Cauchy model. Left: Visible region with oscilla-
tors. Right: Near infrared region.
3.1.1 Characterization of Single Layers
A PECVD deposition grows a single dielectric layer on a two-inch single-side
polished silicon substrate with lattice orientation (100). The layer thickness is
targeted to be roughly λ0/(4n1550nm), where λ0 = 1550 nm and n1550nm is the
refractive index at 1550 nm. After the deposition, an ellipsometry measurement
evaluates the wavelength-dependent refractive index and layer thickness of
the dielectric layer. While the Cauchy model characterizes SiOx layers which
do not show any absorption in NIR range, a suitable model for SiCz has to
be chosen first. Since many sources claim small absorption in the NIR range,
the Cauchy model might not be the right choice here. Although it does offer
fitting parameters for the extinction coefficient k, it does not consider oscillators
within the material. Tauc-Lorentz (TL) model, on the other hand, does work
with oscillators and can reproduce such measurements. Here two TL models
with one and two oscillators, respectively, are studied. While for the Cauchy
model it is sufficient to measure reflection in NIR, the fitting process for TL
works better if both visible (VIS) and near-infrared (NIR) regions are measured
(300 nm to 1700 nm) to include the oscillators found in the visible range. The
resulting wavelength-dependent n and k are presented in fig. 3.1.
While the difference in shape in NIR is small, in VIS range, the oscillators
result in large variations. The most exciting difference is the absorption coeffi-
cient in NIR. Here the Cauchy model gives the highest value of 0.053, which
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a) b) c)
Figure 3.2: Fitting results for Ψ (top) and ∆ (bottom) in red with green mea-
surement data for three fitting models a) TL1, b) TL2 and c) Cauchy. Resulting
MSE of 5.9, 4.8 and 1.2, respectively. Ranges of x-axes are 300 nm to 1700 nm for
a) and b) and 800 nm to 1700 nm for c).
is wavelength-independent. TL1 model only shows absorption until approxi-
mately 650 nm at which position fitting assumes the optical bandgap. Above it,
absorption cannot occur. TL2 model, on the other hand, includes absorption
even in the NIR due to a second broad oscillator. Nevertheless, the value of
approximately 0.01 to 0.02 is below the Cauchy model result. The refractive
index difference of 0.056 at 1550 nm between TL2 and Cauchy is negligible
because the fitted layer thickness behaves inversely (204 nm for Cauchy and
211 nm for TL2). The resulting optical thickness is comparable. The calculated
deposition rate and refractive index, which are used to determine the required
deposition time for a DBR will result in very similar optical thicknesses for each
layer.
Figure 3.2 shows the fittings for Ψ and ∆ for all three models. Fitting (red) and
measured values (green) agree very well for ∆ in all cases, which means the
thickness determination is accurate for each model. For Ψ, the differences are
larger. While TL1 model (a) does find the oscillator, TL2 (b) represents it much
better, showing a smaller mean square error (MSE). In (c), Cauchy fitting is
shown. Here only the NIR contributes to the fit. An MSE of 1.2 is the lowest for
all, which is mainly due to a smaller wavelength range measured.
In the end, the Cauchy model is used throughout this thesis, because the mea-
surement is less complex (only NIR needs to be measured) and easier to use
(less fitting parameters).
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Both before and after the deposition, the substrate radius of curvature was
measured to calculate layer stress σ of the deposited layer by using eq. (2.53).
3.1.2 Optimization of Deposition Parameters
To deposit a SiCz layer precursor, gases CH4, SiH4 and Ar are required. Ar is
present to increase the number of collisions between the molecules, and thus, to
increase the variety and amount of radicals present within the plasma. CH4 and
SiH4 deliver the atoms necessary for a SiCz layer. In this work, three parameters
are investigated - deposition power, SiH4:CH4 ratio and deposition pressure1.
The manufacturer gives a base recipe (see table 3.1) which is used and adjusted.
The temperature is kept constant at 80 ◦C in all depositions. A water heating sys-
tem delivers the necessary temperature and cannot be increased much further.
The resulting layers are compared with σ and n1550nm.
Table 3.1: Base SiCz PECVD recipe.
Ar SiH4 CH4 p PRF PICP T
15 sccm 3.5 sccm 3 sccm 7.5 mTorr 0 W 250 W 80 ◦C
Power Variation
The first variation is ICP power PICP. Both lower, as well as higher values for
PICP are tested while keeping PRF = 0. In one additional run (5), PRF = 50 W is
introduced. Table 3.2 summarizes all recipes.
PICP was increased from 200 W to 350 W in 50 W steps. Since the deposition
at 200 W could not be evaluated with ellipsometry models, it is neglected in
figure 3.3. When observing the black squares, the lowest compressive stress
can be found at 250 W with σ = −141 MPa. Both other powers show a slightly
larger value for compressive stress. The red balls show the corresponding
refractive index, which behaves oppositely. Depositions at higher PICP, create a
slightly larger refractive index. The connection between these two properties
could be explained by larger incorporation of silicon atoms in the dielectric
1In all recipes pressure unit 1 mTorr = 1.3 · 10−3 mbar is shown to represent recipes used by
Oxford controlling software.
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Table 3.2: Recipes for power variation of SiCz PECVD depositions.
# Ar SiH4 CH4 p PRF PICP T
(sscm) (sccm) (sccm) (mTorr) (W) (W) (◦C)
1 15 3.5 3 7.5 0 200 80
2 15 3.5 3 7.5 0 250 80
3 15 3.5 3 7.5 0 300 80
4 15 3.5 3 7.5 0 350 80
5 15 3.5 3 7.5 50 250 80
layer. Crystalline silicon has a refractive index of about 3.4 and crystalline
carbon about 2.4. In general, it can be said that PICP has a low influence on
the layer stress and refractive index. Where a clear dependency is obvious,
is the deposition rate. It grows from 11.3 nm/min at PICP = 250 W through
13.4 nm/min at PICP = 300 W to 14.6 nm/min at PICP = 350 W.
Recipe 5 from table 3.2 additionally applies the RF generator with a power
of PRF = 50 W. The result (two circled dots in fig. 3.3) is both a much higher
compressive stress at almost −300 MPa and a much lower refractive index at
n1550nm = 2.27. Thus, the addition of the RF generator is excluded from further
tests. An explanation for this behavior could be the larger DC bias created
between the top electrode and the bottom-electrode where the sample is located.
Thus, ions accelerate faster towards the sample surface, creating more defects in
the layer, which results in a larger layer-stress.
SiH4:CH4-Ratio Variation
In the second run, SiH4 and CH4 deposition ratios are investigated. A higher
ratio of silicon compared to carbon within the layer increases the refractive index
according to [1]. To keep the total gas flow constant only the ratio between SiH4
and CH4 changes while the sum (SiH4 +CH4 = 6.5 sccm) remains constant. The
recipes, thus, are summarized in table 3.3.
First, the black squares in fig. 3.4 are discussed. A larger SiH4:CH4 ratio means
more SiH4 molecules and its radicals are present in the plasma, compared to
CH4 molecules and radicals. As a result, a compressive layer is growing (more
negative values). As described in section 2.5, layer-stress is introduced through
defects in the crystalline structure of the dielectric layer. So, in this case, a bigger
SiH4:CH4 ratio introduces more defects within the deposited layer. Looking
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Figure 3.3: Layer stress σ and refractive index at 1550 nm n1550nm for varying
deposition power PICP. The two points in the lower left show results with
additional RF power of the second generator.
Table 3.3: Recipes used for SiH4:CH4-variation. The total gas flow is kept
constant SiH4 +CH4 =6.5 sccm.
# Ar SiH4 CH4 SiH4:CH4 p PRF PICP T
(sccm) (sccm) (sccm) (mTorr) (W) (W) (◦C)
1 15 3.5 3.0 1.17 7.5 0 250 80
2 15 3.8 2.7 1.41 7.5 0 250 80
3 15 4.0 2.5 1.60 7.5 0 250 80
4 15 4.3 2.2 1.95 7.5 0 250 80
5 15 5.0 1.5 3.33 7.5 0 250 80
at n1550nm (red balls), it is expected to have a larger value when more SiH4 is
present in the plasma. This step can is partially visible in the increase of n1550nm
from the first to the second point. However, after that, it seems to saturate.
So, either more or different defects are resulting, but the refractive index does
not change anymore. For the extreme case of SiH4:CH4 =5:1.5 (3.33), it is not
possible to create an optical model with ellipsometry to describe the layer, which
is why this value is not displayed here. In conclusion, here, the desirable recipe
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Figure 3.4: Layer stress σ and refractive index at 1550 nm n1550nm for different
gas ratios but constant total gas flow SiH4 + CH4 = 6.5 sccm.
is number two.
Deposition Pressure Variation
Finally, the pressure is varied around the base recipe, in 1 mTorr-steps creating
recipes from table 3.4.
Table 3.4: Deposition pressure variation for SiCz layers.
# Ar SiH4 CH4 p PRF PICP T
(sccm) (sccm) (sccm) (mTorr) (W) (W) (◦C)
1 15 3.5 3 5 0 250 80
2 15 3.5 3 6 0 250 80
3 15 3.5 3 7 0 250 80
4 15 3.5 3 7.5 0 250 80
5 15 3.5 3 8 0 250 80
6 15 3.5 3 9 0 250 80
7 15 3.5 3 10 0 250 80
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Figure 3.5: Layer stress σ and refractive index at 1550 nm n1550nm for varying
deposition pressures.
The pressure is the most delicate parameter of a low-temperature PECVD
deposition as seen in previous tests with SiNy. There, a change of 0.5 mTorr
could already change σ by a great amount, even going from compressive to
tensile stress. The first recipe at p = 5 mTorr is not shown in figure 3.5, as it is too
low for a stable plasma - deposition is not possible. The other depositions show
a small change in σ with the best values for 7.5 mTorr and 9 mTorr. As n1550nm is
larger for p = 9 mTorr, this is the desirable recipe. Since there is no evident trend
visible when comparing p and σ, it is not possible to tell anything about the
processes responsible for these results. In general, the pressure defines the mean
distance between the radicals in the plasma. Thus, certain pressures might
favor the creation of specific radicals by changing the probability of certain
collisions. With this view, it can be explained why the jumps of σ seem random.
For further analysis of this phenomena, a more stable deposition chamber is
necessary where the stability of the pressure can be kept at ∆p = 0.1 mTorr.
With such a machine, it could be possible to find a local maximum for a more
suitable σ but at a price of that parameter set being very unstable.
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Verdict
The investigation of deposition parameters shows that it is possible to deposit
SiCz layers with a layer stress range between −141 MPa and −298 MPa. Since
all values are negative, only compressive stress is possible. In combination
with compressive SiOx layer, a SiOx-SiCz MEMS-DBR is bound to have a huge
initial air-gap. A beneficial point in the deposition of SiCz layer is the relative
stability of the deposition parameters. Small changes in power and precursor
gas mixture, do not influence layer stress drastically. Only the chamber pressure
needs to be kept as stable as possible to stay on the local minima for low
compressive layer stress.
3.1.3 Dry-Etching Recipe for SiCz and SiOx
After a DBR is created by growing a stack of single dielectric layers, at a
later point in the processing of a MEMS-DBR, they have to be structured. As
mentioned in section A, this can be done with plasma dry-etching employing
fluoride-containing gases. The recipe in table 3.5 has a similar etch-rate (approx-
imately 100 nm/min to 150 nm/min) for both SiOx and SiCz layer. This means
a DBR is etched constantly as well. It opens the possibility for a well-defined
etch-depth when required.
Table 3.5: Recipe with similar etch rate for both SiOx and SiCz.
CF4 CHF3 Ar O2 p PRF
25 sccm 25 sccm 20 sccm 50 sccm 75 mTorr 300 W
3.2 Layer Pair Requirements for a DBR
The first question that arises when designing a DBR is the necessary number of
layer-pairs to achieve a high reflectivity for a wide stopband. A large reflectivity
reduces the linewidth of the filtered signal according to eq. (2.18), and a large
reflectivity stopband enables a broad tuning range. Equation (2.39) shows a
graphic description of fig. 3.6 with nout = 3.2 and nin = 1 being refractive
indices at the output and input of the DBR, respectively and nH and nL describe
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Figure 3.6: Maximum reflectivity depending on number of layer-pairs de-
posited on a silicon substrate with nSi = 3.2. The refractive indices for the
dielectric layers are nSiOx = 1.45, nSiNy = 1.92 and nSiCz = 2.46. In blue, a line
for 99.5 % is shown.
the high and low refractive index of the alternating layers. The values depend
on the number of layer-pairs M deposited on a silicon substrate.
From fig. 3.6, it can be extracted that a SiCz-based DBR needs less layer-pairs
to reach a high reflectivity of > 99.5 %, in comparison to a SiNy-based DBR. At
least 6 layer-pairs are required for SiCz, while SiNy needs at least 10 layer-pairs.
This behavior comes from a larger refractive index difference ∆n of the two
materials used for a DBR.
Next, investigation of the reflectivity stopband depending on layer-pairs on a Si
substrate is described. In fig. 3.7, a comparison between a SiOx-SiCz (red lines)
and SiOx-SiNy DBR (olive lines) is shown for different numbers of layer-pairs on
a silicon substrate. Both combinations reach high reflectivities as already seen
in fig. 2.7 but the bandwidth of the reflectivity plateau is much broader for SiOx-
SiCz DBR due to its much larger refractive index contrast (∆nSiOx-SiCz = 1 and
∆nSiOx-SiCz = 0.39 to 0.47). Two different values for SiOx-SiNy DBR represent
previous publications of SiOx-SiNy MEMS-DBR VCSEL [57]. As discussed in
section 2.3, more layer-pairs increase the reflectivity. The blue line marks the
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Figure 3.7: Simulated DBR reflectivities on Si substrate surrounded by air. In
red, for M = 5 to 8 SiOx-SiCz DBR with refractive indices nH,SiCz = 2.45 and
nL,SiOx = 1.45. In olive, for SiOx-SiNy DBR two different values for nH,SiNy 1 =
1.84 and nH,SiNy 2 = 1.92 were taken. In the legend M = MSiNy 1 + MSiNy 2 for
SiOx-SiNy DBR. In blue reflectivity of 99.5 % is visualized.
stopband for very high reflectivities (R > 99.5 %). While for SiOx-SiNy DBR
only a high reflectivity stopband of 100 nm is achieved for 11 layer-pairs. 6
layer-pairs of SiOx-SiCz have a high reflectivity stopband of 243 nm. Also, 5
pairs of SiOx-SiCz barely touch the 99.5 %-line. Please see fig. B.2 for actual
reflectivity measurements of SiOx-SiNy and SiOx-SiCz DBRs on a Si substrate,
performed with ellipsometry at 40° incident angle. First, a DBR with 6 layer-
pairs is fabricated for a filter to compare the material influence only.
3.3 Stability of Deposition Parameters
During a deposition, dielectrics not only grow on the desired sample but on
most surfaces within the PECVD chamber, especially on the electrodes. After
deposition of several micrometers, usually after a DBR deposition, the chamber
is cleaned with an SF6 plasma to remove all residues. This is necessary as
the porous surface can adsorb humidity which then is slowly released into
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Figure 3.8: 1000 simulations with random individual variations for both thick-
ness and refractive index. Left: Resulting DBR center-wavelength. Right:
Resulting stopband width.
the vacuum resulting in a less efficient pumping. This increases process time
and could also influence the deposited layer compositions. Moreover, after
approximately 10 µm, the residues on the chamber walls and electrodes can flake
off and land on the sample acting as a mask and creating undesired structures.
After each cleaning procedure, the chamber is preconditioned with a stack of 3
layer-pairs (SiOx-SiCz) having layer thicknesses of approximately 130 nm each.
Preconditioning is necessary to cover all surfaces with a dielectric material,
so during a deposition on a sample, similar conditions are met. Otherwise, a
different layer composition on the sample may result. Cleaning and resetting the
chamber conditions after each DBR, raise the question of whether it influences
the deposition itself. Whether it is stable in case of deposition rate and layer
composition and whether it is necessary to calibrate the deposition after each
cleaning and which influences a shifted layer thickness has on DBR reflectivity.
After several depositions and cleaning steps, layer properties are investigated.
It is perceived that a change in deposition rate rdep of about 4 % and in refractive
index n1550nm of 3 % occurs. Comparisons before and after a DBR deposition do
not show a significant shift in either deposition rate or refractive index. This
leads to the assumption that during a DBR deposition, rdep and n1550nm remain
constant as well. Several simulations were performed using the transmission
matrix method similar to the one used for fig. 3.7 to see the influence of said
shift on the position of maximum reflectivity and stopband. As before, layer
thickness is set to λ0/4 and refractive indices are chosen as n1550nm,SiOx = 1.45
and n1550nm,SiCz = 2.45. However, additionally, a random factor f1 in the range
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of 0.98 and 1.02 was multiplied with each layer thickness independently. It
represents a variation in deposition rate by 4 %. A second random factor f2 in
the range of 0.985 and 1.015 is multiplied with each refractive index to represent
a maximum variation of 3 %.
Figure 3.8 displays the result for 1000 simulations. On the left, the shift of the
DBR center-wavelength is presented. While the center is still at the desired
wavelength of 1550 nm a shift of ±10 nm can occur due to variation in optical
thickness. On the right, the stopband width is shown, which also shifts, because
each layer is varied individually. In conclusion, a variation does occur, but the
effect on the performance of the DBR should be minute.
3.4 Tuning Efficiency
The tuning efficiency explains the correlation between the Farby-Pérot cavity
length change and the resonant wavelength shift. It is not linear due to the DBR
reflectivity - the reflection of a DBR bases on the interference of multiple back-
reflections at each layer interface. Layer thicknesses have an optical length of
λc/4. So, for the center-wavelength λc, reflectivity is at its maximum and ideally
equals to 1. This case is presented in green in fig. 3.9. At this moment, nodes
and anti-nodes of the incoming mode coincide with each interface between
high (H) and low refractive index material (L). This behavior is the same as
for metal mirrors where the nodes are always at the interface. The required
displacement to go from one resonant mode to the next at λc is λc/2 according
to eq. (2.13). However, at the positions in between, the behavior is non-linear.
To understand this, fig. 3.9 shows one side of a DBR FPR. When the mirrors
move closer together, both cavity length and resonant wavelength shrink. The
node, previously located at the first interface (air-H), moves inside the first layer
until maximum offset towards the initial configuration is reached (blue case at
the top of fig. 3.9). Now, the anti-node occurs close to the air-H interface. The
mode’s energy is mainly located in material L. The opposite behavior appears
for cavity extension. The interface node moves inside the cavity until a π/2-
shift in comparison to the blue case occurs. For a larger cavity length, the
energy is mainly located in material H. Thus, the incident wave experiences
ultimately different effective wavelength-dependent refractive indices neff(λ).
Please note that the offset is shrinking further inside the DBR, almost fitting to
the interface [77]. With larger ∆n, the effective refractive index difference also
grows. Effective cavity-length does not change at the same speed as geometric
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Figure 3.9: E-field distribution within a DBR FPR with high (H) and low
refractive index material (L) designed for a center-wavelength λc. For simplicity,
only the right cavity mirror is shown. Incident light comes from the left (air).
Reduction of cavity-length creates top condition (blue) and extension creates
bottom condition (red). Exponential decay into the DBR was omitted.
cavity length. Hence, tuning efficiency is non-linear. Accordingly, FSR is not
constant while changing cavity length because at different distances from λc
the offset induced by node movement differs. Figure 3.9 shows the same
wavelength for all three cases because of simplification. Moreover, the optical
thickness is presented, which results in the same thickness for H- and L-layers.
6.5 layer pairs SiC/SiO




Figure 3.10: Layer stack used to calculate transmission with TMM for variable







































Figure 3.11: Tuning efficiency for mode m = 4. Blue line describes linear
relation according to eq. (2.17).
The wavelength range between top and bottom cases from fig. 3.9 is called DBR
band-gap. It describes the wavelengths which do not have a steady-state inside
the DBR. Consequently, energy cannot pass and is reflected instead.
The transfer matrix method is used to calculate transmission of an FPR for
different cavity lengths around 10 µm and 3 µm. A layer stack comprising two
DBRs separated by a variable air-gap on a 300 µm Si substrate and a SiNy ARC
on the backside are used, shown in fig. 3.10.
In both figs. 3.11 and 3.12, the y-axis ranges display the same range because the
tuning range is limited by the DBR stopband. fig. 3.11 shows an air-gap range
of 2 µm to 4.3 µm and fig. 3.12 shows a range of 9 µm to 15 µm, respectively. Par-
ticularly with lover cavity lengths non-linearity is evident when moving from
the designed center-wavelength of 1550 nm. The tuning efficiency shows an
S-shape, similar to reports in [13]. The blue and pink lines represent calculated
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Figure 3.12: Tuning efficiency for mode m = 15. Pink line describes linear
relation according to eq. (2.17).
with m = 4 in fig. 3.11. It is only at this point that the position and slope match
the blue line. The reason for this is the DBR center-wavelength. It is comprised
of layers with thickness λc/4ni, where λc = 1550 nm. For shorter and longer
wavelengths, this requirement is not met. The E-field nodes do not occur at the
interface air-SiCz but either move inside the DBR or the cavity instead. Thus for
values below and above the designed DBR center-wavelength, a smaller tuning
efficiency is experienced.
In fig. 3.12, many modes are present at every single air-gap value because
the FSR (vertical distance between these two points) is much smaller than the
DBR reflectivity stopband. Around the center-wavelength where reflectivity is
beyond 99.5 %, tuning efficiency is nearly linear but shows a smaller slope than
eq. (2.13).
In figs. 3.13 and 3.14, a more detailed look at the FSR between modes 4 and
5, and 15 and 16, respectively, is presented. On the x-axis in both figures, a
detuned air-gap shows the offset from a resonant cavity length for λc. 0 µm
thus describes a cavity length of Lair,m = mλc/2. FSR is, in both cases, highly
non-linear and even shows a maximum FSR at a value larger than zero. It
means when performing electro-thermal tuning which extends the cavity, the
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 m = 4
Figure 3.13: FSR between mode 4 and 5 depending on detuned air-gap. 0 µm
corresponds to a cavity length Lair = 4λc/2 at the DBR center-wavelength λc.
FSR is growing until a certain point. Comparing fig. 3.12 and fig. 3.14, increasing
resonant wavelength by 100 nm from λc, requires a MEMS-DBR displacement of
approximately 1 µm. At this point, the FSR does not yet reach its maximum. So

















 m = 15
Figure 3.14: FSR between mode 15 and 16 depending on detuned air-gap. 0 µm
corresponds to a cavity length Lair = 15λc/2 at the DBR center-wavelength λc.
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it can be said that for the tuning performed in this thesis, FSR always increases
with larger cavity length, if no mode-hop occurs.
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In this chapter, the processing and results of SiOx-SiCz MEMS-DBR-based opti-
cal filters are presented. In the beginning, processing steps are listed, and tests
on sacrificial layer masks are performed. Next, setup and alignment informa-
tion are presented, followed by optical filtering properties and tunability. It is
shown that a reduction in cavity-length is unavoidable to use the benefits of
a SiOx-SiCz-based DBR. Thus, the chapter concludes with methods to achieve
such a change with its corresponding characterizations.
4.1 Standard-Sized MEMS-DBR
The first section presents the suitability of the SiOx-SiCz material choice to build
a MEMS-DBR tunable optical filter. Photolithography masks are not changed in
the beginning to keep the number of adjusted variables in comparison to the
available MEMS-DBR knowledge to a minimum. Once the proof of principle
affirms, in the next section, optimizations are performed.
4.1.1 Processing
Processing of a MEMS-DBR filter with the means of surface-micro-machining
requires several photolithography steps to structure metal and dielectric layers.
Wet etching defines and removes metal structures where either lift-off is not
beneficial or where they are only required temporarily - like sacrificial layer.
Moreover, two DBR depositions and several metal evaporations are performed.
First, photolithography masks are presented, and secondly, processing steps are
summarized.
Figure 4.1 displays three masks. The first defines the sacrificial layer. The second
shows the top electrode with a central aperture for light to enter the resonator.
It is important to have two separate parts for contacting (top and bottom) so
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Figure 4.1: Photolithography masks for standard-sized MEMS-DBR tunable
filters. Left: Sacrificial layer. Center: Top electrode. Right: MEMS etch mask.
IMEMS will flow through the central disc around the aperture for electro-thermal
actuation. The third mask defines the MEMS size by the structuring Ni dry-
etching mask. Here, sizes for length Larm and width Warm for the beams, and
Rdisc and Raperture for the radius of MEMS disc and aperture, respectively, are
noted. The targeted sizes are summarized in table 4.1. Each mask consists of a
two-dimensional array with a pitch of 500 µm.
Table 4.1: Measures for standard-sized MEMS-DBR etching mask from fig. 4.1.
Larm Warm Rdisc Raperture pitch
144 µm 60 µm 60 µm 25 µm 500 µm
The following four figs. 4.2 to 4.5 present the main steps with a microscopy top
view of the sample (center) and two schematic cross sections, across (left) and
diagonal (right) to identify layer sequences at each position. Additionally, more
detailed information on processing, including each cleaning step in between
can be found in ??.
A DBR is deposited on a both-side-polished (100) crystalline Si wafer (thickness
≈ 300 µm) broken into approximately 1 cm × 1 cm pieces in fig. 4.2 a). For the
highest reflectivity, the first layer is low refractive index material SiOx with an
optical thickness of λ/4. In the second row b) a Ni sacrificial layer is evaporated
using an e-beam system. An oscillating quartz crystal monitors the thickness
during deposition. The targeted thickness is about 400 nm. At this point, lift-
off is avoided to prevent fencing at the edges of a PR. Tests show a height of
sidewalls of more than double layer thickness. Especially at the connection











Figure 4.2: Bottom-DBR deposition and structuring of Ni sacrificial layer. Left:
Cross-section across processed sample. Center: Microscope picture of the
sample. Right: Diagonal cross-section of the processed sample. a) Bottom-DBR
deposition on a both-side-polished Si-wafer. b) Ni sacrificial layer evaporation.
c) Structured PR. d) Wet-etched Ni layer, PR removed.
breaking. Photolithography is performed with a positive resist (AZ1518) and
a final thickness of 1.5 µm structures the sacrificial layer, shown in blue in row
c). Now for the first time, a shape in the center picture is visible. At this point,
the shape of the PR is observed under green light illumination to exclude any
further UV exposure if additional development is needed. In the last group d)
of fig. 4.2, the exposed Ni is etched for 90 s with a diluted HNO3 (65 %, 1:30)
solution at 50 ◦C while stirring of liquid was active. Finally, acetone cleans the
surface and removes the PR.
In fig. 4.3 e), top-DBR is deposited on the sacrificial layer. Because in the final
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Figure 4.3: Top-DBR deposition and top Ti/Au-electrode lift-off structuring. e)
Top-DBR deposition. f) Photolithography for lift-off. g) Ti/Au evaporation. h)
Lift-off with acetone.
state, both sides of top MEMS-DBR are in contact with air, the DBR needs to
begin and end with high refractive index material SiCz. For the sake of clarity,
only 2-3 layer pairs are used for each DBR in the schematic drawings. On the
right side, the last SiCz layer of bottom-DBR and the first SiCz layer of top-DBR
are in contact. These positions correspond to the top left and bottom right
corners of the structure and represent the fixed MEMS-DBR part. In row f),
photolithography is performed with an irPR (AZ5214E). This PR is used at this
point because the top-electrode mask needs to be aligned to the sacrificial layer.
As the sizes of the electrodes are slightly smaller than the sacrificial layer, it is
required to see the edges of the previous structures. Moreover, removing the PR






Figure 4.4: Ni etch mask lift-off for MEMS-structuring. i): Photolithography
for lift-off. j) Ni etch-mask evaporation. k) Lift-off with acetone.
For an image reversal PR, UV exposed areas remain after developing. Thus
metallization of the mask is reproduced on the sample for lift-off. Row g) shows
the Ti/Au evaporation. Both exposed sample areas and the PR are metalized.
Ti is evaporated with e-beam, Au is heated with an electrical current until it
evaporates. Both steps are done back to back in the same vacuum chamber. In
the last group h), acetone performs the lift-off. After waiting for 20 s to 30 s, a
syringe with a spraying cap adds a pressurized acetone flow.
In fig. 4.4 i), a second photolithography step is performed for lift-off. Afterwards,
a 100 nm Ni layer is e-beam evaporated in row j) which is used as a DBR dry-
etching mask. Fencing is not an issue here because, on the one hand, it does not
occur at this thickness and on the other hand, this is the last layer, and nothing
is deposited on top which might be affected. In row k), lift-off is performed in
the same manner as in fig. 4.3 h).
In the final set of processing steps fig. 4.5, the MEMS-DBR filter processing
finishes. Row l) shows the dry-etching according to recipe in section 3.1.3 split
in 10 min steps while the profile of a certain device is measured to determine the
current etch speed, which varies from 100 nm/min to 150 nm/min. After each
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Figure 4.5: DBR dry-etching and MEMS under-etching (wet) with released
MEMS-DBR. l) Dry-etching of exposed DBR until Ni sacrificial layer is visible.
ARC deposition on the backside. m) Removing visible Ni, MEMS etch mask
and exposed sacrificial layer. n) Under-etching of MEMS releases MEMS-DBR.
Critical-point-drying to remove the liquid in the cavity.
etching, the sample is rinsed with water for 1 min to remove the accumulated
dust on the surface before measuring step heights. This process is repeated
2 or 3 times until the etch-rate drops noticeably. At this point, the exposed
sacrificial layer Ni shows the same color as the Ni etch-mask on top, see fig. 4.5
l). During this process, the sample needs to be glued with wax to a glass plate for
protection of the backside from the radicals. Additionally, the sample is flipped
at this point to deposit a SiNy ARC on the backside. This moment is chosen
because the samples are glued on and off glass holder several times during
processing or fastened on a metal holder for evaporation steps. If the ARC
was deposited either before or after the bottom-DBR deposition during step a),
the ARC stays exposed to all these treatments and is ultimately damaged. A
crystalline Si surface is much more resilient to these kinds of manual or chemical
exposures. At this point, the most important part of the front side - the aperture
- is still covered by a Ni etch mask and is protected when fixing the sample
upside down on a wafer for the ARC PECVD deposition. Next, both the etch
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mask and the exposed sacrificial layer are etched with the solution already used
in step d). Afterwards, the sacrificial layer below top-DBR is removed. This is
done with the same solution as before but without rotation at this point. The
etching is much faster without rotation. As described in appendix A, Ni-etching
is a two-step process. The exposed area of the Ni sacrificial layer is tiny due
to its thickness of 400 nm and a constant movement of the etchant reduces the
contact time drastically. In the case of large-area etchings shown before, rotation
is beneficial for etching speed. Depending on the resulting MEMS bending,
under-etching takes about 40 min to 80 min to be visible. Samples are then kept
for another 40 min to 80 min in the solution without stirring to ensure complete
removal of Ni from both sides of the resonator - bottom-DBR and inside of
top-DBR.
After the etching of Ni, depending on MEMS bending, samples can be dried
with two methods, both not presented in fig. 4.5. If the bending extended
MEMS-DBR by at least 10 µm, they are kept in isopropanol for 10 min to replace
the water below MEMS. Afterwards, they are dried on a hot plate set to 60 ◦C.
If the bending is not as large, capillary forces pull the MEMS towards the
wafer during drying in air, and both DBRs would stick together. Once this
happens, it is impossible to release the MEMS a second time, and the samples are
useless. Critical-point-drying solves this issue. Here, first water is replaced by
isopropanol as well, but then isopropanol is replaced by liquid CO2 in a sealed
chamber. Increasing the temperature above 35 ◦C raises the pressure above
80 bar to move around the critical point of CO2 in a phase-diagram. Above
it, liquid and gas have the same density, and the phase-change disappears.
Afterwards, pressure can be released and only gaseous CO2 is present within
the cavity without any capillary forces. The MEMS-DBR is released and ready
for transmission experiments.
4.1.2 Alternative Sacrificial Layer - Photoresist
The previous section presented the processing steps with a Ni sacrificial layer
involving lengthy etching steps (80 min to 160 min). Now, Ni is replaced by PR
to reduce processing time and steps. First, the requirements for a sacrificial layer
are discussed, followed by a closer look at Ni and PR as sacrificial layers.
Important properties for a sacrificial layer are
• selectively solvable (can be removed without influence on other layers),
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• and smooth surface (surface-roughness below 5 nm).
Solubility is important to release the MEMS-structure. The solvent should
be selective towards sacrificial layer material and should not attack the other
layers like dielectric DBRs, Cr/Au or Ti/Au electrodes, or Si substrate in case of
filter. When processing VCSELs later (section 5.2), additionally, semiconductor
material InP and high-dielectric constant material BCB are exposed, which
require further attention. Here two materials Ni and PR are investigated as both
fulfil these requirements.
Nickel
Previous works investigated Ni well [21, 52]. Both depositions described in
section 2.5 are tested while e-beam evaporation proves to be more reliable as
it can be entirely removed from the sample which is crucial both in case of the
sacrificial layer and etch mask. Roughness (around 3 nm for dielectrics) and
shape of the underlying layer are reproduced. A step of either filter bottom-
electrode or the n-type semiconductor laser-eye are repeated. This step can be
up to 500 nm for a half-VCSEL. It never influenced resonator stability, though, as
the beam waist at the MEMS-DBR is much smaller than the aperture diameter.
The removal of Ni sacrificial can be done with a diluted HNO3 solution at
50 ◦C which takes about 2-4 h, depending on layer thickness. The thickness
of a Ni sacrificial layer is adjustable by deposition time, so there are no limits
as to how thin or thick it can be grown. Note that it should not be too thin
(less than 300 nm) as the etching-time is increased drastically due to a much
smaller exposed surface. Either a lift-off or an etching photolithography-step
can be used to structure Ni (compare section 2.5). When using lift-off, the
occurrence of fencing depends on the layer thickness. When Ni is used as an
etch mask (≈ 100 nm) to structure MEMS shape, this is not important. However,
when a thicker layer (≈ 400 nm) is required for the sacrificial layer, fencing
reaches a height of up to 1 µm. This is not acceptable because the top-DBR
grows on top. Having a 1 µm wall at the edges of the sacrificial layer might
increase the probability of the MEMS to break drastically. Conclusively, etching
photolithography was used to structure the sacrificial layer, although it involves




Using PR as a sacrificial layer is a novel approach for MEMS-DBR in this work
to reduce the complexity of the processing. The surface roughness of a PR is not
an issue as it is in a liquid phase when being shaped and if anything, reduces the
surface roughness of the underlying layers. This behavior is also visible when
any steps occur. They are smoothed out due to the viscosity of the PR. It also
might be beneficial to the long-term stability of the MEMS-structure since there
are no harsh steps in the beams where they usually break when introducing
external forces (e.g. a needle). An organic PR can be easily removed through
acetone which is generally used to clean samples from PR after etching steps.
The removal of a PR sacrificial layer finished within a few minutes (< 2 min).
Additionally, an O2 plasma can be used to dry-etch the PR, which is even
more impressive as no liquids are involved, and critical-point-drying steps are
avoided. The possible thickness of a PR sacrificial layer is constrained to the
available PR viscosity, which defines the layer thickness after spin-coating. To a
certain degree, the thickness can be adjusted with rotation-speed during spin-
coating but is still confined to a range of ±20 % around the nominal value given
by the manufacturer. A PR sacrificial layer only needs one photolithography
step. As there are steps after sacrificial layer structuring, like Cr/Au evaporation
and DBR deposition that involve temperatures above room temperature and UV
radiation, the PR needs to be able to sustain these conditions. It both needs to
survive these steps (no cracks should form), and it needs to be removable again
(no excessive hardening). A -PR (maN1407) fulfils both conditions. It does
not crack (+PR like AZ1505 cracks during Cr/Au evaporation), and it can be
removed in the end by acetone. Unfortunately, an O2-plasma does not remove
the PR below the MEMS, which cannot get rid of the wet-chemical etching to
remove the sacrificial layer. Table 4.2 summarizes the described properties for
both Ni and PR sacrificial layers.
Sample Overview and Processing Peculiarities
For this investigation, two samples (N and P) are processed in parallel while
the only difference is the sacrificial layer (N with Nickel and P with PR). DBR
depositions are done for both samples simultaneously to keep these layers as
constant as possible. In both cases, the target thickness of the sacrificial layer
is 400 nm. For Ni this is realized through a sputtering time of 13 min, resulting
in a thickness of dsac = 432 nm. Sample P is spin-coated at 6000 rpm with -PR
(maN1407) resulting in a thickness of dsac = 412 nm.
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Table 4.2: Properties of two sacrificial layers - Ni and negative PR.
material roughness thickness removal complexity
+ + - -
Nickel reproduces flexible through lengthy additional
layer below sputtering time etching etching
+ 0 + +
Photoresist smooths constrained by fast and easy only photo
layer below available sources lithography
MEMS-DBR for sample N releases after 45 min in HNO3 (50 ◦C) while it takes
another hour to remove the Ni sacrificial layer in the cavity completely. As soon
as the bending is visible, the sample does not undergo critical-point-drying.
Instead it is put in isopropanol for 1 h and then dried on a hot-plate (60 ◦C) for
several minutes. The MEMS-DBR does not stick to fixed DBR surface, thus stays
released.
The MEMS-DBR for sample P is released after 2 min in acetone at room temper-
ature. Afterwards they are put in isopropanol for 1 h and dried on a hot-plate
(60 ◦C) just like sample N. The resulting cross-sections of the released MEMS-
DBR are shown in the fig. 4.6. With this data, both air-gap Lair and radius of
curvature ρ can be obtained (see also table 4.3).
Table 4.3: Air-gap and radius of curvature for Ni (N) and PR (P) sacrificial
layers with thickness dsac.
sample dsac Lair ρ
N 432 nm 9.9 µm 1.54 mm
P 412 nm 8.8 µm 1.10 mm
Table 4.3 shows a difference in Lair of about 10 % which results in a change in
ρ, although the thickness of the sacrificial layers is nearly identical. To explain
this behavior, one must look at the processes during the DBR deposition. The
layer grows by adsorption and chemical reaction at a specific temperature on
the surface of the sample. Here lies the difference. While radicals meet Ni on
sample N, the immediate surface on which the dielectrics grow for sample P
is PR. So different materials with varying properties are present. As described
in section 2.5, different lattice constants cause defects in the layer grown. So
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Figure 4.6: Top: Zoomed span of blue dashed box to determine radius of
curvature ρ within the two steps identifying the aperture of Cr/Au top-electrode.
Here ρN = 1.5 mm and ρP = 1.1 mm.
Bottom: MEMS-DBR cross-section of sample with Ni sacrificial layer (N) and
PR sacrificial layer (P) taken with a profiler. On the right side, air-gap Lair,
thickness of sacrificial layer dsac and thickness of bottom-DBR dDBR are shown.
Here Lair,N = 9.9 µm and Lair,P = 8.8 µm.
here, different defects are obtained, pinholes and interstitial atoms within the
dielectrics, which result in different effective stresses within the layers, although
both samples are in the PECVD chamber simultaneously. Different stresses
create different bendings of the released MEMS-DBR. Although both Ni and PR
are amorphous, which have no lattice constants, different surfaces are assumed
to have a similar effect. Thus layer stress within MEMS-DBR grown on Nickel is
larger than within MEMS-DBR grown on PR. It is also possible that the dielectric
Youngs’s Modulus ESiCz and ESiOx are slightly different in both depositions.
Please also note a difference in the profile step created by the sacrificial layer,
seen at 200 µm and 550 µm. Sample N shows a flat step. Sample P first shows
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a downward bending before it rises towards the center. This effect might be
caused by differences in sidewall coverage during DBR deposition. Maybe the
dielectric material has adhesion problems at the PR sidewalls, and they are
thinner in the end. Thinner walls might cause such a shape because they are
less sturdy and the MEMS-weight pushes the arms downwards.
Further Requirements
As seen in the in-depth analysis of Ni and PR, it is generally more comfortable
and less complex to use PR. This holds when processing MEMS-DBR tunable
filters on a Si-substrate. However, occasionally adhesion problems of a PR
sacrificial layer on SiOx-SiCz bottom-DBR occur. Structures moved on the
sample surface after development. The exact reason could not be pinpointed,
but possibly different environmental influences like temperature and humidity
change the behavior of the PR and cannot be predicted. This uncertainty is
always present when working with PR. So from this standpoint, although a
PR sacrificial layer does show some advantages towards metal, it is much
less reliable. Looking at photodiodes and VCSELs, it is evident that a metal
sacrificial layer is the only way to go ahead.
First, the PD processing requirements are described. More details on processing
are shown in section 5.1 but the general problem is already listed here. A MEMS-
DBR tunable PD is a MEMS-DBR tunable filter grown on top of a photodiode
with wide spectral responsivity. The difference between processing on a Si-
substrate and a PD are the electrical contacts of the PD itself. The back contact
is on the backside of the wafer and does not pose a problem. The front contact
is on the front where light enters the semiconductor. Processing the filter as
depicted in section 4.1.1, the front contacts are covered by the bottom-DBR and
cannot be accessed. To access them, the bottom-DBR must be etched as well by
adjusting the sacrificial layer mask and adding a metal contact protection layer
below the bottom-DBR. Now, when etching through top-DBR a PR sacrificial
layer will be removed as well, so no problem here. However, since the DBR
etching is only halfway done, the edges of PR sacrificial layer are exposed to
dielectric etching plasma for another 30 min during which time two things can
happen. The first possibility is that the sacrificial layer dissolves and the MEMS-
DBR releases since the DBR etching recipe contains more than oxygen, which by
itself is not enough to remove a PR sacrificial layer, as shown previously. If the
MEMS bends upwards at this point, dry-etching radicals can enter the cavity
attacking the highly reflective surface within the resonator, damaging it. The
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second possibility is the opposite. Etching residuals can deposit on the tiny PR
sacrificial layer cross-section which seals the layer off from later application of
acetone to release the MEMS. Ultimately the MEMS-DBR cannot be released.
For MEMS-DBR tunable filters grown on a Si-substrate, this does not pose an
immediate problem as sacrificial layer exposure to dry-etching radicals is kept
at a minimum by thoroughly observing etch-rate and -depth to stop on time.
For this, it is required to know the actual top-DBR thickness, which generally
does not represent the targeted thickness but is a few per cent thinner. It is best
to include a dummy sample for these kinds of testing, processed in parallel.
Processing a MEMS-DBR VCSEL poses a more immediate problem. Half-
VCSELs, as received, cannot come in contact with acetone because it dam-
ages the electrical contact between the mesa and Au pads. So generally sam-
ples cannot be cleaned with acetone, but for example with NMP (N-Methyl-2-
pyrrolidone) which is as potent as acetone and can even be used at elevated
temperatures in contrast to acetone to increase etch rate. NMP, unfortunately, is
deemed biologically questionable [50] and should be used as little as possible.
So, releasing a MEMS might prove difficult without NMP. Moreover, it is fatal
if dry-etching continues too long and the VCSEL contacts (both on the front
side of the sample) are damaged. Certainly, other etchants might be suitable
in further studies, but since half-VCSEL sample numbers are limited, such
testing is abandoned. To summarize, table 4.2 is extended by PD and VCSEL
restrictions. With this, 0 represents neither negative nor positive behavior but
raises the necessity for heightened attention during processing.
Table 4.4: Final properties of two sacrificial layers - Ni and negative PR.
roughness thickness complexity removal Filter PD VCSEL
Ni + + - - + + +
PR + 0 + + 0 0 0
4.1.3 Setup and Alignment to Characterize Tunable Filters
A broadband fiber-coupled light source is suitable to characterize a tunable filter.
In this case, a semiconductor optical amplifier (SOA) with a spontaneous emis-
sion range of 1450 nm to 1700 nm is employed. Figure 4.8 shows its spectrum
in black with a maximum at 1550 nm. The optical spectrum analyzer (OSA)
sensitivity limits the lower wavelength end, while the OSA range cuts off the
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Figure 4.7: Transmission setup for filter characterization containing a tem-
perature and MEMS-current controller, a broadband light source (SOA) and
a detector (OSA). Light is coupled between single-mode fiber and filter with
collimator-lens systems (C-L). Temperature is stabilized with a TEC.
other end. A model of the setup is shown in fig. 4.7. The wafer with struc-
tured filters lies on a Peltier module (TEC) to control and stabilize the substrate
temperature TS. A hole in the sample table gives access to the backside. The
MEMS top-electrode is contacted with two needles on opposite sides to ensure
a current flow IMEMS through the MEMS-arms and -disc. Above and below the
filter mounted collimator-lens systems couple light from a single-mode fiber
into the MEMS-aperture (Raperture = 25 µm) and couple the filtered light from
the backside into a second single-mode fiber. In the end, an optical spectrum
analyzer (OSA) characterizes the filtered spectrum.
Alignment of the collimator-lens system towards the filter both in x-y-z as
well as in angular direction is essential for a good side mode suppression ratio
(SMSR) of the filtered spectrum. Within the cavity, many standing modes are
possible simultaneously which differ in wavelength, as seen in eq. (2.29). The
best SMSR occurs if the lens axis is perpendicular to the MEMS-DBR surface.
Since the MEMS-DBR is bent, this requirement can only be met in the center.
Thus misalignment in x-y directions can excite unwanted modes, or several
modes simultaneously (several p,l ̸= 0,0) because the incident wave-front is not
perpendicular to the mirror surface. The same behavior happens if the device is
tilted towards the lens systems.
To prepare the setup, both lenses should be aligned towards each other with-
out the device under test. First, a rough mechanical estimation is done, and
subsequently, the coupling efficiency is maximized from one lens to the other.
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For this, the same SOA source is used, and the received power is measured in
the second fiber. Here, both the position and angle of the upper lens are tuned
to maximize the received power. This way, losses decrease to ≈ 3 dB. Losses
cannot be eliminated as coupling efficiencies between single-mode fiber and
collimator-lens system, and vice versa are always below 100 %. With this setup,
the reference measurements for a non-filtered spectrum are recorded. Ideally,
focal points of both lenses now coincide at the same z-position, and the axes are
parallel.
Next, the substrate containing the filter devices is set in the free space light beam.
To characterize the desired unit, either a Hg-vapor lamp or a red laser - both
fiber-coupled - is used as a source. It is important not to change the lens distance
at this point to focus the visible light spot as the lens focal length is wavelength-
dependent. After the visible light hits the desired MEMS aperture, the SOA
source can be attached again. To find the filtered signal, it is advised to maximize
MEMS-DBR reflection. It is highest when the beam incides perpendicularly on
the MEMS-DBR. Hitting the Au MEMS-electrode instead of the DBR can show
high reflection as well, but lower than the DBR itself. It is necessary to increase
the distance between the upper lens and the device as the upper focal point
now needs to hit the MEMS-DBR surface, which is above the focal point of the
lower lens. Now, the filtered signal is visible. To improve the overall alignment,
a back and forth between maximizing reflection and minimizing transmitted
side-mode suppression ratio (SMSR) is required. It is crucial at this point not to
alter the x-y and angle settings between both lenses to keep their axes aligned.
Only the device position, angles and z-position of the upper lens should be
optimized.
Before looking at the filtered results in the following chapter, it is necessary to
mention, that a perfect alignment where only the fundamental mode is visible
in the transmission is virtually impossible as many effects occur at the same
time. The most important are the x-y-z and angle alignments, as mentioned
above. But additionally, the beam-width needs to be perfect. The combination
of collimator and lens defines the beam-width (> 0) at the focal point. This
width needs to be matched to the FPR mode-width, depending on MEMS-DBR
curvature and cavity-length. Inserting values of a plane-concave resonator
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is obtained. Only certain combinations and thus beam-widths are available,
so it is best to choose the closest one. Even if the perfect combination were
available, the values are not constant. Most important is the wavelength. Focal
lengths for lenses only apply for a value of 1550 nm. For widely tunable devices
the wavelength is not constant. Moreover, ρ2 is not constant due to the tun-
ing mechanism. Increasing IMEMS extends the MEMS-DBR, which reduces ρ2
slightly. At the same time, the distance between MEMS-DBR and lens shortens.
As investigated in section 3.4, a MEMS-DBR displacement of several µm is
expected. The influence of Lair on w2 is much larger than the influence of ρ.
Then again, assuming coupling was perfect, a different collimator-lens system
was used for each wavelength, and the entire setup realigned for each IMEMS,
there is still the factor of processing. As described in section 4.1.1, processing
requires several photolithography steps. Both the electrode mask and the
MEMS etch mask need to be aligned to the sacrificial layer. Moreover, the
sacrificial layer needs to be aligned to the photodiode or VCSEL aperture. In
each alignment, errors can occur. In the best case, alignment-errors are below
1 µm, but generally not zero. They reduce cavity stability because the center of
concave MEMS-DBR and fixed DBR are not parallel anymore. In the worst case,
a tilt of MEMS-DBR destroys stability entirely.
For all measurements, a collimator-lens system creating a beam-width of 13.5 µm
is used because it fits best to all cavities investigated in this work.
4.1.4 Transmission Characterization
This section analyzes the transmission spectrum of a SiOx-SiCz-based FPR. The
setup is shown in fig. 4.7. The light source is a broadband semiconductor
optical amplifier (SOA), while an optical spectrum analyzer (OSA) records the
transmission. Figure 4.8 presents both reference SOA and filtered spectrum.
Figure 4.8 shows three main peaks at 1468.1 nm, 1573.0 nm and 1693.0 nm, re-
spectively. These represent consecutive longitudinal modes of order m + 1,
m and m − 1. As shown in fig. 2.1, the distance between consecutive modes
is not constant. With higher orders they become more closely spaced in the
wavelength regime. Equation (2.13) determines m. Lair is the same, since all
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Figure 4.8: SOA input spectrum and SiOx-SiCz MEMS-DBR filter transmission
spectrum.
peaks are visible simultaneously.
Lm+1 = Lm = Lm−1 (4.2)




























= 13.98 = 14.10 (4.6)
Thus, the central mode order corresponds to m = 14, because m ∈ N>0. The
discrepancy between both values is assumed to stem from measurement error
resulting from non-instantaneous detection of the spectra. An OSA is sweeping
from low to high wavelengths which needs a certain amount of time. During
data acquisition of such a large wavelength range, the MEMS might have
drifted which induced a slight wavelength-shift. Moreover, the FSR in the
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Figure 4.9: Enlarged central peak from fig. 4.8 with identified mode orders.
frequency regime, where modes are equidistant, provides values of 13.62 THz
and 13.51 THz, respectively.
Consequently, the mode order can be determined approximately by rounding




where FSRm+1 is the distance between the peak of interest and its lower-
wavelength neighbor. m = 14 means, there are 14 anti-nodes within the
cavity along its axis. Now, the cavity-length can be roughly estimated with
the wavelength of the central mode because it is close to the designed DBR





⇒ L14 = 11 011 nm, (4.9)
which is slightly larger than the measured physical cavity-length of Lair,measured =
10.27 µm. The reason for this is, as before, non-linear tuning efficiency.
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Table 4.5: Wavelengths of side-modes with possible TEM identification for
(2p + l) solutions.




1566.8 2 TEM02, TEM10
1563.8 3 TEM03, TEM11
1560.8 4 TEM04, TEM12, TEM20
1554.8 6 TEM06, TEM14, TEM22, TEM30
Next, side-modes should be identified. As presented in eq. (2.29), they always
have a blue-shift towards the fundamental mode TEM00.
λm,pl =
2L




Here, m defines the number of standing wave nodes along the resonator axis,
as before, while p and l represent the number of radial and azimuthal nodes,
respectively. Considering resonator stability with L = 10.27 µm, ρfixed → ∞ and
ρMEMS = 1.2 mm,
g1 = gfixed = 1 −
L
ρfixed
→ 1 − L
∞
→ 1 (4.11)
g2 = gMEMS = 1 −
L
ρMEMS








≈ 3.02 · 10−2 (4.13)
results in the following equation
λ14,pl =
2L14
14 + (2p + l) · 3.02 · 10−2 . (4.14)
Figure 4.9 delivers wavelengths λsm,1-5 for side-modes 1 to 5. Corresponding
modes can be identified with eq. (4.14) by inserting integer values for p and l.
From the third side-mode, ambiguity starts to play a role, because a value of
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2p + l = 2 can be found with two combinations, either (p = 1 and l = 0) or
(p = 0 and l = 2). Table 4.5 summarizes all possible combinations. Note that
they are equidistant with a spacing of approximately 3 nm. This means that
there should be another transmission peak around 1557.8 nm but it is probably
not visible due to alignment of the filter in the measurement setup.
4.1.5 Tuning with MEMS Electrode Current
This section investigates the tuning capabilities of a MEMS-DBR filter. The setup
from fig. 4.7 is used here as well. However, instead of looking at only one MEMS
current, it varies within a certain range. Most filters processed in this work use
electro-thermal tuning. IMEMS flows through the metal electrode on top of the
DBR. Electrical resistance RMEMS generates heat which extends the MEMS-DBR
and increases cavity-length Lair. Depending on the Au-electrode thickness, the
electrical resistance varies. A thicker layer offers a larger cross-section and thus
reduces electrical resistance RMEMS. The chosen thickness of 60 nm creates a
value of RMEMS = 10Ω. A larger resistance generates more heat which extends
the MEMS-DBR further. But it is more prone to burn at lower currents (see also
fig. 4.20). Moreover, if the thickness is too thin, it is not possible to tune through
the entire FSR before permanent damage of the electrode occurs.
Figure 4.10 presents the tuned transmission spectra. With higher IMEMS a red-
shift of the transmission peak follows. A FSR of 110 nm is larger compared to
fig. 4.8 between modes 14 and 15. At first glance, this contradicts the expectation
as the cavity-length extends due to the higher IMEMS. A larger cavity-length
decreases the FSR in general. Nonetheless, taking a look at eq. (2.16), the
wavelength itself has a stronger influence - squared instead of the inverse. Thus,
with increasing of Lair, resonant wavelength λ14 also increases but has a stronger
influence on the FSR. FSR is larger in fig. 4.10 than in fig. 4.8 while observing the
same two modes. Figure 4.14 demonstrates that the FSR is not constant at all.
To be correct when mentioning the FSR, both the cavity-length and longitudinal
mode need to be defined. So for the sake of simplicity, the free spectral ranges
mentioned in this work, are defined as the distance between two consecutive
modes while the higher-order is located at the lower wavelength end of the
targeted tuning range. Thus, if anything, the tuning range of that mode is
slightly larger than the FSR. When looking at a VCSEL, this rule does not apply.
During stimulated emission, generally, only one mode prevails and suppresses
the others depending on gain and mirror reflectivities. In that case, the next
higher-order mode might have a stronger amplification. Due to the reduced
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Figure 4.10: SiOx-SiCz-DBR filter, tuned with IM = 26.6 mA to 80 mA, results
in a red-shift of transmitted spectrum. Incident broadband SOA spectrum is
presented in black. The entire FSR of 110 nm in mode m = 15 can be used. Due
to the broadband source, up to three consecutive modes can be seen simultane-
ously, compare fig. 4.8.
FSR for higher orders, tuning range actually might be smaller than the FSR.
SMSR is 21 dB until 1570 nm and drops to about 15 dB for larger wavelengths
because the second side-mode grows stronger than the first. Possibly a tilted
MEMS-DBR causes this behavior. The tilt worsens if the MEMS-DBR expands
unevenly due to asymmetries caused by photolithography misalignment. Note
that a comparable SiOx-SiNy MEMS-DBR filter, presented in table 4.6, shows a
SMSR of 10 dB to 14 dB.
An increase of IMEMS induces a red-shift. This process is continuous. There are
no fixed positions of the MEMS or IMEMS. In fig. 4.10 discrete current values
help to enhance visualization. The black line shows the reference spectrum of
the SOA taken with the same setup without a filter in the free-space part of
the beam-path. Section 4.1.3 explains further measurement details. Intensity
differences between incidence and transmission come from coupling-, cavity-
and material-losses. The free-space-collimator-lens (CL) causes coupling losses,
which are already included in the reference measurement. Filter coupling-losses
include coupling efficiency from CL-system into the MEMS aperture and from
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the plane backside into the second CL-system. In both cases, proper alignment
is essential, as described in section 4.1.3. Moreover, processing issues induce
cavity-losses, either by misalignment of photolithography masks or insufficient
etching of either sacrificial layer or DBR etch mask. Figure 2.1 predicts that
even small losses within the cavity reduce the transmission immensely for high
reflectivities. Furthermore, the light within the cavity passes these losses during
each round trip. Both etched layers comprise of a thin Ni film, ≈ 400 nm and
100 nm. A diluted HNO3 solution removes both layers. Ni deposition can be
performed by both e-beam and Ar-beam sputtering. For Ar-beam sputtering,
it is impossible to remove the layer entirely. Generally, a residual film with a
thickness in the nm-range remains. One possibility for this is a contamination
of the Ni target or the vacuum chamber itself. The contamination cannot be
removed by HNO3. E-beam sputtering is applied here. With this, this effect
might also be present because there are three visible e-beam spots on the target.
Possibly there is a larger number of weaker beams that cannot be seen with the
human eye. Those might hit areas around the Ni-target. The target-crucible
itself is made out of tungsten which has a much higher evaporation temperature
than Ni and can, thus, be excluded. However, there might be residues on top of
those crucibles which are released during evaporation.
Lastly, SiCz does have absorption in NIR, detected by reflection measurements
of single layers in section 3.1. This probably creates the largest loss for light
passing through the filter. In total, the light passes twelve SiCz layers on a
single trip. However, the high reflectivity of a DBR is based on multiple internal
reflections. So the number of passages through each layer is much higher than
1. The total filter losses are ≈ 17 dB.
Lambert-Beer’s law allows for a simplified calculation of transmission losses
through two SiOx-SiCz-DBRs on a single trip. Hereby, an ellipsometry measure-
ment in fig. 3.1 determines the extinction coefficient of k = 0.014. Subsequently,







= 567 cm−1, (4.15)
for λ = 1550 nm. This value is comparable with results published in [11].
Fixed DBR and MEMS-DBR consist of thirteen layers of SiCz in total, giving a
thickness of dSiCz = 2056 nm and an absorption of
Et = Ei e−αSiCz dSiCz = 0.89 · Ei (4.16)
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where Et and Ei are the transmitted and incident fields, respectively. A single
transit corresponds to a power loss of 1 dB, while multiple passages, due to re-
flections at each interface inside the DBRs, contribute an even more considerable
amount.
4.1.6 Tuning with Substrate Temperature
Wavelength tuning depends on the change of the cavity-length. Section 4.1.5
shows the MEMS-DBR temperature-change through IMEMS. However, this effect
can be achieved through adjusting substrate temperature TS as well. In that
case, the entire device heats up. The Si bulk material governs the substrate heat
expansion (thermal expansion coefficient αSi = 2.6 K−1). The MEMS expands in
an upward direction due to its bending.
Figure 4.11 shows the transmission wavelength dependent on TS for a SiOx-SiCz
MEMS-DBR filter in red. A reference temperature of 15 ◦C corresponds to the
temperature-shift of zero. The current limit of the TEC defines the highest tem-
perature of 65 ◦C. A differential temperature coefficient of ∆λSiCz = 1.02 nm/K
can be extracted. For each Kelvin in temperature-change, the wavelength

























Substrate Temperature Increase TS (K)
 SiOx-SiCz Filter
 SiOx-SiNy Filter
SiC = 1.02 nm/K
SiN = 0.42 nm/K
Figure 4.11: Wavelength red-shift due to substrate temperature increase from
TS = 15 ◦C for a SiOx-SiCz and SiOx-SiNy MEMS-DBR filter with comparable
air-gaps, see table 4.6.
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Table 4.6: Two filters are processed with the goal to create similar cavity-lengths.
The table lists the properties of SiOx-SiNy and SiOx-SiCz MEMS-DBRs.
SiOx-SiNy SiOx-SiCz
M 11.5 6.5
σSiOx −130 MPa −110 MPa
σSiNy −240 MPa -
σSiCz - −150 MPa
Lair 9.8 µm 10.3 µm
shifts one nanometer. This emphasizes the importance of a stable temperature-
controlling and ideally a proper packaging for the device to shield it from envi-
ronmental influences. Two filters are processed to create similar cavity-lengths
and reflectivities to compare the material-dependent temperature behavior of
SiCz- and SiNy-based MEMS-DBR filter. Table 4.6 summarizes the requirements.
The resulting air-gaps of 9.9 µm and 8.8 µm are close enough to compare filtering
properties of both material systems.
According to fig. 4.11, temperature-influence on a SiNy-based MEMS-DBR is
smaller by about a factor of 2. While the red dots show a linear dependence,
the olive dots show a slight non-linearity after ∆TS = 20 K. In the range of
0 K to 20 K the slope is 0.5 nm/K. Reasons for this can be found in the ther-
mal expansion coefficients (αSiC = 4.3 · 10−6 K−1, αSiO = 0.5 · 10−6 K−1 and
αSiN = 2.3 · 10−6 K−1). Since αSiCz > αSiNy and αSiOx is the same for both, SiCz-
based MEMS-DBR is bound to expand further when experiencing the same
temperature change.
4.1.7 Transmission Linewidth
This section investigates the transmission linewidth of both SiOx-SiNy and
SiOx-SiCz MEMS-DBR FPRs. According to eq. (2.18), high mirror reflectivities,
low cavity losses, and short cavities cause a narrow transmission linewidth.
Equation (4.17) shows a linear proportionality between the linewidth and the
FSR. Thus there is always a trade-off between wide tunability and narrow
filtering. In the end, the application defines the requirements of either extensive
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Figure 4.12 shows the transmission linewidths for a SiOx-SiCz and SiOx-SiNy
MEMS-DBR filter in red and olive, respectively. The SiNy-based filter has a
narrower linewidth than SiCz-based, although the same maximum reflectivity
is expected according to fig. 3.6. table 4.6 lists the details for each DBR. The
number of layer pairs is chosen to have a similar maximum DBR reflectivity.
But apparently, the simulations are too ideal, and the actual SiOx-SiCz-DBR
reflectivity is reduced, see also fig. B.1. The SiNy-DBR transmission linewidth
shows a U-shape with a δλ-minimum at the designed center-wavelength of
1550 nm. It broadens towards the edges of the tuning range. For the SiCz-DBR
filter transmission linewidth, there are two minima at 1550 nm and 1600 nm. It
can be explained by a thickness shift of either top- or bottom-DBR. Possibly
during deposition of either DBR, the deposition rate was higher than assumed
both for SiOx and SiCz. Thicker layers cause a red-shift of the center-wavelength.
Conclusively, maximum reflectivities of bottom- and top-DBR are not at the
same position. Moreover, the slopes of SiCz in fig. 4.12 are smaller, representing
a broader reflectivity stopband. It is not much broader than SiNy graph due
to the wavelength-shift of one DBR. Both DBRs require a high reflectivity for
a narrow transmission linewidth. If one of them is lossy in a certain range,
light leaves the resonator, and the high reflectivity of the other mirror cannot
contribute.
In fig. 4.13 SiOx-SiNy MEMS-DBR filter has a much higher finesse due to its
narrow linewidth. However, looking at the behavior off-center, there is a much
steeper drop for SiOx-SiNy MEMS-DBR FPR. SiOx-SiCz MEMS-DBR filter has a
lower but more constant finesse. A graphic demonstration of the cavity Q-factor
would show the same behavior and is, thus, omitted at this point.
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Transmisson Wavelength  (nm)
 SiOx-SiCz Filter
 SiOx-SiNy Filter
Figure 4.12: Normalized transmission linewidth δλ over wavelength for tun-
able SiOx-SiCz and SiOx-SiNy MEMS-DBR filters.












Transmisson Wavelength  (nm)
 SiOx-SiNy Filter
 SiOx-SiCz Filter
Figure 4.13: Finesse F for SiOx-SiNy and SiOx-SiCz MEMS-DBR filters assum-
ing FSRSiNy = 120 nm and FSRSiCz = 105 nm.
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4.1.8 Requirements for Larger Tuning Ranges
Previous sections show that the advantages of a SiOx-SiCz DBR in comparison
to a SiOx-SiNy DBR are not of significance, yet. The tuning range is not larger
although SiOx-SiCz DBR offers a much broader reflectivity stopband (compare
fig. 3.7). Simulations show the tuning limitations because of FSR for both
SiOx-SiNy DBR and SiOx-SiCz DBR. The FSR can be determined with two
methods. The first method is based on previously employed assumptions of
a linear tuning efficiency. Hereby, a single interface mirror at the depth Leff
[30] describes the reflection at a DBR with an effective penetration depth Leff at













Thus, cavity-length Llinear = Lair + 2Leff consists of the air-gap and two material
specific penetration depths according to eq. (4.19) because of two DBR mirrors.
To calculate the FSR, eq. (2.16) (FSR = λ2/(2L)) with a center-wavelength of
λ = 1550 nm is used (lines).
The second, new, method is based on non-linear tuning efficiency, described in
section 3.4. It uses the transfer matrix method to calculate the transmission of a
MEMS-DBR filter with two plane DBRs and an air-gap of Lair (points).
As expected, the FSR decreases with larger values of Lair. A shorter cavity
is beneficial for a large tuning range. The difference between both curves
in method one stems from Leff, where Leff,SiCz < Leff,SiNy . Moreover, Leff is
responsible for both lines cutting y-axis at 700 nm and 1581 nm, respectively. If
both mirrors are pushed very close together (Lair → 0) cavity-length will never
reach zero due to Leff. For each material system, a lower limit of 2Leff for the
cavity-length exists. The difference between the simplified view (lines) and
more accurate TMM is negligible for larger values of Lair while being important
for small cavity-lengths. For a SiOx-SiCz MEMS-DBR, the difference between
both methods is minimal. In this case, the penetration depth into the DBR
estimates the displacement of the resonant wavelength node inside the FPR
DBR. For small cavity-lengths, the error when applying effective penetration
depth is stronger and should not be used.
In the lower part of the graph, two patterned areas are visible. They show
the ranges where mirror reflectivities are at least 99.5 %. This is the material-
based limit for the tuning range of 120 nm and 330 nm, for SiOx-SiNy and SiOx-
SiCz DBRs with 6.5 and 11.5 layer pairs, respectively. Using this insight and
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Figure 4.14: Points: TMM calculated FSR for varying air-gap. FSR surrounding
center-wavelength 1550 nm was chosen for each point. Steps represent mode
hops. Lines: Calculated FSR considering Leff depending on air-gap for SiOx-
SiCz and SiOx-SiNy DBR filters. The difference between both lines is determined
by different Leff. Patterned areas: Range where RDBR > 99.5 %.
comparing it to SiOx-SiCz DBR and SiOx-SiNy DBR tuning ranges it is evident
that SiOx-SiNy MEMS-DBR is limited by material reflectivity stopband while
SiOx-SiCz MEMS-DBR is limited by the large air-gap of ≈ 10 µm. Conclusively,
to extend the tuning range of the SiOx-SiCz MEMS-DBR filter, a reduction of
Lair is unavoidable.
4.2 Modeling
In this section, a Comsol Multiphysics1 model is created to simulate SiOx-SiCz
MEMS-DBR bending. This tool reduces the amount of experimental testing by





4.2.1 Create a Model Describing Experimental Findings
A model for SiOx-SiCz-MEMS-DBR incorporates three physics models, solid
mechanics to describe MEMS bending, electric currents to model electro-thermal
heating and heat transfer to include electric and ambient heating. Especially
material parameters for SiCz are essential as literature offers a wide range of
specific constants. The most important parameter for the DBR bending is the
Young’s Modulus ESiCz . [18] reports a range for ESiCz of 88 GPa to 247 GPa
depending on the ratio z between Si and C atoms. While [65] even measures a
very low range of 20 GPa to 36 GPa for z < 0.5 when depositing SiCz at 320 ◦C.
[78] reports that ESiCz is subject to drastic changes when going from crystalline
to amorphous structure. In the present case, the deposition takes place at only
80 ◦C, which is very low for a PECVD deposition. Consequently, the deposited
layers are highly amorphous. νSiCz is around 0.25. For SiOx many references
state a value of ESiOx = 70 GPa. This parameter remains constant.
Under the assumption of a constant layer-stress during a DBR deposition, a
sweep of ESiCz in the simulation compares the modelled and measured initial air-
gaps after a MEMES release. Depending on the shape, layer-stress of the top Au-
electrode influences the MEMS-bending as well. Evaporations of both Cr/Au
and Ti/Au create tensile values of σCr/Au = 330 MPa and σTi/Au = 30 MPa,
respectively. Although layer stress differs one order of magnitude, the influence
on the MEMS-bending is very small because the electrodes are much thinner
than the DBR (70 nm and 3 µm). More important is the layer shape. It is essential
to include an opening in the center - representing the aperture - otherwise, metal
layer stress influence increases a lot. fig. 4.15 left displays the top-view of the
created shape. Figure 4.15 shows an extruded shape with an extremely fine
mesh on the right - only the finest available automatic mesh results in a released
MEMS. For the sake of simplicity, the model only includes a Si substrate and the
MEMS-DBR with an electrode on top. Bottom fixed-DBR does not change the
result significantly because it is much thinner than the substrate but increases
calculation time. It is neglected as well in this model. Layer-stress in bottom-
DBR should not influence MEMS-DBR bending much because they are already
relaxed at the time when the top-DBR is deposited. Another big difference
between a processed sample and the model is the thickness of the sacrificial layer.
While it inherently creates a step from the fixed DBR to MEMS-DBR areas, this
is omitted in the model to decrease complexity when creating three-dimensional
objects. Substrate thickness, tested in two steps, 300 µm (actual thickness) and
50 µm (less computation time) only showed a diminutive influence as well.
Thus, substrate thickness remains at 50 µm.
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Figure 4.15: Left: Top-view of shapes created for Comsol modelling. Four
squares represent the fixed top-DBR, the cross-shape describes the MEMS and
the circle in the center is the metallization aperture. Right: Extremely fine
meshed three-dimensional structures.
Moreover, the structure encompasses only one device, while on an actual sam-
ple hundreds of devices are aligned in a two-dimensional array. This influence
is described by introducing a roller boundary at the ends of the substrate arms
because at this position two MEMS-DBRs push or pull in opposite directions
cancelling the effect of a layer-stress. External temperature applies to the bottom
of the substrate as TS while the top and the MEMS-DBR experience ambient
temperature of 20 ◦C. A current through the MEMS-arms increases the tempera-
ture at the top electrode due to joule-heating. The heat then is transferred to the
MEMS-DBR, ultimately extending the air-gap. Parameters for Young’s Modulus,
temperature, MEMS-current and sizes facilitate changing of material properties
and MEMS-sizes. Initial MEMS bending is calculated by using a flat MEMS-DBR
(see fig. 4.15 right) and defining a contact-area between bottom-most DBR-layer
and substrate surface. The layer stress in the plane DBR deforms the MEMS
and creates a bending, see fig. 4.17.
Values from 20 GPa to 100 GPa simulate the resulting air-gap Lair,simulated to
determine ESiCz . The MEMS-DBR comprises 6.5 layer pairs of SiCz and SiOx
with a thickness of 194 nm and 276 nm (see section 4.1.1), and layer stresses
of −150 MPa and −110 MPa, respectively. Moreover, a Cr/Au has a thickness
of 70 nm without discriminating between Cr and Au in the model. The result
is presented in fig. 4.16. Measuring MEMS bending with a surface profiler
(needle force 3 mg) results in an Lair,Dektak = 10.52 µm. Measuring the same
sample contact-less with a confocal microscope shows an increase of 0.1 µm
or approximately 1 % which can, generally, be neglected due to processing
variations between each device even on the same substrate. Both measurements
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Young's Modulus ESiC (GPa)
 Simulation for (144-60)
Lair,measured = 10.27 µm
Figure 4.16: Simulated air-gaps depending on Young’s Modulus ESiCz for
a MEMS-DBR with L = 145 µm and W = 60 µm. Measured air-gap of
Lair,measured = 10.27 µm is acquired for ESiC = 40 GPa.
include a sacrificial layer thickness of 350 nm which has to be subtracted to
match the simulated value. To determine ESiCz accurately with Comsol, a
measured air-gap of Lair,measured = 10.27 µm needs to be found, representing air-
gap measurement utilizing a confocal microscope subtracted by the sacrificial
layer thickness.
Figure 4.16 shows a reduction of the air-gap with larger values for ESiCz . Thus,
RSiCz = 40 GPa creates an air-gap of 10.27 µm. Figure 4.17 presents the defor-
mation for ESiCz = 40 GPa.
Beyond simulating MEMS-deformation, it is possible to add an eigenfrequency
solver to the model which returns MEMS mechanical resonances. Modulating
the MEMS at these frequencies would result in catastrophic failure of the struc-
ture, ultimately breaking it. Thus, the first eigenfrequency (1st EF) limits the
wavelength tuning-speed of the structure. Figure 4.18 shows the first six EF
and its oscillating shapes. Note that the first two EFs are very close to each
other showing similar oscillation shapes. This small offset stems from the asym-
metry of meshing, see fig. 4.15 right, and cannot be avoided. Asymmetries do
always occur in a processed sample due to misalignment of photolithography
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nm
Figure 4.17: Simulated total displacement for L = 145 µm, W = 60 µm and
ESiCz = 40 GPa. Here, the thickness of the sacrificial layer is omitted. MEMS
bending here is exaggerated by a factor of 4 to emphasize the resulting shape.
masks, so this effect represents the real sample well. Depending on which EF is
regarded, positions and number of oscillation anti-nodes vary. If the solution
shows imaginary solutions for the EFs, more than 6 EFs should be calculated
because the first 6 describe translations of the entire structure and should be
omitted.
Conclusively, Comsol simulations do show a realistic result but have deviations
from the real sample. Among others, these include a sacrificial layer, mis-
alignment during photolithography, thickness variation of DBR layers during
deposition, and simplified shape of fixed DBR areas. Conclusively, simulations







232.86 kHz 232.88 kHz
260.12 kHz 296.71 kHz
561.71 kHz 671.72 kHz
Figure 4.18: First 6 EF of a 144-60 MEMS-DBR structure with corresponding
eigenmodes. Red is high deformation and green is no deformation. 1st EF limits
the MEMS-DBR tuning speed.
4.2.2 Reduction of Cavity Length
This section investigates the reduction of the cavity-length to increase the tuning-
range of a SiOx-SiCz DBR filter. An initial air-gap of 2 µm to 5 µm is supposed to
create an FSR of 300 nm according to fig. 4.14. Several concepts look promising.
The layer stress of the single layers is mainly responsible for the MEMS-DBR
bending and the air-gap. So the straightforward solution is to reduce com-
pressive layer-stress of SiCz and SiOx layers. Unfortunately in case of SiOx
layer-stress is very stable at approximately −120 MPa within usable deposition
parameter ranges. For SiCz layer-stress can be adjusted, but only towards higher
values, see figs. 3.3 to 3.5. Previous depositions already applied the lowest pos-
sible value of −150 MPa. Comsol simulations identified two different methods
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to reduce cavity-length. The first increases the number of layer-pairs, while the
second solution reduces MEMS beam-width and -length. Furthermore, two
strategies following changes during deposition and treatment afterwards are
discussed independently of Comsol investigations.
Number of layer-pairs
The initial model uses a DBR with 6.5 layer-pairs. Two additional simulations
with 7.5 and 8.5 layer pairs result in a reduction of the initial air-gap and a small
increase in EF. The results are summarized in table 4.7. Although influence is
visible, its effectiveness is minimal.
Table 4.7: Resulting air-gaps and 1st EF for different numbers of layer-pairs for
a SiCz-SiOx DBR.





Reduction of Geometry Sizes
The second findings from Comsol simulations are a reduction of air-gap by
reducing length Larm and width Warm of the MEMS-arms. The target air-gaps lie
in the range of 2 µm to 5 µm to investigate the region where reflectivity stopband
of the DBRs and the cavity-length-dependent FSR coincide, see fig. 4.14. This
way maximum tuning range of roughly 300 nm can be used. Reduction of beam
length and width by at least a factor of 2 is required. Thus a set of 3 lengths and
widths are identified to create small-sized MEMS. Aperture diameter remains
unchanged at Raperture = 25 µm to have the same opening for fiber-coupling.
Disc diameter Rdisc,small = 40 µm is reduced to fit the disc between the fixed
MEMS parts. The resulting air-gaps are presented in table 4.8. Figure 4.19
presents the simulated structures for all combinations. Additionally the result
from fig. 4.17 is shown again to emphasize the reduction of MEMS-size.
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Table 4.8: Simulated initial air-gaps without sacrificial layer for each size-












30 0.85 1.18 1.44
45 2.54 2.74 2.93
60 3.77 3.94 4.07













30 334 403 482
45 445 514 577
60 472 521 562
IMEMS flows from 2 fixed DBR parts (top and right square from fig. 4.15 left)
to the other 2 fixed DBR parts (left and bottom square from fig. 4.15 right).
Electrical resistance increases heat along the electrode. Most heat is generated at
the narrowest position located at the ring around the aperture. To demonstrate
this, a MEMS-DBR electrode is burnt with IMEMS = 100 mA. The outcome
shows burn marks at the aperture ring where current flows from top to bottom
contact, see fig. 4.20 a). Simulating the structure for the same current shows the
highest temperature at the same position, see fig. 4.20 b). For size combination
(45-20) air-gap rose from 2.54 µm to 3.15 µm due to MEMS heating.
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Figure 4.19: Nine combinations for MEMS-DBR size reductions in length
and width. MEMS arm widths and lengths are given in parentheses (L-W). A
displacement scaling factor of 10 for each deformation is chosen to emphasize
all MEMS displacements. For size comparison, the model from fig. 4.17 with a




Figure 4.20: A MEMS current of IMEMS = 100 mA is applied to a) a finished
sample, burning the electrode. b) a Comsol simulation to present position of
highest temperature rise of ∆T ≈ 200 K. The displayed legend encompasses
293 K to 490 K. Ambient and substrate temperature are set to 293 K. Both
positions match.
Multi-Layer Deposition
[79] reports on replacing a layer deposition with thickness d by n thinner layer
depositions which results in much lower layer stress. Two test depositions
are performed for a total deposition time of 15 min to reproduce this behavior.
The first layer is deposited in one go, while for the second, five 3 min steps
with pumping and purging steps in between are performed. The resulting
layer-stress did not change quantifiably.
Temperature Treatment of Released MEMS-DBR
All dielectrics in this work are deposited with a PECVD at 80 ◦C which is low in
comparison to CVD processes going above 800 ◦C. The resulting layer structure
is not crystalline but amorphous. This means, next to silicon and carbon or
oxygen atoms, hydrogen is present created as a waste product from SiH4. To
release those impostors and offer the remaining bonds a chance to relax elevated
temperatures are required [1]. To test the temperature effect on a MEMS-DBR,
only devices containing a SiOx-SiCz MEMS-DBR on a SiCz layer, deposited
on a Si substrate are processed without bottom-DBR or metallization. The
wafer is broken in four pieces to test four temperatures. Air-gap before the
treatment is 10.4 µm. Each sample is tempered with an RTA (rapid temperature
annealing) at elevated temperatures TT from 150 ◦C to 450 ◦C in a nitrogen
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atmosphere. Temperature is sustained for 5 min. The heating ramp is set to
20 s while cooling back to room-temperature takes about 10 min. The resulting
air-gaps are summarized in table 4.10.
The effect of tempering a released MEMS-DBR creates an even larger air-gap by
increasing layer stress of both SiOx and SiCz layers. With an increase from 10 µm
to almost 15 µm at 250 ◦C the change is quite large. For higher temperatures the
MEMS-DBR brakes. At 350 ◦C, the connection between movable MEMS and
fixed DBR is destroyed. For 450 ◦C, the whole MEMS-DBR structure detaches
in some areas from the substrate.
4.3 Optimizations
In this section results for SiOx-SiCz MEMS-DBR produced with small-sized
masks are presented. Processing is not shown in detail, for some insight in
size on a device, processing of a tunable VCSEL in section 5.2 can be viewed.
Although the steps differ from a filter, the masks are the same. Newly developed
mask design for MEMS-etching is presented in fig. 4.21.
4.3.1 Adjusted Mask Design
New masks are created according to adjustments in a Comsol model presented
in section 4.2.2. At the same time, the factor of 2 represents an investigation,
whether the number of devices on one wafer in mass-production down the line,




Figure 4.21: MEMS-etch mask for small sizes. Lengths and widths correspond
to arrangement in table 4.11 where MEMS arm width increases rightwards
and length downwards. Half discs at the left and right side of each devices
offers larger contacting pads. Two circles at each device are required to cover
numbering created with top electrode Au. Masks for further processing steps
can be found in appendix C.
a pitch of 500 µm. The new design targets a pitch of 250 µm which reduces de-
vice footprint to 220 µm × 220 µm. The pitch is kept at 500 µm to be compatible
with the half-VCSEL layout. The additional space between devices acquired this
way is used to increase the MEMS top-electrode area for easier contacting with
the probing needles. Moreover, an indexing grid identifies each device. Length
and width are varied in 3 steps each, resulting in 9 different combinations. The
disc radius decreases to Rdisc = 40 µm to prevent it from touching the fixed
DBR areas. The aperture size remains unchanged at Raperture = 25 µm.
The resulting initial air-gaps are measured with a surface profiler (needle
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30 1100 1620 1910
45 3140 3320 3480
60 4320 4440 4640
force 3 mg) and are summarized in table 4.11. Comparing these with Comsol-
predicted values from table 4.8 by adding sacrificial layer thickness of 400 nm,
shows reasonable matching. It means further refinement in material parameters
of the simulation is necessary or adding a bottom-DBR after all. The biggest
difference between model and reality is the step in MEMS-DBR caused by the
sacrificial layer thickness. If this is taken into account in the simulation as well,
a better prediction might be possible. However, using the developed Comsol
model for a close estimation of the resulting air-gap is definitively useful and
possible.
In table 4.12 radii of curvature ρ for each size combination are presented. ρ
behave in the opposite way of Lair. Smaller air-gaps are flatter. Thus, the
curvature is larger, corresponding to larger values of ρ. Remembering stability
condition eq. (2.22) and eq. (2.21), all of them are stable resonators because all
MEMS-DBR mirrors are concavely bent and Lair < ρ. With eq. (2.27) the radii of
TEM00 modes for each size can be determined. All wi lie in the range of 5 µm
to 6.2 µm which is not much smaller than the value for (144-60) sized MEMS
at 7.8 µm (Lairgap = 10 µm and ρ = 1.52 mm). These values hold with small
deviations for both beam-widths at the flat fixed DBR and bent MEMS-DBR.
Thus, for all filters, the same collimator-lens system with a diameter of the focus
point of 13.5 µm is used. Other combinations of available collimators and lenses
create a much larger or smaller beam waist.
Tuning with MEMS Current
Each size combination is tested individually with the tuning results presented
in fig. 4.22. Each one is tunable over its entire FSR. Because the air-gaps are
very low, see table 4.11, for most devices, FSR is larger than SOA source spectral
width and thus cannot be determined directly. Each device recalls the spectral
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Table 4.12: Measured radii of curvature in the eyes of SiOx-SiCz MEMS-DBR












30 5.52 1.57 1.05
45 1.13 0.95 0.83
60 1.08 0.90 0.82
shape of the SOA source (see fig. 4.10) in its transmission. A more detailed look
at a single spectrum is given in fig. 4.23.
Single Spectra around 1550 nm
Each small-sized SiOx-SiCz MEMS-DBR resonator is tuned with IMEMS to 1550 nm
to compare the transmission capabilities. The transmission spectra are presented
in fig. 4.23. Each device is aligned individually. In general, the SMSR of all
devices is much worse compared to fig. 4.8, for example. For filter (30-20) and
(60-25) in graphs a) and h) it was not possible to align in a way to have the high-
est intensity in the fundamental mode TEM00. For this reason, a negative SMSR
is used for those two devices as the side-mode is stronger than the fundamental
mode. Devices with arm length 45 µm (graphs d)-f)) show the best SMSR of
approximately 13 dB, summarized in table 4.13. These spectra emphasize again
the importance of accurate alignment of photolithography masks to increase the
SMSR of the transmission. Because a misalignment can cause the MEMS-DBR
to be tilted, reducing resonator stability. The alignment-error for small-sized
MEMS-DBR masks towards the sacrificial layer should be below 1 µm.












30 -4 5.7 2.54
45 13.25 12.83 12.72
60 10.03 -1.83 6.66
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Figure 4.22: Transmission spectra of wavelength-tuned small-sized SiOx-SiCz
MEMS-DBR filters for sizes (Larm − Warm). Higher IMEMS causes a red-shift.
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Figure 4.23: Single transmission spectra for small-sized SiOx-SiCz MEMS-DBR
filters for sizes (Larm − Warm) tuned to 1550 nm.
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Substrate Temperature Dependence
Substrate temperature-dependent wavelength-shifts are investigated for SiOx-
SiCz and SiOx-SiNy in section 4.1.6. Here, corresponding measurements for
small-sized filters are presented. To reduce the effect of tuning efficiency non-
linearities, discussed in section 3.4, the linear range around center-wavelength
1550 nm is employed for each device. With a DBR reflectivity stopband above
300 nm this is even sufficient for a filter with the smallest MEMS-arms (30-
20). Resulting measurements are summarized in fig. 4.24. Groups for MEMS-
DBR arm lengths and widths can be seen in fig. 4.24 with both longer and
wider arms decreasing the dependence on TS. The shorter arms have a steeper
slope, dividing the devices into three groups. Within each group, the same
order appears, showing a steeper slope with narrower arms. Less MEMS-DBR
material extends more for the same temperature change. In table 4.14 all slopes
are summarized underlining the discussion.































Figure 4.24: Resonant wavelength shift on substrate temperature for small
filter sizes (MEMS-DBR arm widths and lengths).
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30 4.18 2.54 2.48
45 1.48 1.46 1.42
60 1.24 1.18 0.92
4.3.2 Increased Number of Layer-Pairs
After increasing tuning range by the reduction of Lair, the next step is to decrease
transmission linewidth of a SiOx-SiCz MEMS-DBR filter. To do so, an increase
in DBR layer pairs is necessary, see fig. 3.6 and eq. (4.17). In this section filters
are fabricated according to figs. 4.2 to 4.5 with 8 (8.5) SiOx-SiCz layer pairs for
bottom-DBR (top-DBR). The results are compared with SiOx-SiCz and SiOx-
SiNy MEMS-DBR filters investigated in section 4.1. The resulting air-gap of
Lair,8 = 9 µm is about 1 µm below the air-gap of a SiOx-SiCz MEMS-DBR filter
with M = 6. The resulting tuning is shown in fig. 4.25 left. Please note that here
modes 13 and 14 can be seen, while previously modes 14 and 15 were identified
in fig. 4.10, because cavity-length is reduced here. Furthermore, fig. 4.25 right
shows a wavelength-shift induced by an increase of TS. Two additional pairs
result in a 44 % increase of temperature dependence.
Figure 4.26 proves that the linewidth was drastically reduced due to an increase
of mirror reflectivity. It is below SiOx-SiNy DBR linewidth, and the broad reflec-
tivity bandwidth of SiOx-SiCz DBR is even more obvious here. Over a range of
more than 150 nm, the linewidth is below 0.02 % (or 0.03 nm), corresponding to
F > 3800. It cannot be determined how much further the linewidth stays this
narrow towards lower wavelengths because the used broadband source ends
around 1450 nm. Thus, a narrower linewidth is bought by larger temperature
dependence.
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SiN   = 0.42 nm/K
Figure 4.25: Left: SiOx-SiCz-DBR filter tuned with IM = 60 mA to 130 mA at
a constant TS = 35 ◦C results in a red-shift of the transmitted spectrum. The
entire FSR of 116 nm in mode m = 14 can be used (determined with eq. (4.7)).
Right: Wavelength shift depending on substrate temperature compared with
filters investigated in section 4.1.
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Figure 4.26: Normalized transmission linewidth δλ/λ over wavelength for




This section presents the electro-static displacement of the MEMS-DBR to adjust
cavity-length. In contrast to electro-thermal actuation, a second conducting
electrode is required to create an electric field with attracting force. Therefore,
the processing prolongs by an additional metallization and structuring step on
the bottom-DBR below the sacrificial layer. The sacrificial layer mask maximizes
the overlapping areas of the top and bottom electrodes. An aperture in the center
prevents reflection at the electrode inside the resonator. The lower electrode
processing step is presented in fig. 4.27 A). Moreover, the released electro-
statically tunable MEMS-DBR filter with small-sized MEMS is shown in row
B). Now, the bottom electrode is visible between MEMS-arms. The contacting







Figure 4.27: Additional steps for an electro-statically tunable MEMS-DBR filter.
A) lower electrode on bottom-DBR with an aperture in the center. B) released
electro-statically tunable MEMS-DBR filter.
Two devices with initial air-gaps of 3.5 µm and 4.6 µm demonstrate the electro-
static MEMS-DBR actuation. UMEMS is applied between bottom- and top-
electrode with two contacting needles. As described in section 2.4, the applied
voltage sign does not matter. In both cases, the attracting force moves the
MEMS-DBR closer to the substrate, reducing the cavity-length. This effect can
be seen in fig. 4.28. For both positive and negative voltages, a blue-shift occurs
in contrast to the red-shift observed with increasing IMEMS for electro-thermal
displacement. The colors represent two different initial air-gaps due to different
MEMS sizes (3.5 µm for (45-30) and 4.6 µm for (60-30)). As expected, an increase
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Figure 4.28: Left: Electro-static displacement of SiOx-SiCz MEMS-DBR filter
and corresponding wavelength shift for two different initial cavity-lengths.
Voltage sign does not matter, because resulting force always attracts the MEMS-
DBR. Right: Electro-static wavelength tuning through the entire FSR of 274 nm
for a SiOx-SiCz MEMS-DBR filter with Lair = 3.1 µm. Substrate temperature is
TS = 15 ◦C.
in wavelength-shift at the same voltage results from a smaller electrode distance
(black). Figure 4.28, right, presents a third filter to see the requirement for tuning
through the entire FSR. Here, the voltage begins at 200 V to shift the resonator
mode into the SOA spectrum. An additional 130 V moves the mode another
270 nm across its FSR, see fig. 4.28, right.
The next development step would be to reduce the required voltage by reducing
the distance between the electrodes and reducing the movable MEMS-DBR
mass by removing material not needed for mirror reflectivity, like the thickness
of the MEMS-arms.
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This chapter applies the MEMS-DBR technology to both PD and half-VCSEL
substrates to create tunable detectors and sources, respectively.
5.1 Tunable Detectors
In this section, the previously described MEMS-DBR tunable optical filter is not
grown on a silicon substrate anymore but a PIN-PD instead. With this setup, the
MEMS-DBR resonator first filters the signal. Afterwards, the PD transforms it
into a photocurrent. The cross-section of the PD is presented in fig. 2.10, left. On
top of the semiconductor already an SiNy ARC is deposited. This is important
for the bottom-DBR. The first DBR-layer needs to be a high refractive index
material.
A MEMS-DBR tunable PD is a MEMS-DBR tunable filter grown on a PD sub-
strate. But the presence of PD contacts on the substrate surface requires some
adjustments to the filter processing steps presented in figs. 4.2 to 4.5. The
changes are listed in fig. 5.1. Row i) shows a PD substrate, here the Au contacts
on the front-side have an aperture in the center for the filtered light to enter the
semiconductor. The contact layers add additional profile steps in the following
layers. However, at a thickness of approximately 100 nm (aperture ring) and
300 nm (beams connecting the ring and the large pads), it does not disturb
the DBR too much. Moreover, in the center, the substrate and subsequently,
the DBR surface is flat. The purple color of the semiconductor surface is a
SiNy ARC. The gray substrate is described in more detail in fig. 2.10. Row ii)
shows a structured Ni protection layer. It is required because the previously
mentioned Au contact pads need to be accessed to bias the photodiode and to
measure the photocurrent. Accordingly, both top and bottom-DBR are removed
by dry-etching. A Ni protection-layer below the bottom-DBR prevents the DBR
dry-etching gases from damaging the contact pads. The shape stems from
an inverted MEMS-etch mask from fig. 4.4 k). Row iii) shows an adjusted Ni
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Figure 5.1: Processing steps for MEMS-DBR tunable photodiodes extending
filter processing in figs. 4.2 to 4.5. i) Photodiode substrate with Au contacts on
front and backside. ii) Ni protection layer for PD Au contacts to stop b-DBR dry-
etching. iii) Adjusted sacrificial layer to enable etching of b-DBR. iv) Finished
sample with released MEMS-DBR.
sacrificial layer that does not stop dry-etching of the bottom-DBR. The last row
iv) presents the finished released MEMS-DBR. Au-contact pads are open after




5.1.1 SiOx-SiNy MEMS-DBR Tunable Photodiode
First, the old material combination of SiNy and SiOx is used to test the feasibility
of a tunable photodiode. Here both bottom- and top-mirrors consist of 11.5
layer pairs (23 layers). table 5.1 lists the properties of the DBR layers. Note
that in comparison to SiCz-SiOx-DBR, there are two different types of SiNy
layers which show opposite signs of stress. These SiNy layers with tensile
stress (positive) introduce a stress gradient to counteract the bending of the
compressive stress (negative) layers to reduce the initial air-gap. It is assumed
that it is necessary to achieve the desired shape of the bent DBR mirror [57].
Nevertheless, as shown in the results of SiCz-SiOx-MEMS-DBR, this step is not
necessary as the preferred shape can also be achieved with compressive-only
layers. Moreover, as seen in chapter section 3.1, tensile stress in SiCz-layers is
not possible within the tested deposition parameter ranges.
Table 5.1: Properties of layers used for SiNy-SiOx-MEMS-DBR on photodiodes.
layer n1550 nm σ thickness
(MPa) (nm)
SiNy 1 1.85 +100 197
SiNy 2 1.92 -150 182
SiOx 1.45 -120 276
Because transmission cannot be detected here, an altered setup is required here
to align the lens system to the MEMS, in contrast to fig. 4.7. Instead, the reflec-
tion spectrum is regarded during alignment. Because an FPR is transmittive for
a small wavelength range, this part of the spectrum is missing in reflected direc-
tion. Thus in fig. 5.2 dips in the SOA spectrum are visible instead of transmission
peaks. Air-gap here is 7.5 µm which results in an FSR of 189.6 nm.
Next, responsivity measurements with and without a filter are shown for 5
DFB lasers at five different wavelengths set to 0 dBm each, resulting in fig. 5.3.
Each laser is attached to the lens one by one. Both curves have a maximum
in the center and small drops towards larger and smaller wavelengths. The
difference between black and green points are the insertion losses into the SiOx-
SiNy MEMS-DBR filter. They stem from both alignment imperfections during
processing and misalignment of the collimator-lens system for coupling light
from a single-mode fiber into the MEMS-DBR aperture. Moreover, reflection at
the PD surface is present. The filter is transparent at the resonant wavelength.
It means the incoming light sees the PD with an ARC.
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Figure 5.2: Reflection spectra of a SiOx-SiNy MEMS-DBR filter grown on a
photodiode. Here, substrate temperature is TS = 20 ◦C. Gray area identifies
the range of the DFB lasers tested in figs. 5.3 and 5.5. In green one spectrum is
highlighted to measure FSR.
Next, five distributed feedback (DFB) lasers multiplex simultaneously into a
single fiber, see fig. 5.4. Here two laser wavelengths represent neighboring
channels of a DWDM grid, spaced at 100 GHz or approximately 0.8 nm, to see
whether this setup could be used on the receiver side of a data communication
system. Wavelength multiplexing is done with a 100 GHz AWG which couples
up to forty channels into one output single-mode fiber. The resulting photocur-
rent Iph is shown in fig. 5.5 depending on IMEMS. The photodiode is reverse
biased at −1 V.
All five lasers can be identified. A larger MEMS current causes a red-shift of
resonant wavelength. Both neighboring channels at 1543.7 nm and 1544.5 nm
can be distinguished, see fig. 5.5 left. But there is still quite a large overlap
resulting in much higher Iph than at the other three lasers although all of them
were set to the same output power of 0 dBm at the collimator input. In fig. 5.5
right IPh is shown again for four different DFB lasers. First IMEMS is increased
from 15 mA to 30 mA, then decreased again from 30 mA to 15 mA. Please note
that the laser responses in the photocurrent do not coincide at the same IMEMS.
This raises the need for a feedback loop, determining which wavelength is
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Figure 5.3: Responsivity RPD of a photodiode for 5 DFB lasers with different






















Figure 5.4: Setup with multiple DFB lasers coupled into one fiber. Light is
collimated through a collimator-lens system and guided through the opening
of top-DBR MEMS aperture into a tunable photodiode. Sample is temperature
stabilized at 20 ◦C. PD is reverse biased and Iph is recorded while MEMS is
actuated by IMEMS.
transmitted because MEMS actuation shows a hysteresis behavior. Results from
this chapter are published in [6].
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Figure 5.5: Photocurrent of a SiOx-SiNy MEMS-DBR PD biased at −1 V de-
pending on IMEMS. Left: Five DFB lasers at different wavelengths directed at
a SiOx-SiNy MEMS-DBR PD to investigate selectivity. Right: Four DFB lasers
(0 dBm each) at different wavelengths with corresponding photocurrents for
increasing and decreasing MEMS current.
5.1.2 SiOx-SiCz MEMS-DBR Tunable Photodiode
To see whether selectivity can be improved, a SiOx-SiCz MEMS-DBR filter is
grown on the same kind of PD substrate as in the previous section 5.1.1. For
selectivity, the linewidth is very important, thus here 8.5 layer pairs are used for
the MEMS-DBR, being processed in parallel to samples from section 4.3.2. A
linewidth below 0.03 nm can be expected here. Nonetheless, filtering is not very
narrow, and it is tough to identify dips in the reflection spectrum, see fig. 5.6.
An inset with a zoomed-in area magnifies the dips. Dips of 0.2 dB occur, while
fig. 5.2 shows dips of up to 7 dB. The reason for this must come from SiCz ab-
sorption identified in fig. 3.1. With losses in the DBR layer, transmitted intensity
detected by the photodiode is reduced. Moreover, alignment problems of the
collimator-lens system towards MEMS-DBR aperture and processing-related
issues always accompany the samples but should not differ much between SiNy-
and SiCz-based samples.
Figure 5.7 left presents the spectra of four multiplexed DFB lasers set to 0 dBm
each, reflected from a SiOx-SiCz MEMS-DBR PD. Laser two and three represent
a neighboring channel separation of 100 GHz or approximately 0.8 nm in a
DWDM data transmission system. Figure 5.7 right shows Iph for increasing
(green) and decreasing (orange) IMEMS. Similarly to the behavior in fig. 5.7,
right, the positions of up and down direction do not coincide but are much
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Figure 5.6: Reflection sepctra of a SiOx-SiCz MEMS-DBR filter grown on a
photodiode. The inset emphasizes the very small reflection dips. Only a small
amount of light reaches the photodiode itself.
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Figure 5.7: Left: Four DFB lasers (0 dBm each) multiplexed into one single
mode fiber as source for a SiOx-SiCz MEMS-DBR PD. Right: Photocurrents of a
SiOx-SiCz MEMS-DBR PD biased at −4 V depending on IMEMS for increasing
and decreasing MEMS current.
closer than for SiOx-SiNy MEMS-DBR PD. The current ranges between 80 mA
to 100 mA with 0.01 mA steps to resolve laser two and three. It highlights the
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need for very accurate current controlling at these large MEMS currents (Here
Ti/Au top electrode thickness is about 130 nm). Moreover, Iph is very low when
compared to fig. 5.7 right. It fits the shallow reflection dips from fig. 5.6. Only
very little power is transmitted through the filter into the PD. One additional
reason for this might be the very narrow linewidth of the filter. It means a
very accurate setting of cavity-length is necessary to coincide with the laser
wavelength. Although the setting of the current source suggests an accuracy of
0.01 mA, maybe internally it is lower or prone to noise. Due to environmental
influences like temperature fluctuations, MEMS-DBR is always moving beyond
the required accuracy to find the laser signal. The discrepancy between up and
down suggest a more stable source when reducing current than in the case of a
current increase, hence a much lower Iph for olive data points.
An implementation for MEMS-stabilization was developed previously for SiOx-
SiNy MEMS-DBR VCSEL [26]. Here a small part of output power is coupled into
an etalon which could detect whether the incoming wavelength shows a red- or
blue-shifting and reacts with an adjustment in IMEMS accordingly. Moreover, a
command is implemented to tune the emission wavelength in 0.8 nm steps.
Thus, in the case of SiOx-SiCz-MEMS-DBR PD, a broader linewidth might be
desirable to reduce the effect of MEMS-fluctuations to have a larger error margin
for the MEMS-current setting to detect a laser. Moreover, a thinner top electrode
would reduce the absolute value of IMEMS where the current source might be
more stable.
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5.2 SiOx-SiCz MEMS-DBR Tunable VCSEL
In this section, the SiOx-SiCz MEMS-DBR technology is applied to a half-VCSEL
substrate containing a flat backside mirror and a broadband active region.
On top of the surface, a MEMS-DBR is grown. Processing steps are adjusted
because the structured half-VCSEL layers are prone to be damaged by wet
chemical steps previously applied for tunable SiOx-SiCz MEMS-DBR filters and
photodiodes. Afterwards, wavelength tuning, voltage-current behavior and
temperature dependence are investigated. Figure 2.11 shows the half-VCSEL
cross-section. Processing steps that deviate from MEMS-DBR filter fabrication
are presented in section 4.1.1.
Figure 5.8 I) presents a half-VCSEL in the center with backside VCSEL p-contact
at number 1 and the frontside n-contact connected to the center aperture at
number 2. In the aperture the InP semiconductor is visible. The dark dots on
the sample are results from processing issues during half-VCSEL fabrication.
Although they do have heights of several 100 nm, they do not disturb the optical
path because the laser eye in the center is not affected. A tunable MEMS-DBR
VCSEL is a three-mirror-system, bottom-DBR, semiconductor-air-gap interface
and top-DBR. On the left and right side, there are two cross-sections marked
in the center picture. A SiNy ARC (nSiNy ≈ 1.82) reduces the reflection losses
within the cavity. It is deposited on the InP aperture and structured using
lift-off in row II). Now the aperture is purple. The thickness is designed for a
center-wavelength of 1550 nm. In the last row III), a Ni sacrificial layer can be
seen. It is structured by wet-chemical etching, employing HNO3. At this point,
this does not pose a threat to the mesa because in the aperture Ni remains, and
the solution does not come in contact with the center. Here, the small-sized
structure demonstrates the new masks introduced in fig. 4.21.
Figure 5.9 IV) skips several steps in the overview and presents the sample with
deposited top-DBR and lift-off structured top electrode. Here, the approximate
size of the MEMS-DBR arms can be seen. The top electrode aperture has
the same diameter as previously used for the standard-sized masks. In the
second row V) again, several steps are skipped. The MEMS-DBR Ni etch
mask is deposited and defined by lift-off. Subsequently, DBR dry-etching is
performed, and the sacrificial layer is now exposed. Here, the sacrificial layer
size requires special care. As seen in fig. 5.8 III), the Au contact pads are not
covered. Dry-etching has to be timed well to minimize exposure time. HNO3
removes the exposed Ni sacrificial layer and MEMS etch-mask but it needs to
be stopped before under-etching starts. During SiOx-SiCz MEMS-DBR filter
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Figure 5.8: Processing steps for MEMS-DBR tunable VCSEL extending filter
processing in figs. 4.2 to 4.5. I) Half-VCSEL substrate with Au contacts for back
(p-type, left) and front sides (n-type, right). II) SiNy ARC layer structured by
lift-off. III) Small-sized Ni sacrificial layer.
and photodiode processing a Ni sacrificial layer is removed wet-chemically by
a diluted HNO3 solution. Here, this step poses a problem, because HNO3 also
attacks the InP semiconductor below, causing an open-circuit behavior. HNO3
is replaced by TFG which has a similar etch rate at 50 ◦C but offers increased
selectivity towards metal and semiconductor layers. Unfortunately, TFG does
attack the Au layer as well. For this reason, the top electrode is covered with
PR during under-etching. The effects can still be seen at the contact pads,
which turn to a darker shade in fig. 5.9 VI). Because the contact pads have a
thickness of 2 µm, removing several tens of nm does not pose a severe threat.
The released and critical-point dried MEMS-DBR VCSEL is presented with
small-sized MEMS in row VI). Furthermore, SiOx-SiCz MEMS-DBR VCSEL is
structured with the standard-sized masks from fig. 4.1, but processing steps are
not presented here.
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Figure 5.9: Processing steps for a MEMS-DBR tunable photodiodes extending
filter processing in figs. 4.2 to 4.5. IV) Deposited DBR and lift-off-structured top
Au-electrode. V) Ni MEMS etch-mask structured and DBR dry-etched. Au laser
contact pads are now exposed. IV) Finished sample with released MEMS-DBR.
5.2.1 Standard-Sized MEMS-DBR
The first evaluation is done with standard-sized masks from fig. 4.1 to test
technological compatibility without too many changes in comparison to known
behavior well investigated in [53, 59]. Figure 5.10 shows an emission spectrum
of a SiOx-SiCz MEMS-DBR VCSEL. At 1504 nm, the highest output power is
measured. The maximum gain of the active region is around 1560 nm. Be-
cause the highest output power is at 1504 nm it is assumed that the DBR
center-wavelength is not at the designed wavelength of 1550 nm but has a
large blue-shift. Measuring the DBR thickness with a surface profiler supports
this assumption. Because overcoming the laser threshold requires high reflectiv-
ities above 99.5 % only here lasing is possible. The SMSR of 60 dBm is very high.
Next to the main peak, the next higher-order mode at 1457.7 nm can be seen. It
gives an FSR of 47.7 nm. The MEMS-DBR tunable VCSEL cavity consists of a
semiconductor half-VCSEL with a physical thickness of Lsc =2.1 µm to 4.65 µm
[52, 59] and the tunable air-gap. The total optical cavity-length Lc can be written
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Figure 5.10: Emission spectrum of a standard-sized SiOx-SiCz MEMS-DBR
VCSEL with Lair = 13 µm.
as
Lc = nsc · Lsc + nair · Lair, (5.1)
where the refractive index of the semiconductor (SC) is a combination of InP
(nInP = 3.16) and InGaAs (nInGaAs = 3.4) and estimated here as nSC = 3.3 [16,
63]. Now it is possible to approximate LSC with eq. (2.16). The resulting physical
semiconductor thickness is roughly
Lc =
λ2
2 · FSR =
1457.7 nm2




≈ 3 µm. (5.3)
In fig. 5.11 the same device is studied for several substrate temperatures TS. The
top electrode is damaged due to issues during processing and cannot actuate
the MEMS-DBR electro-thermally. Nevertheless, as seen in fig. 4.11, cavity-
length can be adjusted with TS as well. Starting at room temperature (RT) of
about 25 ◦C, increasing and decreasing temperature change the emission wave-
length. Please note that the wavelength shift ∆λ is negative. An increase of
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Figure 5.11: Emission wavelength tuning with substrate temperature TS for a
standard-sized SiOx-SiCz MEMS-DBR VCSEL with Lair = 13 µm.
TS reduces cavity-length. The explanation for this behavior follows. The half-
VCSEL used in this work is designed for high-speed modulation of up to 7 GHz
[59]. Consequently, the semiconductor around the mesa is replaced by BCB
(benzocyclobutene) to minimize parasitic capacities. BCB offers a much larger
temperature coefficient than the semiconductor or dielectric layers in a SiOx-
SiCz MEMS-DBR. Consequently, the substrate expands more than the MEMS
due to a temperature increase and Lair is reduced. For temperatures 20 ◦C and
15 ◦C Lair increases accordingly and a red-shift in emission wavelength occurs.
The tuning range is limited to 20 nm around 1512 nm because of two device
properties. Towards smaller wavelengths, the gain profile of the active medium
limits the stimulated emission. Its center is around 1560 nm and reduces to
either side. On the other side, the limiting factor is the cavity-length and DBR
reflectivity-shift, which only allow for 40 nm to 50 nm of FSR. As stated before,
the DBR center-wavelength is not at the designed wavelength of 1550 nm but
is blue-shifted. Although the SiOx-SiCz DBR stopband is very wide, a VCSEL
cavity needs very high reflectivities for lasing operation. Here a DBR with
only 6.5 layer pairs is deposited, which additionally shows a blue-shift. In
combination, the tuning range is very limited here. Moreover SiCz absorption
has an influence on the DBR reflectivity, presented in figs. B.1 and B.2. In both
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Figure 5.12: Emission power depending on laser current of a standard-sized
SiOx-SiCz MEMS-DBR VCSEL with Lair = 13 µm.
figures a reduction in maximum reflectivity can be observed in comparison to
a SiOx-SiNy DBR. TMM simulations also show a blue-shift in the position of
the maximum reflectivity, see fig. B.1. Accordingly, the output power is consid-
erably lower than for a SiOx-SiNy MEMS-DBR VCSEL (−10 dBm to 0.4 dBm at
1520 nm) [52].
In the final graph for a standard-sized SiOx-SiCz MEMS-DBR VCSEL, optical
power Pop over laser current IL is presented. Here TS = 16.5 ◦C, to investigate
the highest output power found at 1505 nm. Threshold current of approximately
11 mA can be seen in fig. 5.12. This value fits the findings of SiOx-SiNy MEMS-
DBR VCSEL published before [59] and corresponds to lower material gain at
this wavelength in comparison to the designed center of 1560 nm. An increase in
output power can be seen with higher IL until a maximum of 50 µW or −13 dBm
at 27 mA is reached. For higher IL thermal rollover with a power drop is
recognizable. Although Pop is very low, lasing occurs. Characteristics speaking
for this effect are the threshold behavior in fig. 5.12 and narrow linewidth from
fig. 5.10.
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Figure 5.13: Emission wavelength for small-sized SiOx-SiCz MEMS-DBR
VCSEL with Lair = 5.2 µm
5.2.2 Small-Sized MEMS-DBR
According to cavity reduction with small-sized MEMS-DBR filters, here, the
same photolithography masks are applied. Small-sized SiOx-SiCz MEMS-DBR
do offer a much larger tuning range due to a smaller Lair of 5.2 µm presented in
fig. 5.13. Here, the MEMS-electrode can be used for tuning, and the presented
spectra are obtained with IMEMS = 40 mA to 120 mA. The tuning range is 57 nm.
The highest output power of −11.5 dBm or 71 µW is located at an emission
wavelength of 1550 nm. Here again, a blue-shift of DBR center-wavelength
is apparent - the DBR is deposited together with the DBR of the device in
section 5.2.1. Lasing beyond 1562 nm to use the entire FSR of 80 nm cannot
be obtained because the next higher mode experiences a higher amplification
due to a higher DBR reflectivity around 1500 nm. To increase the tuning range
even further both reduction in air-gap to increase FSR and a shift of the DBR
center-wavelength towards higher value is required. Then it is possible to utilize
the entire gain width.
For small-sized SiOx-SiCz MEMS-DBR the emission wavelength depending
on TS is presented in fig. 5.14 for two constant lasing currents IL. As before,
a negative slope occurs. IL creates a constant offset possibly due to a higher
pn-junction temperature which influences the temperature-dependent nSC. A
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Figure 5.14: Emission wavelength of a small-sized SiOx-SiCz MEMS-DBR
VCSEL for varying TS at two different laser currents IL. The air-gap is Lair =
5.2 µm
slope of −0.65 nm/K is smaller than the slope for results in fig. 5.11 of −1.4 nm
due to the reduction of MEMS size. However, more importantly, SiOx-SiCz
MEMS-DBR VCSEL emission wavelength temperature-dependence is more
than one order of magnitude smaller than for SiOx-SiNy MEMS-DBR VCSEL
with comparable Lair. They show a slope of approximately −9.4 nm/K [59].
Consequently, a SiOx-SiCz MEMS-DBR VCSEL is much less prone to environ-
mental temperature fluctuations and should offer higher stability.
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Summary
In this thesis, the well-known MEMS-DBR surface-micro-machining technology
based on SiOx-SiNy material with a refractive index difference of 0.45 is ex-
tended by the introduction of a third dielectric material - silicon carbide (SiCz).
The combination SiOx-SiCz offers a much larger refractive index difference of
1. This property has several advantages in terms of optical properties when
used as a DBR mirror for a tunable Fabry-Pérot resonator. Due to its larger
refractive index, fewer layer pairs for a DBR with reflectivities beyond 99.5 % are
required in comparison to a SiOx-SiNy DBR. It opens the opportunity to increase
wavelength modulation speed due to the smaller movable mass of a MEMS-
DBR. However, even more significant is the DBR reflectivity stopband defining
the wavelength range within which very high reflectivity occurs. Where DBR
stopband was the limiting factor for SiOx-SiNy technology with approximately
250 nm, it doubles for SiOx-SiCz DBR (510 nm). For reflectivities above 99.5 %,
required for lasing operation, the stopband increases for both by a factor of
about 2. Although SiCz shows small absorption in the near-infrared region
investigated here, advantages of much wider tuning range surpass additional
losses.
SiCz can be deposited utilizing low-temperature (< 100 ◦C) PECVD reactor
which enables many fields of application. In the presented case only this way, it
is possible to combine the MEMS-DBR technology with an active half-VCSEL to
create a tunable laser source, because the substrate cannot sustain temperatures
above 150 ◦C. Moreover, structuring of SiOx-SiCz DBR could be performed by
dry-etching in a fluorine-based plasma with etch rates around 100 nm/min.
In this work, deposition parameters are tested, such as gas ratio, pressure and
plasma power with a focus on reduction of layer stress in the resulting SiCz
thin-films. This key parameter is responsible for the bending of the MEMS-DBR,
forming a stable plane-concave resonator. The resulting selections of recipes
can create compressive layer stress of −150 MPa and above. Beyond the DBR
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materials itself, the sacrificial layer is investigated as well. It is necessary to
release the MEMS-DBR, which eventually bends away from the substrate and
forms the desired concave shape. To reduce processing steps, previously used
metal sacrificial layer nickel was supposed to be replaced by a photoresist.
While Ni dissolves wet-chemically, creating the need for critical-point drying
to keep the MEMS released. A photoresist sacrificial layer was supposed to be
removed by dry-etching in an O2 plasma. Ultimately the photoresist could only
be removed by liquid acetone also requiring critical-point drying. Moreover, a
metal sacrificial layer is more reliable in its reproducibility. Consequently, the
photoresist is discarded as an option for the sacrificial layer.
Investigations on tuning efficiency connecting the required displacement of
MEMS-DBR and the resulting shift in resonance wavelength show a factor of
about 0.4 with nonlinear behavior towards the edges of the DBR stopband. It is
caused by a shift of resonant mode nodes inside the DBR or cavity because the
wavelength does not match DBR reflectivity maximum. Nevertheless, within
the region investigated here around the designed center-wavelength of 1550 nm,
tuning efficiency is nearly linear and does not influence tuning behavior any
further.
The first batch of tunable filters produced here utilizes the photolithography
masks already available and well known. The processing is successful and
tuning of 109 nm around 1550 nm can be achieved both with electro-thermal
tuning current and substrate temperature. Each method causes a cavity exten-
sion and consequently a red-shift. Wavelength shift is measured in transmission
of a broadband semiconductor optical amplifier from 1450 nm to 1700 nm. For
this reason, up to three modes were visible simultaneously identified as 14,
15 and 16. This tuning range does not yet outperform previous results with
SiOx-SiNy MEMS-DBR filters due to large initial air-gap of >10 µm. Because
layer stress cannot reach below −150 MPa by adjusting deposition parameters,
a new method had to be developed.
A simulation model in Comsol Multiphysics is developed to reduce the number
of experimental tests required to find a suitable change in processing. It takes
advantages of the combination of structural and electro-thermal modules in
one simulation tool. To fit simulation results to experimental finding, material
parameters for the model had to be determined. Since SiOx did not offer many
ranges according to literature for SiCz, a large number of sources for various
Young’s Modulus values are available. With a material-constant sweep, a
value of ESiCz = 40 GPa was determined. With the means of transfer matrix
model, it is determined that a target air-gap of 1 µm to 5 µm is desired to take
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advantage of huge SiOx-SiCz DBR stopband. According to Comsol simulations,
the cavity length reduces by increasing the number of layer pairs of the DBR
or reducing geometry sizes. While the first method only results in a reduction
below 1 µm, MEMS geometry sizes have a much greater effect. Standard-sized
photolithography masks create MEMS-arm length and width of 145 nm and
60 nm, respectively. A new set of small-sized MEMS arms produces a length of
30 nm to 60 nm. Additionally, three widths of 20 nm to 30 nm investigate further
influences on the shape of resulting MEMS. Accordingly, new photolithography
masks are designed.
The predicted air-gaps could be found in the measured, fabricated filters with
good agreement, consolidating the developed model and producing filters
with much smaller cavity length. Additionally, mask redesign was used to
reduce device footprint from 420 µm × 420 µm to 220 µm × 220 µm towards a
possible introduction into industrial mass-production. The resulting air-gaps
had a length of 1 µm to 4.6 µm. It increases the tuning range above 250 nm. It
cannot be determined any further due to the limited range of the SOA source.
Electro-thermal and substrate temperature tuning is possible here as well. One
problem that occurs with these small-sized MEMS is the side-mode suppression
ratio (SMSR), which only reaches values of up to 13 dB. Moreover, small-sized
structures are much more vulnerable to photolithography misalignment and
cause, for example, a tilted MEMS-DBR.
To further increase transmission linewidth, filters consisting of 8.5 layer-paired
SiOx-SiCz DBR for higher reflectivity are produced. As predicted, the air-gap
does reduce a bit, but more importantly, the linewidth narrows remarkably to a
FWHM below 30 pm for a tuning range of more than 150 nm.
Another information acquired from Comsol simulations is the mechanical
MEMS resonance, which ultimately limits maximum modulation speed for
wavelength tuning. Due to the reduction in MEMS size, the first eigenfrequency
is increased from 233 kHz to above 550 kHz. These speeds are useful for target-
ing applications where wavelength-sweeping speed is critical like spectroscopy
or OCT.
Concerning fast MEMS actuation, electro-static displacement is investigated
by adding a second electrode on the bottom DBR below the movable MEMS.
It is necessary because electro-thermal actuation is limited by slow thermal
processes which heat the MEMS. Consequently, wavelength modulation is
limited to about 200 Hz. A DC actuation through the entire FSR needs a voltage
of 350 V. It should be possible to reduce the voltage extensively by further
refinement of electrode placement and additional MEMS-size reduction.
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After proving that the MEMS-DBR technology works reliably, it is used to
combine a tunable filter with an underlying PIN-photodiode by growing and
structuring the devices with surface-micro-machining directly on a photode-
tector substrate for both SiOx-SiNy and SiOx-SiCz DBRs. Because photodiodes
have contact pads on the surface, adjustments in the structuring of the sacrificial
layer are necessary. Now, contacting pads are protected during DBR dry-etching.
At the same time, it is also possible to etch deep enough to access them. Both
tasks work successfully.
Selectivity towards neighboring channels of a 100 GHz-spaced DWDM system
is tested with several DFB lasers coupled into a fiber simultaneously directed
at the MEMS-DBR aperture with a collimator-lens system. Each laser can
be identified with a photodiode responsivity of 0.75 A/W. The transmission
through a SiOx-SiCz MEMS-DBR filter on a photodiode shows that the resonator
itself is working correctly. However, the power transmitted is way below
expectations. It can be caused by improper alignment of photolithography
masks or coupling of light into the aperture. While SiCz does have small
absorption in the investigated region, the performance of a filter grown on a
photodiode substrate should not differ much from a filter grown on a Si-wafer.
The last topic presented in this work is a proof-of-principle for SiOx-SiCz MEMS-
DBR tunable VCSEL. With this, a half-VCSEL replaces the substrate on which a
sacrificial layer and a MEMS-DBR are deposited and structured. The bottom
DBR is buried within the half-VCSEL along with a strained quantum-well active
region offering wide gain. Maximum output power of −12 dBm can be shown
with a tuning range of up to 57 nm. The limiting factor now is a shift of DBR
center-wavelength due to a reduction in deposition rate on a half-VCSEL in
comparison to a Si-wafer. Consequently, the highest mirror reflectivity and
maximum active material gain did not coincide at the same wavelength. Thus
only a region from 1505 nm to 1562 nm does lase. Moreover, the SiCz absorption
limits the maximum output power. For standard-sized MEMS, processing
issues destroyed the electrode and only substrate temperature tuning is possible.
For both MEMS-sizes the temperature dependence is much smaller compared
to a SiOx-SiNy MEMS-DBR VCSEL by more than one order of magnitude.
Ultimately usage of a SiOx-SiCz MEMS-DBR results in a tunable VCSEL much




In the future, further improvements are possible. For SiOx-SiCz MEMS-DBR
tunable filters, the next step is to connect high reflectivity mirrors with 8.5 or
even more layer pairs with a smaller air-gap. This will result in a widely tunable
(> 250 nm) filter with narrow linewidth (< 50 pm) across the tuning range.
When processing small-sized filters, photolithography alignment accuracy is of
utmost importance. A redesign of lithography masks is necessary to align it to
previous structures easier, reducing the chance for misalignment. It can be done
by introducing alignment markers or deliberately sacrifice a small number of
devices to include inverse masks which offer a better view on overlapping struc-
tures. While redesigning masks, new MEMS sizes should be investigated with a
special focus on increasing mechanical eigenfrequencies for higher modulation
possibilities.
Fast wavelength tuning can be achieved with electro-static actuation. MEMS
displacement is possible electro-statically, but AC modulation is not yet investi-
gated. Here, the charging of dielectric layers might pose a challenge. However, if
the modulation frequency is high enough, alternating charging of each electrode
should negate this issue. Furthermore, the reduction of necessary actuation
voltages is desired to make the devices compatible with more applications,
where voltage supply is limited, for example. To do this, a reduction in elec-
trode distance is necessary. It could be achieved by placing the top-electrode
between the first couple of DBR layer pairs to keep it electrically isolated from
each other, instead of depositing it on the top. DBR thickness is about 3 µm, so
an electrode distance reduction of at least 2 µm should be feasible. A second
approach includes reducing the MEMS mass by removing material from MEMS-
arms, where no high reflectivity is required. Doing so inherently reduces the
air-gap because the MEMS spring constant decreases with fewer layers. Thus,
an optimum is to be determined.
For stable operation, it is unavoidable to introduce a packaging of the tunable
device. It reduces MEMS vibration caused by temperature fluctuations in the
environment. Within the package, a temperature-controlled and stabilized
environment is necessary.
Other wavelength regimes should be possible further in the infrared region, for
example around 2000 nm for other applications. Shorter wavelengths are not
beneficial due to more considerable absorption losses of SiCz layers. To further
understand layer composition, Fourier-transform infrared-spectroscopy (FTIR)
can be applied to single-layer depositions or DBR. It opens the possibility to see
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which bonds are present within the layer and eventually use this information to
adjust layer stress or refractive index directly with other deposition parameter
sets.
MEMS-DBR tunable photodetectors work correctly but still have higher poten-
tial, especially with SiOx-SiCz MEMS-DBR. Here a deficient filter transmission
is detected and needs to be investigated further. The transmission should not
be much worse for a filter grown on a Si substrate than grown on a photodiode,
as shown with SiOx-SiNy MEMS-DBR filters. Furthermore, for application of
a tunable photodetector generally, it is required to know which wavelength is
currently detected. Thus a means to determine this information during oper-
ation are desirable, either by improving MEMS displacement stability, which
could enable look-up tables to connect wavelength information with a current
or voltage value. Alternatively, by implementing an active current controller
encompassing an etalon which can determine the direction of wavelength-shift
and apply a countermeasure directly. Such a system is already presented for
tunable SiOx-SiNy MEMS-DBR VCSEL.
A SiOx-SiCz MEMS-DBR VCSEL shows the most extensive potential for im-
provement. Due to a shift of DBR center-wavelength, only a part of active
material gain can be used with the presented devices, and tuning range is lim-
ited. If the deposition is adjusted to counteract this shift by increasing designed
wavelength and additionally add more layer pairs to increase the very high
reflectivity stopband, the tuning range of SiOx-SiNy MEMS-DBR VCSEL should
be exceeded. To increase power further, it is crucial here as well to optimize




βsp Spontaneous emission factor
δL Air-gap change
∆n Refractive index step
∆λ Wavelength shift
δλ Transmission linewidth





ηc Net collection efficiency
ηd Differential quantum efficiency
ηex External quantum efficiency






γ Complex eigenvalue describing the losses after one round trip
λc Center wavelength of DBR




µR Relative permeability of the medium
µ Magnetic permeability of free space
νPR Poisson’s ratio
ν Frequency
ω0 Material dependent resonance frequency
ω Photon frequency
Ψ Elliptical polarization (Ellipsometry)
ρ Radius of curvature
σ Layer stress
τ Decay constant
AMEMS MEMS electrode area
c0 Speed of light in vacuum





Ea Acceptor defect energy
Ec,n conduction band lower edge n-type
Ec,p Conduction band lower edge p-type
Ec Lower conduction band edge
Ed Donor defect energy
EF Fermi energy
Eg Bandgap
Ev,n valence band upper edge n-type semiconductor
Ev,p Valence band upper edge p-type semiconductor
Ev Upper valence band edge
E Energy
FSR Free spectral range
Fes Electro-static force
f Random factor
gi g-factor of mirror i
gth Threshold gain












Larm Length of MEMS-arm
LCS Half-VCSEL SC thickness
Lc Optical cavity length
Leff Effective length
Les Electro-static distance
Lmax T Length for highest transmission
L Optical length
M Number of layer pairs
m Mode order




Nth Threshold carrier density
n Refractive index
Pabove Power above threshold




PICP ICP deposition power
Pop Optical power
PRF RF deposition power




Raperture Radius of MEMS-electrode aperture
rdep Deposition rate
Rdisc Radius of MEMS disc
RMEMS Resistance of top-electrode
RPD Photodiode responsivity
Rsp Spontaneous emission rate
Rst Stimulated emission rate
R Reflectivity
r Fresnel reflection coefficient
TEM00 Fundamental transversal electrical mode




t Fresnel transmission coefficient
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UMEMS MEMS actuation voltage
Var Active region volume
Vbias PD bias voltage
vg Group velocity
Vp Cavity volume occupied by photons
V Cavity loss factor
Warm Width of MEMS-arm
wi Beam radius at mirror i
(NH4)2Ce(NO3)5 Cerium nitrate





ARC Anti reflective coating
Au Gold
AWG Arrayed waveguide grating
BCB Benzocyclobutene


















CVD Chemical vapor deposition
DBR Distributed Bragg reflector
DC Direct current
DFB Distributed feedback
DWDM Dense wavelength division multiplexing
EF Eigenfrequency
F Fluor
FeCL3 Iron (III) chloride
FPR Fabry-Pérot resonator
FSR Free spectral range
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FTIR Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy











ICP Inductively coupled plasma
InGaAs Indium gallium arsenide
InP Indium phosphide
KI Kalium iodide

















OCT Optical coherence tomography
OSA Optical spectrum analyzer
PD Photodiode
PECVD Plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition
pin-PD Photodiode with intrinsic layer between pn-junction
RF Radio frequency
RIE Reactive ion etching
ROC Radius of curvature
rt Room temperature








SiCz Amorphous Silicon carbide
SiF4 Silicon tetrafluoride
SiH4 Silane
SiNy Amorphous silicon nitride
SiO2 Silicon dioxide
SiOx Amorphous silicon oxide
SMSR Side mode suppression ratio
SOA Semiconductor optical amplifier
TEC Temperature controller, Peltier Module





TMM Transfer matrix model
UV Ultraviolet
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In this chapter an overview of chemical reactions is given for all wet- and
dry-etching recipes used in this thesis.
Depositions
• SiOx is deposited in a PECVD chamber using silane (SiH4) and nitrous
oxide (N2O) as precursors and sources for Si and O, respectively. The
reaction is as follows.
SiH4 + 4 N2O SiO2 + 2 H2O + 4 N2
Additionally He as carrier gas and is provided in the chamber to reduce
plasma energies required for ignition.
• SiNy is deposited in a PECVD chamber using silane (SiH4) and nitrogen
(N2) accompanied by He.
3 SiH4 + 5 N2 Si3N4 + 3 N2H4
Hydrazine (N2H4) is gaseous and can be removed by pumping.
• SiCz is deposited in a PECVD chamber using silane (SiH4) and methane
(CH4) accompanied by He and Ar carrier gases.




The following reactions take place at room temperature if not stated otherwise.
• Etching of Chromium with ceric ammonium nitrate solved in perchloric
acid (HClO4) which chemically stabilizes it [37, 46].
3 (NH4)2Ce(NO3)6 + Cr Cr(NO3)3 + 3 (NH4)2Ce(NO3)5
Cerium oxidation state is reduced from IV to II, while chromium oxidiza-
tion increases from II to III. During etching a dark film on the chromium
surface is produced. Due to its aqueous solubility it is dissolved in the
etchant. Au, Ni and Al are not etched by this solution. Chromium can
be etched with a O2/Cl2-plasma, which makes it suitable as etch mask
during fluorine-based DBR dry-etching [46].
• Etching of Nickel is possible with several etchants, like nitric acid (HNO3),
acetic acid (C2H4O2 or CH3OOH2), iron(III) chloride (FeCl3), sulfuric acid
(H2SO4) and hydrofluoric acid (HF) as well as mixtures of those [2]. In
general etching Ni is a two step process where it is first oxidized and then
the oxide is removed [48]. In the following a reaction is shown where
nickel nitrate (Ni(NO3)2) is created with nitric acid diluted in water [70].
3 Ni + 8 HNO3 3 Ni(NO3)2 + 2 NO + 4 H2O
Nickel nitrate can then be hydrated by water forming Ni(NO3)2 · 6 H2O
which is soluble in water and transported from the sample surface through
stirring. To increase the etching rate the solution is heated to 50 ◦C. Like
Cr, Ni is not etched by fluorine-based etchants and is thus suitable as a
DBR dry-etching mask.
• Etching of Gold with iodine [47].
2 Au + I2 2 AuI
To improve solubility gold iodide (KI) is added. Moreover, Au can be
etched with a mixture of nitric acid (HNO3) and hydrochloric acid (HCl)
where Cl radicals keep Au dissolved [47].
HNO3 + 3 HCl NOCl + 2 Cl + 2 H2O
Due to the instability of the mixture and decomposition by formation of
nitrogen oxides and Cl2 the first solution based on iodine is preferred. Dry
etching of Au can be performed with Cl or CF4/CCl4 plasmas as well as
with Ar bombardment [37].
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• Silicon oxide (SiOx) can be wet etched with hydrofluoric acid (HF) [49].
SiO2 + 4 HF SiF4 + 2 H2O
Since this reaction consumes a lot of fluoride atoms the etchant is buffered
with ammonium fluoride (NH4F) releasing F
– ions which can react by
themselves or create highly reactive HF –2 ions.
NH4F + H2O H2O
+ + F– + NH3
Dry-etching options are presented in appendix A.
Dry-Etching Reactions
The dry-etching method is used to structure dielectric DBR materials.
• Silicon oxide (SiOx) can be dry-etched in a RIE chamber with fluoro-
form (CHF3). Moreover tetrafluoromethane (CF4) plasma and mixtures of
both are listed [37]. Additionally oxygen (O2) is required so all resulting
molecules are in a gaseous state which can be removed by pumping. A
simplified overview of the reactions for SiO2 is shown in the following
three lines [67]
CF4 2 F + CF2
SiO2 + 4 F + O2 SiF4 + 2 O
SiO2 + 2 CF2 SiF4 + 2 CO
The resulting molecules are silicon tetrafluoride (SiF4), carbon monoxide
(CO) and oxygen all of which are gaseous.
• Silicon nitride (SiNy) can be dry-etched in fluoroform/oxygen (CHF3/O2),
tetrafluoromethane (CF4) as well as in hexafluorethane (C2F6) plasma
[39, 38]. The reaction takes place similarly to the dry-etching of SiOx.
Additionally reactions of CHF3 are considered [28].
CF4 2 F + CF2
2 CHF3 2 CF2 + 2 H + 2 F
Si3N4 + 6 CF2 + 6 O2 3 SiF4 + 6 CO2 + 2 N2
Si3N4 + 12 F 3 SiF4 + 2 N2
4 H + N2 N2H4
All resulting molecules are gaseous and can be removed by pumping.
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A Chemical Reactions
• Silicon carbide (SiCz) can be etched with a fluoroform/oxygen (CHF3Ø2)
plasma [37]. Further combinations include sulfur hexafluoride/oxygen
(SF6/O2) and bromtrifluoromethane/oxygen (CBrF3/O2) plasmas.
CHF3 CF2 + H + F
SiC4 + 2 CF2 + 8 O2 SiF4 + 8 CO2
SiC4 + 4 F + 4 H SiF4 + 2 CH4
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B Additional Graphs
This section shows two further graphs, looking at the reflectivities of SiOx-SiCz-
DBRs in comparison to SiOx-SiNy-DBRs.
Figure B.1 presents the calculated values (TMM) for a perpendicular incidence.
A higher number of layer pairs increases the maximum reflectivity, but does not
influence the stopband width considerably. An added extinction coefficient for
SiCz layer according to findings from fig. 3.1 reduces the reflectivity by a large
amount and is thus responsible for many results, especially for the performance
of photodiode and VCSEL devices.
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Figure B.1: TMM calculations for SiOx-SiCz and SiOx-SiNy DBRs on a Si sub-























Figure B.2: Measured SiOx-SiCz and SiOx-SiNy DBR reflectivities on a Si sub-
strate (ellipsometer) at an incidence angle of 40° for s- and p-polarization.
Figure B.2 shows ellipsometry measurements of SiOx-SiNy and SiOx-SiCz DBRs
grown on a Si substrate. Here, the incidence angle is 40° and the maximum
wavelength is 1700 nm, both limited by the setup. The s- and p-polarizations
differ mainly due to the non-perpendicular incidence. The maximum reflectivity
for the SiOx-SiNy-DBR (M = 11) is higher than for SiOx-SiCz-DBR (M = 6)
corresponding to the findings in fig. B.1. Although each layer of both DBRs has
an optical thickness of 1550/4 nm the center-wavelength is blue-shifted because
of the incidence angle. Since ellipsometry is not an ideal way to measure very
high reflectivities, the absolute values should be disregarded at this point. Only
the comparison between the curves is possible here. Moreover the ripples
around the centers of the curves probably comes from light source instabilities
and should also be omitted here.
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C Photolithography Masks
Figure C.1: Photolithography mask design for bottom electrode.
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C Photolithography Masks
Figure C.2: Photolithography mask design inverse sacrificial layer.
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00 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 0A 0B 0C 0D 0E 0F 0G 0H
10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 1A 1B 1C 1D 1E 1F 1G 1H
20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 2A 2B 2C 2D 2E 2F 2G 2H
30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 3A 3B 3C 3D 3E 3F 3G 3H
40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 4A 4B 4C 4D 4E 4F 4G 4H
50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 5A 5B 5C 5D 5E 5F 5G 5H
60 61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 6A 6B 6C 6D 6E 6F 6G 6H
70 71 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 0A 7B 7C 7D 7E 7F 7G 7H
80 81 82 83 84 85 86 97 88 89 8A 8B 8C 8D 8E 8F 8G 8H
90 91 92 93 94 95 96 97 98 99 9A 9B 9C 9D 9E 9F 9G 9H
A0 A1 A2 A3 A4 A5 A6 A7 A8 A9 AA AB AC AD AE AF AG AH
B0 B1 B2 B3 B4 B5 B6 B7 B8 B9 BA BB BC BD BE BF BG BH
C0 C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7 C8 C9 CA CB CC CD CE CF CG CH
D0 D1 D2 D3 D4 D5 D6 D7 D8 D9 DA DB DC DD DE DF DG DH
E0 E1 E2 E3 E4 E5 E6 E7 E8 E9 EA EB EC ED EE EF EG EH
F0 F1 F2 F3 F4 F5 F6 F7 F8 F9 FA FB FC FD FE FF FG FH
G0 G1 G2 G3 G4 G5 G6 G7 G8 G9 GA GB GC GD GE GF GG GH
H0 H1 H2 H3 H4 H5 H6 H7 H8 H9 HA HB HC HD HE HF HG HH
Figure C.3: Photolithography mask design for top electrode with numbering.
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C Photolithography Masks
Figure C.4: Photolithography mask design for PD contact protection.
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Figure C.5: Photolithography mask design for sacrificial layer.
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C Photolithography Masks
Figure C.6: Photolithography mask design for MEMS etching.
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